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Abstract	

Aromatics	&	Exosomes:	The	Translation	of	Cell	Therapy	

By�Holly	C.	Lewis	

Mesenchymal	 stromal	 cells	 (MSCs)	 are	 a	 low-frequency	 population	 in	 the	 adult	 bone	

marrow.	 These	 self-renewing	 pluripotent	 stem	 cells	 can	 be	 easily	 expanded	 ex	 vivo,	

generating	clinical	quantities	of	personalized	cell	therapeutics.	Despite	showing	biologic	

efficacy	in	a	variety	of	mammalian	studies	and	clinical	trials,	the	mechanisms	by	which	

MSCs	exert	their	bioactivity	have	been	incompletely	described.		

One	of	the	principle	mechanisms	we	and	others	have	shown	as	crucial	for	MSC	efficacy	is	

the	enzyme	indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO).	This	enzyme	catalyzes	the	key	reaction	

in	tryptophan	metabolism.	The	synthetic	drug	1-methyl	tryptophan	is	a	selective	inhibitor	

of	IDO	enzymatic	activity	that	is	being	tested	in	cancer	immunotherapy	trials,	particularly	

for	patients	with	 IDO+	tumors.	Based	on	 its	chemical	 structure,	we	hypothesized	1MT	

might	 also	 activate	 the	 aryl	 hydrocarbon	 receptor	 (AHR).	 AHR	 is	 a	 widely-expressed	

transcription	 factor	 that	 is	 classically	 understood	 as	 the	 receptor	 for	 2,3,7,8-	

tetrachlorodioxin,	 a	potent	environmental	 toxin.	 Such	a	mechanism	of	action	 for	1MT	

suggests	 its	 application	 for	 a	 wider	 range	 of	 patients,	 irrespective	 of	 tumor	 IDO	

expression.	 Such	 observations	 support	 a	 novel	 paradigm	 by	 which	 AHR-activating	

compounds	 like	 1MT	 may	 be	 used	 in	 cancer	 immunotherapy	 to	 stimulate	 a	 pro-

inflammatory	response.		

Collaborations	with	our	lab	have	recently	shown	that	MSC-conditioned	culture	medium	



(CM)	can	maintain	healthy	peripheral-blood-derived	antibody-secreting	cells	 (ASCs)	 for	

up	to	30	days	 in	vitro.	We	hypothesized	that	some	of	 this	 in	vitro	support	was	due	to	

nanoscale	 extracellular	 membrane	 vesicles,	 or	 exosomes.	 We	 interrogated	 exosome	

production	 from	 replicating	 and	 irradiated,	 growth-	 arrested	 MSCs	 to	 model	 the	

physiology	 of	 endogenous-mobilized	 or	 quiescent	 marrow	 MSCs.	 We	 found	 that	

exosomes	 were	 able	 to	 reproduce	 the	 in	 vitro	 support	 to	 ASCs	 observed	 with	

unfractionated	CM.	Purified	exosomes	from	both	replicating	and	growth-arrested	MSCs	

were	comparable	in	their	ability	to	support	ASCs.	To	elucidate	factors	accounting	for	the	

in	vitro	ASC	support,	we	performed	proteomics	on	exosomes	derived	from	replication-

competent	 and	 growth-	 arrested	 MSCs,	 identifying	 factors	 involved	 in	 the	 vesicle-

mediated	delivery	of	immune	signaling	proteins.	Taken	together,	these	findings	indicate	

that	MSC-derived	exosomes	can	serve	as	a	model	for	cell-free	cell	therapy.		
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Foreword:		

Defense	Program	Abstract	

	

Mesenchymal	 stromal	 cells	 (MSCs)	 are	 a	 low-frequency	 population	 in	 the	 adult	 bone	

marrow,	comprising	one	in	10,000	of	all	mononuclear	cells	harvested	from	an	iliac	crest	

aspirate	under	local	anesthesia.	These	self-renewing	pluripotent	stem	cells	can	be	easily	

expanded	ex	vivo,	generating	clinical	quantities	of	personalized	cell	therapeutics	that	we	

and	others	have	utilized	for	a	variety	of	first-in-human	trials.	MSCs	have	been	deployed	

in	 clinical	 trials	 as	 immune-modifying	 therapies	 for	Crohn’s	disease,	multiple	 sclerosis,	

lupus,	 and	 engraftment	 during	 sickle	 cell	 transplantation	 therapy	 in	 addition	 to	

regenerative	 applications	 for	 ischemic	 stroke	 or	 cardiomyopathy.	 Despite	 showing	

biologic	efficacy	in	a	variety	of	mammalian	studies	and	clinical	trials,	the	mechanisms	by	

which	 MSCs	 exert	 their	 bioactivity	 have	 been	 incompletely	 described.	 A	 number	 of	

reports	have	shown	that	contact-dependent	factors	and	the	release	of	soluble	factors	are	

both	implicated	in	MSC	therapy.		

	

One	of	the	principle	mechanisms	we	and	others	have	shown	as	crucial	for	MSC	efficacy	is	

the	enzyme	indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO).	This	enzyme	catalyzes	the	key	reaction	

in	tryptophan	metabolism,	generating	a	class	of	bioactive	molecules	called	kynurenines,	

known	to	be	involved	in	tolerance	signaling.	The	synthetic	drug	1-methyl	tryptophan	is	a	

selective	inhibitor	of	IDO	enzymatic	activity	that	is	being	tested	in	cancer	immunotherapy	

trials,	particularly	 for	patients	with	 IDO+	 tumors.	 	Based	on	 its	 chemical	 structure,	we	
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hypothesized	1MT	might	also	activate	 the	aryl	hydrocarbon	 receptor	 (AHR).	 	AHR	 is	 a	

widely-expressed	 transcription	 factor	 that	 is	 classically	understood	as	 the	 receptor	 for	

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodioxin,	 a	 potent	 environmental	 carcinogen	 that	 can	 be	 found	 in	

cigarette	smoke,	contaminated	ground	water,	and	Agent	Orange.	We	demonstrate	MSCs	

express	the	AHR	protein,	and	that	in	vitro	treatment	with	1MT	causes	AHR	activation	as	

observed	by	RNA,	immunologic,	and	bioinformatics	techniques.	These	findings	for	1MT	

are	consistent	with	its	MSC-	and	immune-stimulating	reputation,	yet	uncoupled	from	the	

expression	or	catalytic	function	of	IDO.	Such	a	mechanism	of	action	for	1MT	suggests	its	

application	 for	a	wider	 range	of	patients,	 irrespective	of	 tumor	 IDO	expression.	These	

observations	 support	 a	 novel	 paradigm	by	which	AHR-activating	 compounds	 like	 1MT	

may	be	used	in	cancer	immunotherapy	to	stimulate	a	pro-inflammatory	response.	

	

An	understanding	of	the	stromal	cues	that	enable	marrow-resident	B	cells	to	maintain	

immunologic	 memory	 is	 crucial	 not	 only	 for	 vaccine	 design,	 but	 also	 in	 cell	 therapy	

platforms	that	seek	to	expand	patient	lymphocytes.	Emerging	cancer	immunotherapies	

using	chimeric	antigen-receptor	T	cells	have	shown	great	promise	in	the	clinic,	due	in	part	

to	a	historically-thorough	understanding	of	T	cell	growth	requirements,	buttressed	with	

novel	genetic	engineering	techniques.	However,	the	development	of	clinical-grade	B	cell	

therapy	platforms	lags	due	to	incomplete	knowledge	of	how	to	keep	such	cells	functional	

without	introducing	cancer-derived	genes.	For	example,	the	development	of	monoclonal	

antibody	(mAb)	biologics	often	relies	upon	fusing	a	customized	B	cell	with	a	cancerous	

myeloma	cell.	Infusions	of	such	hybridomas	is	therapeutically	impossible,	due	to	a	high	
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risk	of	 cancer	 in	 recipients.	Only	 their	 cell-free	mAb	byproducts—traditionally	 derived	

from	animal	ascites	or	more	often	today	via	recombinant	bacteria—are	approved	for	safe	

clinical	use	in	humans.	Likewise,	induced	pluripotent	stem	(IPS)	cells	or	embryonic	stem	

cells	both	carry	a	non-zero	risk	for	carcinogenesis	 in	recipients.	 In	contrast,	the	clinical	

effect	of	MSCs	relies	upon	their	inherent	immune-modifying	character,	require	no	genetic	

manipulation,	 and	 have	 led	 to	 virtually	 no	 reports	 of	MSC-linked	malignancies	 in	 cell	

therapy	trials.	

	

Collaborations	with	our	lab	have	recently	shown	that	MSC-conditioned	culture	medium	

(CM)	can	maintain	healthy	peripheral-blood-derived	antibody-secreting	cells	 (ASCs)	 for	

up	 to	 30	 days	 in	 vitro.	When	we	 treated	MSC	 CM	with	 a	 liposome-disrupting	 agent,	

plasma	 cell	 antibody-secretion	was	 greatly	 diminished;	 leading	 us	 to	 hypothesize	 that	

some	of	this	in	vitro	support	was	due	to	nanoscale	extracellular	membrane	vesicles,	or	

exosomes.	We	interrogated	exosome	production	from	replicating	and	irradiated,	growth-

arrested	MSCs	to	model	the	physiology	of	endogenous-mobilized	or	quiescent	marrow	

MSCs.	 Electron	 microscopy	 (EM)	 and	 immunologic	 techniques	 demonstrated	 that	

irradiation	of	the	MSCs	altered	neither	the	structural	morphology	nor	the	overall	yield	of	

exosomes.	We	found	that	exosomes	were	able	to	reproduce	the	in	vitro	support	to	ASCs	

observed	with	unfractionated	CM.	Purified	exosomes	from	both	replicating	and	growth-

arrested	MSCs	were	 comparable	 in	 their	 ability	 to	 support	 ASCs.	 To	 elucidate	 factors	

accounting	for	the	in	vitro	ASC	support,	we	performed	proteomics	on	exosomes	derived	

from	replication-competent	and	growth-arrested	MSCs,	identifying	factors	involved	in	the	
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vesicle-mediated	delivery	of	 immune	signaling	proteins.	Taken	together,	these	findings	

indicate	that	MSC-derived	exosomes	can	serve	as	a	model	for	cell-free	cell	therapy.	

	

This	written	dissertation	encompasses	all	work	pursued	by	the	author	in	the	pursuit	of	

her	PhD	degree,	as	a	dual	degree	candidate	in	the	Laney	Graduate	School	and	the	School	

of	Medicine.	The	reader	should	note	that	all	 figures	and	tables	are	based	on	data	and	

experiments	of	her	own	design.	 	As	a	dually-enrolled	student,	fully-engaged	with	basic	

science	 investigations,	 she	 also	 worked	 to	 stay	 abreast	 of	 clinical	 and	 translational	

outcomes	for	this	type	of	research.	To	wit,	an	interlude	chapter	found	within	this	written	

dissertation	describes	her	award-winning	community	outreach	non-profit	organization,	

Sickle	&	Flow.	
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Chapter	1:	An	Introduction	to	Mesenchymal	Cell	Therapy	

	

Endogenous	and	ex	vivo-cultured	MSCs	

In	vertebrates,	the	majority	of	post-natal	hematopoiesis	occurs	in	the	marrow	of	the	long	

bones.	Each	day,	the	marrow	of	adult	humans	releases	hundreds	of	millions	of	new	blood	

cells	into	circulation	[1],	but	the	profound	proliferative	capacity	of	this	system	must	be	

kept	 in	 check	 by	 a	 variety	 of	 mechanisms:	 dysregulated	 marrow	 is	 the	 genesis	 of	

autoimmune	 disease	 and	 hematologic	 dyscrasias,	 both	 benign	 and	 malignant.	 The	

hematopoietic	stem	cell	(HSC)	is	the	multipotent	self-renewing	progenitor	that	gives	rise	

to	 all	 cells	 of	 the	 lymphoid	 (i.e.	 T	 cell,	 B	 cell,	 natural	 killer	 cell)	 and	 myeloid	 (i.e.	

erythrocyte,	monocyte,	granulocyte,	platelet)	lineages.		

	

A	bone	marrow	aspirate	reveals	the	stromal	tissue	of	mammalian	bone	marrow	to	be	a	

complex	structure,	punctuated	by	blood	cell	progenitors	of	varying	maturity,	interspersed	

with	adipocytes	as	well	as	the	bone-remodeling	osteoclasts	and	osteoblasts.	In	the	highly	

vascularized	endosteal	 niche,	 the	 stromal	 cell	 network	 surrounds	 and	 coordinates	 the	

development	of	HSCs.	If	a	healthy	human	bone	marrow	aspirate	is	put	into	tissue	culture	

plates,	after	a	week	of	culture,	a	population	of	plastic-adherent	spindle-shaped	cells	will	

manifest.	This	process	of	ex	vivo	expansion	is	necessary	in	order	to	generate	appreciable	

amounts	of	cells,	for	in	the	native	marrow,	these	cells	are	vanishingly	rare—and	can	be	

found	at	a	frequency	of	approximately	1	out	of	10,000	cells[2].	These	are	mesenchymal	

stromal	cells,	a	progenitor	population	that	can	differentiate	into	a	number	of	mesoderm-
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derived	 tissues,	 such	 as	 adipose,	 cartilage	 and	 osteocytes.	 	 It	 is	 this	 mesenchymal	

progenitor	feature	that	serves	loosely	as	rationale	for	the	term	“stem	cell”,	but	to	prevent	

confusion	with	HSCs,	and	in	reference	to	their	stromal	derivation,	we	and	others	refer	to	

these	as	mesenchymal	stromal	cells,	though	MSC	abbreviates	both	terms.		

	

MSCs	Coordinate	HSC	Development	

Within	the	vascularized	marrow	compartment,	fate-mapping	and	parabiosis	experiments	

have	 elucidated	 different	 MSC	 classes	 that	 interact	 with	 HSCs	 to	 coordinate	

hematopoiesis	 [3-7].	 Although	 MSC	 surface	 and	 intracellular	 markers	 vary	 in	 the	

literature,	such	variance	is	thought	to	reflect	the	different	microenvironments	in	which	

the	cells	reside	(i.e.	skin,	lung,	fat,	marrow)	rather	than	distinct	cell	lineages	[7].	One	of	

the	more	well-described	marrow-resident	MSCs	is	the	CXCL12-abundant	reticular	(CAR)	

stromal	cell.	Named	for	their	reticuloid	processes	as	well	as	their	chemokine	production,	

CAR	stromal	cells	have	been	shown	to	be	essential	for	functional	hematopoiesis.	CXCL12	

is	produced	by	stromal	cells	in	the	marrow	and	is	required	for	normal	lymphopoeisis—

the	development	of	a	functionally	mature	T	and	B	cell	compartment.	Recent	work	using	

conditional	knockout	mice	has	elucidated	the	connection	between	CAR	stromal	cells	and	

committed	 lymphoid	 progenitors	 (CLPs)	 in	 the	 marrow.	 Using	 a	 Cre-lox	 system,	

Greenbaum	and	colleagues	 show	that	when	CXCL12	 is	deleted	only	 from	CAR	stromal	

cells,	 animals	 exhibit	 a	 sharp	 drop	 in	 the	 numbers	 of	 pre-pro	B	 cells,	 and	have	 fewer	

marrow	CLPs	[6].	CAR	stromal	cells	are	also	principal	sources	of	stem	cell	factor	(SCF,	a.k.a.	

Kit	ligand),	a	cytokine	which	is	presented	on	the	stromal	cell	membrane.	SCF	is	the	ligand	
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for	the	receptor	tyrosine	kinase	c-Kit	 (CD117)	which	transduces	 important	pro-survival	

signals	 to	 developing	 HSCs	 [8,	 9].	 As	 such,	 CAR	 stromal	 cell-derived	 signals	 are	

indispensable	 for	 normal	 hematopoiesis.	Using	 an	 inducible	 knockout	 system	 in	mice,	

Omatsu	 and	 colleagues	 have	 shown	 that	 short-term	 ablation	 of	 CAR	 stromal	 cells	

decreases	the	self-renewing	cell	cycling	of	HSCs,	as	well	as	reducing	the	numbers	of	both	

lymphoid	and	erythroid	progenitor	cells	[4].		

	

MSCs	and	Central	Tolerance	in	the	Bone	Marrow	

Lymphopoeisis	is	a	complex	process,	wherein	T	and	B	cell	progenitors	generate	a	unique	

antigen	 receptor	 via	 the	 recombination	 of	 hundreds	 of	 different	 gene	 segments.	

Immunologists	have	calculated	that	on	the	order	of	1018	different	antigen	receptors	could	

be	 stochastically	 made,	 although	 certain	 mechanisms	 (allelic	 exclusion,	 the	

preponderance	of	certain	TCR	β-chains)	revise	this	number	downward	[10].	Nonetheless,	

gene	 segment	 recombination	 endows	 a	 healthy	 vertebrate	with	 an	 extremely	 diverse	

immune	repertoire,	poised	to	respond	to	a	vast	array	of	proteins,	lipids	or	carbohydrates.	

Occasional	lymphocytes	are	generated	whose	receptors	target	against	self	antigens.	Left	

unchecked,	such	T	or	B	cells	may	escape	to	the	periphery,	and	under	certain	conditions,	

initiate	 a	 pathologic	 autoimmune	 process.	 The	 body	 has	 a	 number	 of	 mechanisms	

whereby	 it	 evades	 autoimmune	 disease,	 but	 these	 can	 be	 grouped	 into	 two	 general	

classes:	 central	 tolerance	 and	 peripheral	 tolerance.	 By	 central	 tolerance,	 we	 refer	 to	

events	occurring	in	the	primary	lymphoid	organs—the	bone	marrow,	thymus	or	spleen—
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whereas	 peripheral	 tolerance	may	 be	 induced	 anywhere	 leukocytes	 are	 found	 in	 the	

body.		

	

In	 the	 marrow,	 lymphoid	 progenitors	 with	 newly-generated	 antigen	 receptors	 are	 in	

constant	 contact	with	 the	 stromal	 cell	 network.	 It	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 although	

lymphoid	progenitors	begin	this	process	in	the	marrow,	T	cells	migrate	to	the	thymus	in	

order	to	undergo	maturation.	In	a	process	termed	positive	selection,	new	lymphocytes	

ensure	that	their	receptor	is	capable	of	recognizing	peptides	presented	by	endogenous	

antigen-presenting	cells.	In	negative	selection,	lymphocytes	that	vigorously	auto-react	to	

self	antigens	are	neutralized	to	so-called	clonal	ignorance,	anergy	or	undergo	apoptosis,	

here	 termed	deletion.	Thymic	 stroma	help	 coordinate	positive	and	negative	 selection,	

thereby	serving	as	primary	enforcers	of	central	tolerance.	Studies	using	human	cells	as	

well	as	murine	models	have	shown	that	MSCs	can	be	isolated	from	the	thymus,	and	that	

they	contribute	to	the	development	of	normal	T	cell	compartment	[11,	12].	Towards	the	

coordination	of	such	lymphopoiesis,	MSCs,	like	professional	antigen	presenting	cells,	can	

express	the	diverse	human	leukocyte	antigen	(HLA)	molecules:	Class	I,	presenting	mainly	

intracellular-derived	peptides,	and	Class	 II,	presenting	extracellular-derived	peptides.	 If	

the	 lymphocyte	 is	 unable	 to	 recognize,	 or	 if	 it	 auto-reacts	 too	 vigorously	 to	 the	HLA-

presented	peptides,	that	lymphocyte	clone	is	deprived	of	pro-survival	signals	(i.e.	CXCL12,	

other	growth	factors)	and	is	deleted.		
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In	addition	to	Class	I	and	II,	less	variable	HLA	molecules	are	expressed	by	mesenchymal	

stromal	 cells,	 including	 HLA-G.	 Initially	 discovered	 on	 trophoblastic	 tissues,	 HLA-G	

prevents	maternal	immune	infiltration	of	the	semi-allogeneic	fetus.	When	expressed	by	

MSCs,	 HLA-G	 confers	 an	 immunosuppressive	 signal	 by	 activating	 immunotyrosine	

inhibitory	motifs	(ITIMs)	on	lymphocytes	and	monocytes.	In	the	marrow,	HLA-G	signaling	

dampens	the	activity	of	bone-remodeling	osteoclasts	(monocyte-derived),	whereas	in	the	

periphery,	lymphocytes	respond	to	HLA-G	on	membranous	vesicles	[13,	14].	

	

Ex	vivo,	MSCs	have	been	defined	using	conventional	flow	cytometric	techniques	by	the	

International	Society	for	Cellular	Therapy	(ISCT)	[15].	These	cells	must	stain	positively	for	

CD73	 (ecto-5’-nucleotidase),	 CD90,	 and	 CD105	 (endoglin),	 but	 lack	 staining	 for	 the	

following	lymphomyeloid	markers:	CD11b,	CD14,	CD19,	CD34,	CD45,	CD79a,	or	of	MHC	

class	II[16].		

	

MSCs	can	be	isolated	from	a	variety	of	non-hematopoietic	tissues	including	lung,	

fat,	kidney,	skin	and	muscle.	Indeed,	some	reports	indicate	that	MSCs	can	be	derived	and	

propagated	from	any	organ	tissue,	and	that	the	amount	of	MSCs	present	is	proportional	

to	 the	 blood	 vessel	 density	 per	 end-organ	 [17].	 The	 role	 of	 MSCs	 as	 precursors	 for	

angiogenesis	has	become	appreciated	as	recent	reports	show	a	shared	phenotype	with	

vascular	pericytes.	Though	beyond	the	scope	of	present	discussion	of	immune-mediated	

application,	 MSCs	 have	 been	 much-explored	 in	 the	 field	 of	 regenerative	 medicine,	

particularly	in	cardiovascular	and	wound-healing	models	[18-22].		
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Cell	Biology	of	MSCs	in	Culture	

Since	 their	 initial	 discovery	 in	bone	marrow,	MSCs	have	been	 studied	by	 translational	

scientists	in	attempts	to	harness	their	regenerative	and	immunomodulatory	abilities.		The	

stem	nature	of	MSCs—and	their	proven	ability	to	differentiate	into	cartilage,	bone	and	

fat	cells—has	spurred	research	efforts	to	regenerate	these	tissues.	A	number	of	studies	

have	utilized	MSCs	to	regrow	musculoskeletal	tissues,	including	craniofacial	defects	[23],	

repair	of	ruptured	tendons	[24],	or	to	correct	the	congenital	bone	disease	osteogenesis	

imperfecta	 [25].	 The	 regenerative	 nature	 of	MSCs	 has	 not	 been	without	 controversy,	

however,	as	published	reports	have	claimed	the	ability	to	repair	transected	spinal	cords,	

myocardial	 infarcts	 and	 even	 autism.	 Such	 controversy	 may	 speak	 to	 the	 variability	

inherent	 to	 performing	 in	 vitro	 differentiation	 with	 stem	 cells,	 by	 which	 different	

laboratory	culture	media	and	cell	processing	protocols	can	be	at	variance.	

	

MSCs	and	B	cell	Immunosuppression	

Whereas	 the	 regenerative	 capacity	 of	MSCs	may	 remain	 a	 question	 of	 tissue	 culture	

recipes,	the	immunomodulatory	capabilities	of	these	cells	has	been	borne	out	in	a	variety	

of	 assay	 systems.	 From	 a	 teleological	 perspective,	 the	 role	 of	MSCs	 in	 hematopoiesis	

affords	 us	 the	 best	 lens	 to	 view	 the	mechanisms	 by	which	 stromal	 cells	 suppress	 the	

proliferation	 and	 effector	 function	 of	 potentially	 pathologic	 leukocytes.	 After	 an	

immature	 B	 cell	 has	 undergone	 gene	 recombination	 and	 expresses	 its	 novel	 antigen	

receptor,	marrow	 stromal	 cells	mediate	 positive	 and	 negative	 selection.	 Through	 this	
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process,	autoreactive	B	cells	are	either	silenced	or	deleted,	thereby	maintaining	central	

tolerance.	For	autoreactive	B	cells	that	do	escape	the	marrow,	mechanisms	of	peripheral	

tolerance	exist	 to	 limit	 immunopathology.	Given	 the	complexities	of	observing	central	

and	peripheral	tolerance	in	situ,	a	number	of	techniques	have	been	developed	to	model	

how	MSCs	and	pathologic	B	cells	interact.	

	

In	a	2008	paper,	our	group	explored	a	mouse	model	of	hemophilia	A,	a	coagulopathy	that	

arises	from	an	inherited	deficiency	in	clotting	Factor	VIII	(FVIII)	[26].	After	years	of	FVIII	

replacement	therapy,	it	is	common	for	human	patients	to	develop	allo-antibodies	to	FVIII,	

complicating	treatment	and	causing	significant	morbidity.	Our	team	utilized	both	in	vivo	

and	in	vitro	techniques	to	show	that	murine	MSCs	induced	plasma	cells	to	re-express	Pax5	

via	the	protein	phosphatase-dependent	inhibition	of	STAT3,	causing	a	systemic	decrease	

in	 anti-FVIII	 antibodies.	 Our	 protocol	 was	 repeated	 in	 healthy	 mice	 immunized	 to	

ovalbumin	 protein	 (OVA),	 after	 which	 we	 observed	 similarly	 decreased	 anti-OVA	

immunoglobulin	production	by	B	cells.	Other	studies	using	B	cells	and	MSCs	from	healthy	

human	donors	have	shown	that	MSC	co-culture	attenuates	the	production	of	 IgA,	 IgM	

and	IgG	via	in	vitro	assay	systems	[27].	A	recent	study	by	Ma	and	colleagues	has	explored	

the	utility	of	MSC	therapy	for	idiopathic	thrombocytopenic	purpura	(ITP),	a	hematologic	

disease	characterized	by	spontaneous	bleeding,	petechiae,	and	purpura	[28].	Although	

not	all	cases	of	ITP	are	proven	autoimmune	in	nature,	both	T	and	B	cells	with	specificity	

to	platelet	 surface	antigens	have	been	 implicated	 in	 its	pathogenesis	 [29].	Via	ex	 vivo	

culture	 systems	 of	 primary	 cells	 from	 ITP	 patients,	 Ma	 and	 team	 show	 a	 marked	
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decrement	 in	 platelet	 destruction	 after	MSC	 co-culture	 (although	 they	 are	 unable	 to	

pinpoint	a	specific	causative	relation,	instead	citing	a	number	of	possibilities).	

	

T	cells	and	Central	Tolerance	

Though	they	begin	development	as	CLPs	in	the	bone	marrow,	T	cells	must	migrate	to	the	

thymus	 to	 complete	 their	 maturation.	 In	 the	 thymus,	 signals	 from	 both	 local	 tissue-

resident	 and	 marrow-derived	 cells	 guide	 the	 developing	 T	 cells	 through	 positive	 and	

negative	 selection	 [30].	 Medullary	 thymic	 epithelial	 cells	 (mTECs)	 express	 the	

transcription	 factor	 AutoImmune	 Regulator	 (AIRE),	 enabling	 the	 cells	 to	 express	 self-

derived	antigens.	Recent	research	has	shown	that	mTECs	can	also	transfer	this	antigen	

for	 indirect	 presentation	 by	 thymus-resident	 dendritic	 cells	 [31].	 In	 the	 thymus,	

autoreactive	T	cells	can	be	converted	to	so-called	‘natural’	regulatory	T	cells,	be	deleted	

or	 otherwise	 deprived	 of	 survival	 signals,	 and	 become	 anergic.	 These	mechanisms	 of	

central	 tolerance,	enforced	by	 the	 thymus,	 suffice	 to	keep	a	healthy	 individual	 free	of	

autoimmune	disease.	Autoreactive	T	cells	can	be	tolerized	to	self	antigen	in	the	periphery,	

thereby	becoming	‘induced’	regulatory	T	cells.	The	precise	mechanisms	by	which	these	

conversions	occur	are	an	area	of	intense	interest,	with	changes	in	cellular	metabolism,	

co-stimulatory	and	co-inhibitory	surface	molecules	all	being	investigated	[32,	33].		

	

MSC	and	T	cell	Co-culture	Assays	

Different	in	vitro	systems	have	been	utilized	to	observe	the	mechanisms	whereby	MSCs	

can	regulate,	suppress	or	limit	the	inflammatory	damage	of	pathologic	T	cells.	One	of	the	
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principal	ways	that	MSC-mediated	immunosuppression	can	be	observed	is	via	co-culture	

with	peripheral	blood	mononuclear	cells,	or	purified	T	cells.	In	order	to	activate	the	T	cells	

toward	proliferation	and	effector	differentiation,	the	T	cell	markers	CD3	and	CD28	must	

be	ligand-stimulated.	These	stimuli	reproduce	the	so-called	Signal	1	and	Signal	2	of	T	cell	

activation:	 Signal	 1,	 in	 which	 a	 T	 cell	 receptor	 (TCR)	 encounters	 its	 cognate	 antigen	

presented	by	the	HLA	molecule	of	an	antigen-presenting	cell	(APC),	and	Signal	2,	whereby	

CD80	or	CD86	on	 the	APC	delivers	 co-stimulation	 to	 the	CD28	on	 the	T	 cell.	Whether	

affixed	 to	beads	or	 in	solution,	anti-CD3/anti-CD28	stimulation	 to	PBMCs	or	purified	T	

cells	induces	activation	and	proliferation	that	is	polyclonal	in	nature.	We	and	others	have	

used	 this	 technique	 in	 combination	 with	 in	 vitro	 co-culture	 to	 demonstrate	 the	

suppressive	effects	mediated	by	MSCs	[34-36].	Other	techniques	for	polyclonal	activation	

of	T	cells	include	the	use	of	mitogenic	stimuli,	such	as	phytohemagglutinin	(PHA)	[37]	and	

the	superantigen	Staphylococcal	enterotoxin	B	(SEB)	[36].		

	

To	 assess	 proliferation,	 and	 thereby	 judge	 the	 degree	 of	 MSC	 immunosuppression,	

different	 groups	 employ	 the	 generational	 dilution	 of	 carboxyfluorescein	 succinimidyl	

ester	 (CFSE)	 [38],	 an	 increase	 in	 3H-thymidine	 incorporation	 [38],	 or	 intracellular	 flow	

cytometric	staining	for	Ki67	[36].	The	classical	mixed	lymphocyte	reaction	(MLR)	has	also	

been	utilized	to	assess	the	degree	by	which	MSCs	modulate	T	cell	allo-proliferation.	Given	

a	high	degree	of	HLA-mismatch,	responder	T	cells	proliferate	in	an	allo-specific	fashion,	

generationally	diluting	their	CFSE	concentration.	MSCs	can	be	plated	beneath	the	MLR	

allowing	the	researcher	to	tease	apart	tolerance-conferring	mechanisms	[39].		
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MSCs	have	been	shown	to	suppress	the	proliferation	of	activated	T	cells	using	a	variety	of	

mechanisms,	 and	 both	 contact-dependent	 and	 soluble	 factors	 have	 been	 implicated.	

Soluble	 factors	 include	prostaglandin	E2	 (PGE2),	 transforming	growth	factor-β	 (TGF-β),	

hepatocyte	 growth	 factor	 and	 HLA-G,	 released	 on	 membranous	 bodies	 as	 described	

above.	These	and	other	mechanisms	have	been	reviewed	by	others	[15,	16,	40-42]	so	our	

discussion	will	instead	focus	on	translationally	important	findings	whereby	stromal	cells	

suppress	the	activity	of	T	cells.		

	

For	researchers	in	transplantation	and	autoimmune	disease,	the	word	‘tolerance’	evokes	

the	categorical	good:	immunosuppressive	pharmacotherapies	are	thus	employed	to	avert	

rejection	of	allografted	organs	or	host	tissues	under	autoimmune	infiltration.	However,	

tolerance	 can	 also	 be	 maladaptive,	 a	 consequence	 engendered	 by	 the	 stromal	

environment	where	benign	tumors	first	become	malignant	cancers.	By	understanding	the	

mechanisms	 of	 cancer-associated	maladaptive	 tolerance,	 immunologists	 stand	 to	 gain	

valuable	insight	for	next-generation	immunomodulatory	therapies.	

It	is	now	appreciated	that	cancer	is	not	one	syndrome,	but	rather	a	collection	of	diseases	

marked	by	dysregulated	proliferation	of	the	body’s	endogenous	cells.		The	last	century	

has	advanced	our	understanding	of	carcinogenic	toxins,	inherited	or	acquired	mutations,	

and	chronic	inflammatory	changes	that	can	all	 incite	cells	to	become	cancerous.	In	the	

process,	one	or	all	of	the	following	systems	becomes	dysregulated:	a	cell	can	undergo	loss	

of	function	(e.g.	of	a	tumor-suppressing	factor	like	Rb),	it	can	gain	a	competitive	growth	

advantage	(e.g.	the	constitutive	growth	triggered	by	Bcr-abl),	it	can	become	ignorant	to	
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apoptotic	signals	(e.g.	mutations	 in	Bcl-2),	and	lastly,	 it	gains	the	ability	to	metastasize	

beyond	its	normal	niche	(e.g.	the	loss	of	E-cadherin)[43].	These	changes	may	not	occur	

sequentially	 in	every	cancer,	but	 in	vitro,	each	 is	sufficient	 for	a	human	cell	 to	acquire	

immortality.	 In	 the	healthy	body,	 it	 is	 appreciated	 that	 such	dysregulations	occur	at	 a	

basal	level,	but	are	kept	in	check	by	a	variety	of	homeostatic	mechanisms.	The	concept	of	

immune	 surveillance	 has	 been	 described	 as	 the	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 circulating	

lymphocytes	detect	pre-malignant	changes	and	subsequently	kill	the	mutated	cell	[44].	A	

number	of	studies	have	demonstrated	the	ability	of	lymphocytes	to	perform	tumoricidal	

immune	 surveillance	 [45,	 46].	 However,	 in	 instances	where	 cancer	 does	 arise,	 recent	

discoveries	 indicate	 that	 tumor	 stromal	 tissue	exerts	 immunosuppressive	mechanisms	

that	neuter	the	potentially	cancer-fighting	effects	of	tumor-infiltrating	lymphocytes	(TILs)	

[47].	

	

PD-L1	and	Immunosuppression	by	Tumors	

After	receiving	Signal	1,	Signal	2,	and	being	exposed	to	inflammatory	cytokines,	newly-

activated	T	cells—CD4+	T	helper	cells	and	CD8+	cytotoxic	lymphocytes	(CTLs)—upregulate	

adhesion	molecules	and	then	traffic	to	inflamed	areas	by	following	chemokine	gradients.	

The	activation	process	 for	T	cells	 involves	 the	maturation	of	effector	 function	 (i.e.	 the	

ability	 to	 release	 cytokines	 such	 as	 IFN-γ	 or	 Granzyme	 B),	 after	 which	 they	 lose	

dependence	 upon	 the	 co-stimulatory	 Signal	 2.	 For	 example,	 when	 CTLs	 arrive	 at	 an	

inflamed	area,	they	serially	kill	any	cell	that	displays	the	cognate	antigen-HLA	complex.	In	

addition	 to	 gaining	 effector	 function,	 T	 cell	 activation	 induces	 the	 upregulation	 of	
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inhibitory	 receptors	 that	 include	 Programmed	Death-1	 (PD-1)	 [48].	 Although	we	 have	

described	the	process	of	T	activation,	it	is	important	to	note	that	PD-1	expression	is	also	

upregulated	on	activated	B	cells.	PD-1	is	a	transmembrane	protein	that	contains	an	ITIM	

motif,	which	upon	 ligation	 recruits	 tyrosine	phosphatases	 that	 inactivate	a	number	of	

signaling	molecules,	including	Syk,	ZAP-70,	and	PI3K	[48].	Such	changes	induce	the	anergy	

or	 apoptosis	 of	 T	 cells	 and	 B	 cells,	 tempering	 the	 late	 immune	 response	 towards	

resolution.		

	

The	principal	ligands	for	PD-1	are	PD-L1	(also	called	B7-H1)	and	PD-L2	(also	called	B7-DC).	

Early	 studies	 of	 PD-L1	 indicated	 that	 the	 molecule	 was	 commonly	 found	 on	 primary	

human	 cancer	 cells	 [49],	 although	 subsequent	work	has	 also	 located	 the	molecule	on	

benign	hematopoeitic	and	non-hematopoietic	cells	[48].	Likewise,	PD-L2,	first	identified	

on	human	cancer	cell	lines	[50],	has	been	since	identified	on	antigen-presenting	cells	and	

some	non-hematopoietic	cells	[48].	The	finding	that	PD-L1	was	associated	with	cancerous	

human	tissues	generated	a	flurry	of	research	in	the	first	decade	of	the	new	millennium,	

as	scientists	explored	new	avenues	of	cancer	immunotherapy.	Antibodies	to	blockade	PD-

1	and	PD-L1	have	shown	great	promise	in	pre-clinical	models	[51,	52],	later	spurring	the	

development	of	clinical	trials	for	cancer	 immunotherapy	[53-55].	 In	 late	2014,	the	FDA	

approved	 pembrolizumab,	 a	monoclonal	 antibody	 drug	 targeting	 PD-1,	 as	 the	 newest	

therapeutic	for	metatstatic	melanoma	[56].	

PD-L1	and	Immunosuppression	by	MSCs	
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Among	the	contact-dependent	factors	implicated	in	immunosuppression	by	MSCs,	PD-L1	

has	emerged	as	a	potentially	important	mediator.	As	discussed	above,	the	role	of	PD-L1	

has	been	explored	in	oncology	research,	and	found	to	dampen	the	effects	of	tumoricidal	

lymphocytes.	Such	findings	have	furthered	efforts	to	improve	immunomodulatory	MSC	

therapy,	via	a	deepened	mechanistic	understanding	of	immune	tolerance.	In	2005,	just	a	

few	years	after	the	first	characterizations	of	PD-1,	surface	expression	of	PD-L1	by	marrow-

derived	MSCs	was	described	to	mediate	immunosuppression	[57].	Augello	and	colleagues	

showed	that	resting,	marrow-derived	MSCs	only	contained	mRNA	for	PD-L1,	but	could	be	

induced	 to	 express	 the	 protein	 on	 the	 cell	 surface	 by	 inflammatory	 stimuli.	 The	

researchers	showed	MSCs	inhibit	the	proliferation	of	both	B	cells	and	T	cells	in	a	MLR	or	

after	PHA	stimulation,	and	that	this	effect	could	be	reversed	by	a	blocking	antibody	to	PD-

L1.	A	2008	study	used	MLR,	mitogens	and	also	anti-CD3/anti-CD28	stimulation	to	show	

that	lymphocyte-derived	IFN-γ	was	responsible	for	the	induction	of	PD-L1	on	the	surface	

of	MSCs	[58].		

	

Recent	studies	have	further	elucidated	the	role	of	PD-L1	in	MSC	immunosuppression.	In	

a	2012	study,	Luz-Crawford	and	team	explored	how	MSCs	utilize	PD-L1	to	 inhibit	both	

proliferation	and	effector	capacity	of	T	cells	[59].	Using	established	protocols	for	in	vitro	

T	cell	skewing,	the	researchers	generated	inflammatory	TH1	and	TH17	cells,	confirmed	by	

canonical	transcription	factors	and	cytokine	expression	(T-bet	and	IFN-γ,	RORγt	and	IL-17,	

respectively).	They	show	that	MSCs	are	able	to	suppress	cytokine	release	from	both	types	

of	inflammatory	T	cells,	which	was	reversed	by	antibody	blockade	of	PD-L1.	Of	particular	
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note	was	the	finding	that	although	soluble	factors	play	a	role	in	the	immunosuppression,	

TH17	 cells	 were	 especially	 sensitive	 to	 contact-dependent	 inhibition	 via	 PD-L1.	

Subsequent	work	by	the	same	researchers	suggests	that	MSCs	can	re-program	TH17	cells	

into	regulatory	T	cells	[60],	though	the	exact	role	of	PD-L1	remains	to	be	fully	described.	

	

In	 a	 2014	 report,	 our	 research	 group	 explored	 the	 differential	 effects	 of	 MSC	

immunosuppression	after	inhibition	of	indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO)	or	PD-L1	[36].		

Primary	 human	 MSCs	 were	 shown	 capable	 of	 inhibiting	 both	 the	 proliferation	 and	

effector	function	(cytokine	release)	of	T	cells	after	treatment	with	the	superantigen	SEB	

or	anti-CD3/anti-CD28	stimulation.	We	showed	that	although	 IDO	was	associated	with	

suppression,	treatment	with	the	enzymatic	inhibitor	1-MT	did	not	fully	reverse	this	effect.	

However,	 siRNA-mediated	 knockdown	 of	 PD-L1	 or	 PD-L2	 was	 shown	 to	 reverse	 the	

inhibitory	potential	of	MSCs.	These	results	suggest	that	MSCs	may	rely	on	a	number	of	

factors—soluble	 factors,	 IDO	 catalysis	 and	 PD-L1/PD-1	 signaling—to	 mediate	 their	

immunosuppression	in	complementary,	non-overlapping	mechanisms.	

	

IDO	and	Immunosuppression	by	Tumors	

The	enzyme	indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO)	is	an	important	enzyme	that	is	known	to	

be	 associated	 with	 the	 conferrance	 of	 immunologic	 tolerance.	 It	 catalyzes	 the	 rate-

limiting	 step	 in	 the	 biochemical	 degradation	 of	 tryptophan,	 yielding	 a	 group	 of	

metabolites	 collectively	 termed	 kynurenines	 [61].	 A	 2012	 report	 identified	 IDO	 in	

trophoblast-derived	 macrophages,	 where	 it	 is	 associated	 with	 the	 maintenance	 of	
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maternal-fetal	tolerance	[62].	IDO-expressing	dendritic	cells	have	likewise	been	found	to	

be	 tolerance-inducing	 in	 a	 heart	 transplantation	 model	 [63].	 Although	 these	 recent	

discoveries	speak	to	the	tolerogenic	stimuli	sought	by	the	transplant	field,	the	enyzmatic	

activity	 of	 IDO	was	 first	 indirectly	 observed	 in	 the	 field	 of	 oncology.	 In	 a	 1956	 study,	

patients	with	advanced	bladder	cancer	were	found	to	have	abnormally	high	excretion	of	

kynurenines,	 which	 could	 be	 modulated	 by	 supplementation	 of	 tryptophan	 or	 other	

chemical	analogs	[64].	Viewed	from	a	modern	lens,	it	is	likely	that	IDO-expressing	cells	in	

the	cancerous	bladder	wall	augmented	local	tryptophan	degradation,	rendering	any	TILs	

impotent	in	their	attempt	to	eradicate	the	tumor.		

	

Various	 models	 have	 been	 proposed	 to	 explain	 how	 IDO	 can	 suppress	 the	 immune	

response,	and	block	the	anti-tumor	effect	of	TILs.	One	model	holds	that	local	deprivation	

of	 tryptophan	 prevents	 the	 phosphorylation	 of	 TCR	 zeta-chains,	 thereby	 preventing	

further	activation	of	T	cells	[40].	Other	studies	have	examined	the	role	of	IDO-generated	

kynurenines	and	how	they	may	act	directly	or	indirectly	to	re-program	effector	T	cells	into	

tolerogenic	regulatory	T	cells	[65].	Perhaps	an	echo	of	the	1956	cancer	studies,	enzymatic	

inhibitors	 of	 IDO	 have	 been	 developed	 as	 an	 effort	 to	 abrogate	 its	 downstream	

immunosuppressive	 effects.	 The	 most	 promising	 of	 these	 inhibitors	 is	 1-methyl-

tryptophan,	a	structural	analog	that	blocks	the	catalytic	site	of	IDO,	and	is	being	tested	in	

clinical	 trials	 for	 breast	 cancer,	 brain	 tumors	 and	 melanoma	 [66].	 As	 such	 studies	

continue,	 the	 mechanistic	 switches	 that	 govern	 maladaptive	 tolerance	 to	 cancer	 will	

better	inform	future	IDO-targeted	therapies.	
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IDO	and	Immunosuppression	by	MSCs	

Although	 not	 basally	 expressed	 in	 resting	 MSCs,	 upon	 treatment	 with	 IFN-γ,	 the	

expression	of	 IDO	greatly	 increases	 in	MSCs,	as	confirmed	via	messenger	RNA	(mRNA)	

levels	and	Western	blot	protein	analysis	[67,	68].	A	number	of	studies	have	shown	that	in	

human	MSCs,	the	IDO	enzyme	is	a	key	correlate	of	immunosuppressive	ability	[69,	70].	

Using	bone	marrow-derived	MSCs	 from	a	variety	of	different	donors,	we	showed	 that	

immunosuppressive	 potency	 was	 correlated	 with	 the	 expression	 of	 IDO	 protein	 [70].	

Others	have	explored	the	downstream	effects	of	 IDO-catalyzed	changes	in	target	cells,	

and	noted	decreased	levels	of	tryptophan,	as	well	as	increased	production	of	kynurenines	

[34].	 The	 mechanisms	 whereby	 MSCs	 and	 kynurenines	 together	 suppress	 leukocyte	

inflammation	are	an	area	of	active	research	[42].	In	a	2011	study,	our	group	showed	a	link	

between	 IDO	 catalysis	 and	 MSC	 reprogramming	 of	 inflammatory	 macrophages	

(conventional	 or	M1	macrophages)	 into	 an	 anti-inflammatory,	 or	M2	 phenotype.	 The	

contributions	of	M2	macrophages	have	become	increasingly	appreciated	as	key	players	

in	 wound	 healing,	 and	 post-inflammatory	 resolution	 [42].	 Such	 reprogramming	 of	

peripheral	macrophages	may	be	a	recapitulation	of	MSCs	in	the	marrow,	which	are	known	

to	modulate	the	bone-resorptive	activity	of	monocyte-derived	osteoclasts	[13].	Crosstalk	

between	MSCs	 and	M2	macrophages	 has	 been	 demonstrated	 by	 a	 number	 of	 recent	

studies	[71-73],	further	suggesting	this	axis	of	immunosuppression	may	be	important	for	

in	vivo	efficacy.		
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In	 addition	 to	monocytes,	 IDO	 catalysis	 has	 been	 found	 to	 an	 important	 factor	 in	 the	

reprogramming	 of	 inflammatory	 T	 cells	 into	 a	 regulatory	 phenotype.	 This	 was	 first	

suggested	in	a	2004	report	 in	which	MSCs	were	shown	to	inhibit	the	proliferation	of	T	

cells	in	a	human	MLR	via	IDO-catalyzed	production	of	kynurenines	[74].	More	recently,	

these	studies	have	been	expanded	through	the	use	of	animal	models	that	co-transplant	

organs	with	allogeneic	MSCs	[75].	The	presence	of	IDO,	as	well	as	increased	production	

of	kynurenines	were	both	shown	to	be	associated	with	long-term	graft	tolerance,	as	well	

as	increased	frequency	of	both	peripheral	and	tissue-resident	regulatory	T	cells	[76].		

	

MSC	Response	to	Inflammatory	Signals:	Licensing	and	Integration	

Having	considered	the	cellular	biology	of	MSCs	as	observed	via	in	vitro	methodologies,	as	

well	as	appreciating	their	endogenous	role	in	normal	hematopoietic	niche,	we	now	turn	

to	 how	MSCs	 functionality	 is	 altered	 by	 inflammatory	 signals.	Much	 of	 the	 basic	 and	

clinical	 research	occurring	with	MSCs	explores	 these	cells’	unique	 immunomodulation,	

and	how	 it	 changes	before,	during	and	after	 in	 vitro	culture	expansion.	 Tissue	 culture	

experiments	 are	 vital	 to	 the	 furtherance	 of	 all	 MSC	 cell	 biology	 work,	 as	 rigorous	

reductionist	methods	teach	us	with	each	new	data	point.	When	such	work	is	predicated	

on	 endogenous	 observations,	 it	 affords	 better	 perspective	 on	 how	MSCs	 function	 in	

patients	currently	being	treated	with	this	cellular	therapeutic.	

	

We	 described	 above	 the	 role	 of	MSCs	 in	 the	 hematopoietic	 niche,	 where	 these	 cells	

integrate	a	variety	of	signaling	paradigms—CXCL12,	SCF,	adrenergic	stimuli—to	regulate	
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the	development	of	lymphoid	and	myeloid	cells	that	defend	and	oxygenate	all	tissues.	In	

addition,	MSCs	have	been	observed	to	exert	 immune	control	 in	the	peripheral	tissues,	

suppressing	 immune	 activation	 and	 tipping	 the	 inflammatory	 milieu	 back	 towards	

resolution.		As	stromal	cells,	MSCs	are	poised	to	respond	to	environmental	cues—in	the	

marrow,	 adipose	 or	 other	 vascularized	 tissues—and	 thence	 exert	 immunomodulatory	

abilities	[7].	The	mechanisms	by	which	MSCs	sense	inflammation,	integrate	stimuli	and	

modulate	the	 immune	response	depend	upon	basic	cellular	biology.	That	 is	 to	say	the	

response	of	MSCs	is	determined	by	the	identity	of	activating	ligands,	the	presence	of	the	

relevant	receptor,	and	the	activation	state	of	diverse	adaptors	that	transduce,	amplify	or	

otherwise	allow	MSCs	to	coordinate	the	local	immune	response.		

	

As	tissue-resident	stromal	cells,	MSCs	can	respond	to	inflammatory	stimuli	via	a	diversity	

of	receptors.	One	of	the	most	important	classes	of	innate	sensing	molecules	possessed	

by	MSCs	are	the	highly-conserved	pattern	recognition	receptors	(PRRs).	These	are	surface	

or	intracellular	sensing	molecules	that	detect	inflammatory	changes	early	in	the	course	

of	 infection	or	 injury.	 	MSCs	possess	a	number	of	PRRs	that	enable	them	to	sense	and	

migrate	 towards	 an	 inflammatory	 nidus,	 and	help	 coordinate	 the	 influx	 of	 innate	 and	

adaptive	immune	cells.	We	will	sequentially	discuss	the	effects	of	inflammatory	signaling	

on	MSC	phenotype	and	behavior,	as	it	pertains	to	a	number	of	different	ligand	classes.	

However,	it	is	essential	that	the	reader	understand	that	in	vivo,	all	such	signaling	happens	

simultaneously,	and	it	is	via	the	integration	of	local	and	long-range	signals	that	stromal	
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cells	and	 leukocytes	together	cooperate	to	 inflame,	defend,	and	then	repair	the	tissue	

microenvironment.		

	

Let	us	consider	as	an	example	a	chronically	non-healing	wound,	such	as	a	stasis	ulcer	that	

can	 arise	 in	 poorly-controlled	 diabetes	 mellitus.	 Although	 a	 variety	 of	 endocrine	 and	

cardiovascular	 factors	 contribute	 to	 such	 pathology,	 over	 time	 endothelial	 cells	 and	

capillary-associated	 cells	 locally	 release	 inflammatory	 cytokines	 and	 chemokines	 in	

response	to	poor	perfusion,	leading	to	pathologic	degradation	of	extracellular	matrix.	One	

key	cytokine	in	this	process	is	TNF-α,	which	we	will	discuss	at	length	below,	but	for	now	

it	should	be	noted	that	its	 local	action	in	capillary	beds	causes	vasodilatation,	enabling	

the	 local	 diapedesis	 of	 leukocytes	 [77].	 The	 exposed	 endothelium	 causes	 platelet	

activation,	release	of	additional	inflammatory	mediators	and	the	formation	of	clots	in	the	

microvasculature,	attempting	containment	of	the	insult.	An	increasing	body	of	literature	

has	appreciated	the	diverse	secretome	of	platelet	activation,	including	cytokine	growth	

factors	such	as	PDGF,	VEGF	and	TGF-β,	eicosanoids	like	TXA2,	as	well	as	fibrinolytic	and	

anti-fibrinolytic	enzymes.		

	

MSCs	and	Complement	

	The	complement	system	is	an	early	 innate	immune	defense	mechanism,	comprised	of	

plasma	 proteins	 that	 interact	 with	membrane	 surfaces.	 Elements	 of	 the	 complement	

system	were	first	identified	by	their	‘complementary’	role	in	antibody-mediated	lysis	of	

pathogens.	 However,	 a	modern	 evolutionary	 understanding	 of	 these	 proteins	 reveals	
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their	 early	 innate	 action,	 long	 before	 the	 adaptive	 immune	 system	 begins	 antibody	

production.	 Indeed,	 the	 alternative	 and	 lectin	 pathways	 demonstrate	 that	 from	 sea	

urchins	to	man,	the	complement	system	functions	to	detect	foreign	invaders	[78].	In	the	

case	of	 the	 inflammatory	ulcer	described	above,	breach	of	 the	tissue	with	the	outside	

environment	introduces	a	host	of	pathogens.	Complement	proteins	are	deployed	in	the	

process	of	opsonization,	to	coat	invading	pathogens,	either	lysing	or	delivering	them	up	

to	phagocytic	cells	for	destruction.	Through	the	deposition	of	complement	proteins	onto	

pathogen	surfaces,	the	cleavage	of	reactive	thioester	bonds	generates	split	products,	such	

as	 C3a,	 C4a,	 and	 C5a.	 Listed	 in	 order	 of	 increasing	 inflammatory	 potential,	 these	

anaphylatoxins	 ligate	 G-protein	 coupled	 receptors	 on	 leukocytes	 to	 enhance	

phagocytosis,	antigen-processing	and	presentation.		

	

MSCs	have	been	shown	to	express	the	C3a	receptor	(C3aR)	as	well	as	C5aR,	and	to	migrate	

chemotactically	 to	 in	vitro	gradients	of	C3a	and	C5a.	The	mechanisms	of	C3aR	 ligation	

were	 shown	 to	 be	 linked	 to	 receptor	 translocation	 and	 prolonged	 ERK1/2	

phosphorylation	within	primary	human	MSCs	[79].	Others	have	shown	that	anaphylatoxin	

generation	and	even	complement	deposition	on	MSC	surfaces	is	important	in	activating	

and	enabling	MSC	immunosuppression	in	MLRs	[80].	Moll	and	colleagues	show	this	effect	

was	associated	with	expression	of	the	surface	membrane	protein	CD59,	which	prevents	

complement-mediated	lysis	of	MSCs.	Together,	such	results	suggest	that	MSCs	are	poised	

to	 respond	 to	 local	 complement	 activation	 and	 modulate	 the	 early	 inflammatory	

response	to	injury	or	infection.	
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MSCs	and	TLRs	

When	 in	 the	 loss	 of	 epithelial	 integrity	 (such	 as	 in	 the	 lesions	 of	 inflammatory	 bowel	

disease)	microbes	entering	 into	the	wound	may	be	of	commensal	origin,	 living	at	host	

tissues	 without	 causing	 overt	 disease,	 though	 upon	 entry	 to	 the	 subcutaneous	 niche	

become	pathogenic.	Such	microbes	are	referred	to	as	pathobionts,	in	that	they	have	the	

ability	to	cause	disease	when	in	conjunction	with	other	damage-associated	markers[81].	

The	 highly-conserved	 molecular	 patterns	 of	 microbes	 are	 called	 pathogen-associated	

molecular	patterns	or	PAMPs	and	those	released	from	damaged	tissues	(such	as	heat-

shock	proteins	or	uric	acid)	are	called	damage-associated	molecular	pattern	molecules	

(DAMPs).	A	 variety	of	 immune-competent	 cells,	 including	MSCs,	 express	 receptors	 for	

such	molecules,	 sensing	microenvironmental	 changes	 to	 help	 coordinate	 the	 immune	

response	[82].	In	addition	to	the	soluble	defense	mechanisms	(e.g.	complement,	ficolins	

and	C-reactive	protein),	invading	pathogens	are	sensed	by	pattern	recognition	receptors	

(PRRs).	Evolutionarily	ancient	 in	origin,	PRRs	 recognize	conserved	patterns	common	 in	

microbes,	such	as	the	formylated	methionine	residues	found	in	bacteria,	and	detected	by	

f-MLF	 receptor.	 In	 considering	 the	 role	 of	 PRRs	 in	 MSC	 biology,	 the	 most	 well-

characterized	 class	 is	 the	 Toll-like	 receptor	 (TLR)	 family.	 Initially	 discovered	 as	 innate	

sensing	molecules	in	Drosophila,	TLRs	can	be	found	on	the	cell	surface	or	on	intracellular	

membrane	surfaces	of	a	variety	of	vertebrate	and	invertebrate	cells.	 	There	have	been	

eleven	TLRs	described	 in	humans	 (thirteen	 in	mice)	and	together,	 these	molecules	are	

able	 to	 detect	 and	 transduce	 danger	 signals	 associated	 with	 pathogenic	 lipoproteins,	
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lipopolysccahride	(LPS),	flagellin,	double-	or	single-stranded	RNA,	and	unmethylated	CpG	

DNA	motifs	[82,	83].	It	is	important	to	note	that	TLRs	do	not	just	sense	invading	microbes,	

but	 also	 host-derived	 molecules	 indicative	 of	 inflammatory	 or	 necrotic	 processes.	

Accordingly,	 TLRs	 have	 been	 described	 to	 respond	 to	 uric	 acid,	 heat	 shock	 proteins,	

intracellular	cell	debris	or	fragments	of	extracellular	matrix	[82].		

	

The	 pattern-sensing	 TLR	 domain	 contains	 about	 twenty	 leucine-rich	 repeats,	 which	

facilitates	in	ligand	detection	via	homo-	or	hetero-	dimerization.	Depending	on	the	class	

of	 ligand	 being	 sensed,	 a	 TLR	 will	 recruit	 different	 adaptor	molecules	 to	 its	 signaling	

region,	 the	 200-residue	 Toll-IL-1-R	 (TIR)	 domain.	 The	 TIR	 domain	 is	 shared	with	 IL-1R,	

demonstrating	the	importance	of	this	cytokine	in	tuning	and	responding	to	inflammatory	

events.		TLR	dimerization	patterns,	as	well	as	a	diversity	of	adaptor	molecules	(MyD88,	

TIRAP,	TRAF,	TRAM)	help	to	explain	how	only	a	dozen	or	so	molecules	can	transduce	a	

diversity	of	signals	that	vary	according	to	the	level	of	threat	posed	by	each	pathogen-	or	

host-derived	 ligand.	 These	 signals	 feed	 into	 the	 nuclear	 factor	 κB	 (NF-κB),	 mitogen-

activated	 protein	 (MAP)-kinase	 or	 Caspase	 pathways,	 resulting	 in	 immune	 activation,	

proliferation	or	apoptosis	[83].		

	

The	presence	and	function	of	TLRs	on	MSCs	has	been	interrogated	in	a	number	of	studies,	

exploring	primary	murine	and	human	MSCs	derived	from	a	variety	of	tissue	sources.	Such	

reports	have	identified	some	degree	of	expression	for	TLR	families	1-6,	although	TLR3	and	

TLR4	 are	 the	 only	 classes	 that	 reach	 expression	 levels	 comparable	 to	 that	 seen	 in	
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hematopoietic-derived	 cells	 [84].	 In	 one	 such	 study,	 researchers	 identified	 that	

stimulation	of	MSCs	with	the	well-characterized	TLR4	ligand	LPS	abrogated	the	ability	of	

MSCs	 to	 exert	 immunosuppressive	 modulation	 on	 in	 vitro	 T	 cell	 proliferation	 assays.	

Likewise,	treatment	of	MSCs	with	poly(I:C)	(a	synthetic	dsRNA	analog	and	TLR3	ligand),	

prevented	the	immunosuppression	observed	in	controls.	Treatment	of	MSCs	with	either	

LPS	 or	 poly(I:C)	 induced	NF-κB	 activation,	 as	well	MSC	 downregulation	 of	 the	 protein	

Jagged-1.	Jagged-1	is	a	ligand	for	the	T	cell	receptor	Notch,	and	MSC	signaling	via	Notch	

and	Jagged-1	has	been	implicated	in	MSC	immunosuppression	of	T	cells	[84].	Our	research	

group	followed	these	studies	to	show	that	TLR3	or	TLR4	ligands	cause	MSCs	to	produce	

greater	amounts	of	IL-1β,	IL-6,	CXCL8,	CCL5,	and	IL-12p75	[85].	Furthermore,	we	showed	

that	treatment	of	MSCs	with	interferon	alpha	(IFN-α)	increased	expression	of	TLR3.	Type	

I	 interferons	 (IFN-α	or	 IFNβ)	 function	as	early	 innate	mediators,	and	activate	defenses	

including	protein	kinase	R,	and	RIG-I,	key	systems	 that	block	viral	proliferation	 in	host	

cells.	 In	 the	 same	 experimental	 system	 we	 found	 that	 treatment	 with	 the	 Type	 II	

interferon,	IFN-γ,	increased	MSC	expression	of	both	TLR3	and	TLR2.	The	observations	that	

TLR	 ligands	 prevent	 MSC	 immunosuppression	 are	 nonetheless	 consistent	 with	 their	

coordinating	 role	 for	 the	 early	 immune	 response.	 By	 analogy,	 TLR	 ligands	 have	 been	

shown	 to	 activate	 DCs,	 priming	 them	 to	 perform	 antigen-presentation	 to	 engage	 the	

adaptive	immune	system.	Much	as	DCs	modulate	the	immune	response,	tissue-resident	

MSCs	 can	 be	 seen	 as	 responsive	 to	 microenvironmental	 cues,	 engendering	 early	

inflammation	but	later	tipping	the	balance	back	to	resolution	and	repair.		
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IFN-γ	in	the	Immune	Response	

The	 role	 of	 IFN-γ	 is	 classically	 most	 well-understood	 as	 a	 cytokine	 involved	 in	 the	

coordination	 of	 the	 	 immune	 response,	 specifically	 that	 driven	 by	 TH1	 cells.	 The	 first	

descriptions	of	TH1	and	TH2	cells,	performed	by	Mossman	and	Coffman	in	1986,	showed	

that	T	cell	subsets	respond	to	stimulation	differently,	and	can	be	characterized	by	their	

specific	cytokine	secretion	[86].		Today,	some	degree	of	plasticity	is	appreciated	to	exist,	

wherein	T	cells	may	secrete	multiple	cytokines	or	be	reprogrammed	to	different	subsets.	

However,	 the	 role	of	 IFN-γ	derived	 from	TH1	cells	 spurred	many	studies	exploring	 this	

cytokine’s	effect	on	the	immune	response.	Like	the	type	I	interferons	(IFN-α	and	IFN-β),	

IFN-γ	was	noted	early	on	for	its	ability	to	‘interfere’	with	viral	replication.	It	is	now	thought	

that	the	TH1	response	is	most	well-adapted	to	a	variety	of	intracellular	pathogens,	such	

as	Mycobacteria	and	Listeria,	as	well	as	protozoans	and	viruses.		As	it	is	derived	chiefly	

from	activated	T	cells,	it	does	not	arise	until	later	in	the	inflammatory	process,	after	innate	

immune	 cells—both	 resident	 and	 immigrant—have	 sounded	 the	 alarm.	 This	 is	 an	

important	 point,	 for	 the	 persistence	 of	 IFN-γ	 in	 the	 cytokine	milieu	 signifies	 ongoing,	

inflammatory	changes	in	the	microenvironment.		

	

In	a	successful	immune	response,	the	immune	infiltrates	will	defeat	the	pathogen,	and	a	

shift	towards	immunosuppression,	wound	healing	and	repair	must	occur,	otherwise	risk	

the	 development	 of	 a	 chronic,	 non-healing	 wound.	 From	 this	 perspective,	 we	 can	

appreciate	 how	 and	 why	 inflammatory	 signals	 (such	 as	 IFN-γ)	 can	 deploy	 the	 anti-

inflammatory	effect	of	MSCs,	both	in	vitro	and	in	vivo.		
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MSCs	and	IFN-γ	

In	 the	 past	 decade,	 a	 number	 of	 studies	 have	 sought	 to	 identify	 the	most	 important	

factors	involved	in	immunomodulation	by	MSCs.	Both	IDO	and	PD-L1,	described	above,	

have	 been	 found	 to	 be	 essential	 in	 conferring	 on	MSCs	 the	 ability	 to	 suppress	 T	 cell	

proliferation	and	effector	function.	Resting	MSCs,	that	is,	cells	derived	from	primary	tissue	

sources	and	maintained	via	in	vitro	culture,	are	only	partially	effective	at	suppressing	T	

cell	proliferation.	Pre-treatment	with	an	inflammatory	mediator	will	‘license,’	or	greatly	

augment	the	immune	veto	effects	of	the	MSCs.	Among	the	mediators	described	thus	far,	

IFN-γ	has	been	the	most-well	explored	and	characterized	MSC		licensing	agent.	A	number	

of	studies	have	demonstrated	that	IFN-γ	markedly	enhances	the	ability	of	human	MSCs	

to	suppress	alloproliferation	in	MLRs,	as	well	as	mitogen-driven	immune	proliferation	[87-

89].	After	ligating	the	IFNgR,	Janus-family	kinase	1	(Jak1)	and	Jak2	both	associate	with	the	

intracytoplasmic	tails	of	the	receptor.	Following	this,	signal	transducer	and	activator	of	

transcription	1	(STAT1)	homodimerizes	and	is	phosphorylated,	enabling	it	to	traffic	to	the	

nucleus	 to	 initiate	 transcription	 of	 IFN-γ	 responsive	 genes.	 In	 MSCs,	 IFN-γ	 treatment	

results	in	STAT1	phosphorylation,	and	the	upregulation	of	a	number	of	genes,	including	

IDO.	 It	 has	 been	 shown	 that	 in	 response	 to	 IFN-γ,	 primary	 human	 MSCs	 increase	

expression	of	Class	I	HLA,	and	begin	to	express	de	novo	Class	II	HLA	as	well	as	PD-L1	[36,	

90].	 	 The	 importance	of	 IFN-γ	and	 IDO	 in	enabling	MSC	 immunosuppression	has	been	

demonstrated	 through	 the	 use	 of	 blocking	 antibodies	 to	 the	 IFNgR,	 as	well	 as	 siRNA-

mediated	knockdown	experiments	targeting	IDO,	after	which	the	MSCs	are	not	able	to	
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suppress	as	well.	The	increased	expression	of	HLA	molecules	is	consistent	with	antigen-

presentation,	 which	 may	 be	 a	 way	 to	 recapitulate	 the	 endogenous	 role	 of	 MSCs	 as	

enforcers	of	self-	tolerance	(described	above).		

	

TNF-α	in	the	Immune	Response	

Tumor	necrosis	factor-α	(TNF-α)	is	a	cytokine	that	is	classically	associated	with	both	acute	

and	chronic	inflammatory	responses.	As	a	component	of	the	acute	phase	response,	TNF-

α	signaling	 triggers	containment	of	 infection,	while	also	 initiating	vasodilatation	 in	 the	

area	of	inflammation.	However,	systemic	release	of	TNF-α	(either	induced	experimentally	

or	 observed	 in	 patients)	 results	 in	 a	 clinical	 syndrome	 not	 unlike	 septic	 shock.	 The	

discovery	of	TNF-α	followed	the	characterization	of	a	hormone	known	as	cachectin,	which	

had	been	at	high	levels	in	patients	with	cachexia,	a	clinical	syndrome	with	extreme	muscle	

and	fat	wasting,	common	in	late-stage	cancer	patients.	In	1985,	Bruce	Beutler	performed	

the	first	studies	showing	that	TNF-α	and	cachectin	were	in	fact	the	same	molecule	[91].	It	

is	now	appreciated	the	signaling	via	TNF	receptors	 (TNFR)	 is	crucial	 for	a	vast	array	of	

processes,	beyond	the	shaping	of	acute	and	chronic	inflammation.	As	an	example,	TNFR	

signaling	is	essential	during	the	development	of	secondary	lymphoid	organs,	particularly	

those	of	the	gut,	including	Peyer’s	patches	and	mesenteric	lymph	nodes,	via	the	extrinsic	

and	intrinsic	transduction	of	apoptotic	or	survival	cues	[92,	93].		

	

We	will	only	describe	the	extrinisic	or	death	receptor	pathway,	as	it	is	so	vital	to	immune	

system	function;	additionally,	its	membrane-bound	activation	affords	perspective	on	how	
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cell-to-cell	 TNF	 signalling	 can	 induce	 target	 cell	 death.	 Upon	 ligation,	 the	 TNFR	

homotrimerizes	and	its	 intracellular	death	domain	(DD)	moieties,	which,	 in	the	case	of	

TNFR-1,	associate	with	TRADD.	Depending	on	the	ligand-receptor	class,	TRADD	can	then	

associate	with	FADD,	and	activate	the	initiator	Caspase-8,	leading	to	eventual	apopotsis	

(driven	 by	 the	 executioner	 caspases,	 Casp-3,	 Casp-6,	 and	 Casp-7).	 Alternatively,	

recruitment	of	adaptor	TRAF	will	instead	lead	to	activation	of	the	transcription	factors	NF-

κB,	 as	well	 as	 the	 kinase	 c-Jun,	 part	 of	 the	AP-1	 complex	which	 leads	 to	 cell	 survival,	

proliferation	or	immune	activation	[94].		

	

Synergy	of	IFN-γ,	TNF-α	in	MSCs	

MSC	licensing	has	been	explored	through	a	number	of	studies,	utilizing	both	human	and	

mouse	MSCs	in	a	variety	of	assay	systems.	The	T	cell	suppression	assay,	described	above,	

is	 perhaps	 the	most	 reductionist	method	 to	 study	 the	 pre-treatments	 by	 which	MSC	

immunomodulation	can	be	altered.	It	was	through	such	studies	that	Ren	and	colleagues	

demonstrated	a	synergistic	effect	after	treating	murine	MSCs	with	both	IFN-γ	and	TNF-α	

[102].	 In	 this	 2008	 study,	 murine	 MSCs	 were	 found	 to	 depend	 on	 IFN-γ	 signals	 for	

activation,	 as	MSCs	 lacking	 the	 IFNgR	were	unable	 to	 suppress	T	 cell	 proliferation.	An	

important	note	in	the	MSC	field	is	that	murine	MSCs	do	not	utilize	IDO	at	all;	rather,	the	

enzyme	most	correlated	with	 IFN-γ-induced	 licensing	 is	 inducible	nitric	oxide	synthase	

(iNOS).	Ren	and	colleagues	demonstrate	that	upon	treatment	with	IFN-γ—plus	addition	

of	either	TNF-α	or	IL-1—murine	MSCs	induce	the	highest	levels	of	iNOS,	chemoattract	and	

suppress	the	proliferation	of	T	cells	more	robustly	than	in	mono-treatment.	In	2010,	our	
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research	group	sought	to	explore	the	connection	between	synergistic	cytokine	licensing	

and	the	antigen-presenting	capacity	of	MSCs	[103].	As	mentioned	above,	MSCs	may	be	

induced	to	express	both	Class	I	and	Class	II	HLA	molecules,	and	have	also	been	observed	

to	perform	cross-presentation,	akin	to	dendritic	cells.	Upon	treating	MSCs	with	both	IFN-

γ	 and	 TNF-α,	 we	 observed	 enhanced	 antigen-presenting	 capacity,	 as	 well	 as	 reduced	

activation	 and	 proliferation	 among	 co-cultured	 T	 cells.	 As	 others	 have	 noted,	 and	we	

described	above,	Ren	and	team	show	the	source	of	these	cytokines	to	be	the	activate	T	

cells,	 leading	to	a	 feedback	 loop	 in	which	the	 inflammatory	milieu	primes	MSCs	 into	a	

regulatory,	immunosuppressive	phenotype.	

	

Strength	of	Signal	and	Integration	

Some	controversy	has	arisen	regarding	MSCs	 in	clinical	trials,	as	results	have	not	been	

uniform	in	replicating	promising	 in	vitro	findings.	We	and	others	have	pointed	out	that	

this	 may	 be	 due	 to	 differences	 in	 cell	 source	 and	 processing	 at	 trial	 sites[104].	 Such	

challenges	could	be	inherent	to	cell	therapeutics,	suggesting	they	will	remain	the	purview	

of	academic	or	biomedical	research	centers,	equipped	for	such	protocols.		

	

However,	 some	of	 these	heterogeneous	 results	may	 in	 fact	be	explained	by	 the	MSCs	

themselves.	 Within	 a	 tissue	 culture	 system,	 MSCs	 typically	 adopt	 a	 fibroblast-like	

morphology	 but	 as	 culture	 conditions	 change,	 differences	 can	 be	 perceived.	 At	 low	

culture	densities,	MSCs	exhibit	a	 small,	 round	morphology	characterized	by	 rapid	self-

renewal.	 In	 this	 state,	MSCs	 express	 surface	 proteins	 that	maintain	 the	mesenchymal	
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state:	thereby	promoting	motility,	and	inhibiting	cell	adhesion.	After	continued	culture	

towards	 confluence,	 the	 cells	 adopt	 an	 extended	 fibrous	 shape	 while	 some	 of	 their	

mesenchymal	 plasticity	 and	 surface	 Ag	 expression	 is	 lost.	 This	 bimodal	 distribution	 is	

referred	to	as	Type	1	or	Type	2	MSCs.	Type	1	MSCs	are	the	smaller,	self-renewing	and	

robustly	pluripotent	cells.	Type	2	MSCs	have	reduced	proliferative	capacity	and	may	be	

less	desirable	as	a	cellular	therapeutic	[15].			

	

If	MSC1	and	MSC2	represent	different	temporal	states	of	MSC	populations	in	vitro,	it	may	

help	to	explain	the	differential	behavior	of	MSCs	upon	infusion	into	human	patients.	In	

the	early	phases	of	an	inflammatory	insult,	tissue-resident	MSCs	can	behave	like	classical	

APCs.	 In	 response	 to	 acute	 phase	 stimuli	 (such	 as	 IL-1,	 TNFα	 or	 TLR	 agonists)	 they	

upregulate	HLA	molecules	 to	 coordinate	with	 the	 influx	 of	 first-responder	 leukocytes.		

MSCs	have	been	shown	in	vitro	to	present	both	soluble	and	intracellular	antigens	on	Class	

I	and	Class	II	molecules,	in	addition	to	cross-presentation,	just	as	a	classically	activated	

dendritic	cell	(DC)[105-107].	Whether	unmanipulated	MSCs	are	capable	of	upregulating	

CCR7,	and	thereby	trafficking	to	secondary	lymphoid	organs,	remains	controversial	[108-

110].	Nonetheless,	their	antigen-presenting	role	in	early	inflammatory	response	plays	an	

important	role	in	tissue	maintenance.			

	

As	inflammatory	stimuli	persist,	the	ingress	of	activated	T	cells,	particularly	IFNγ-releasing	

TH1	 cells,	 will	 alter	 the	 stromal	 tissue	 cytokine	 milieu	 in	 which	 leukocytes	 and	MSCs	

interact.	 TH1	 cells	 are	 known	 to	 be	 pathologic	 in	 a	 number	 of	 chronic	 inflammatory	
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conditions,	and	have	associated	with	aberrant	wound	repair	and	immune	activation,	such	

as	observed	in	sarcoidosis	and	cutaneous	ulcers	[111,	112].	As	discussed	above,	increasing	

levels	of	IFNγ	act	upon	MSCs	in	a	STAT1-dependent	fashion,	upregulating	the	enzyme	IDO,	

the	cell	 surface	marker	PD-L1,	and	other	changes.	 	Poised	as	stroma-resident	 immune	

coordinators,	MSCs	may	integrate	the	signals	initiated	by	inflammatory	products,	and,	in	

physiologic	 conditions,	 tip	 the	 local	 balance	 back	 towards	 resolution	 and	 repair.	

Immunosuppression,	so	often	demonstrated	through	 in	vitro	assays,	may	play	a	crucial	

role	in	vivo	by	dampening	the	proliferative	capacity	of	pathologic	T	cells	(IDO-catalyzed	

changes),	contact-dependent	deletion	(PD-L1)	and	the	paracrine	release	of	factors	(TSG-

6,	PGE2,	antagonistic	mpCCL2)	with	anti-inflammatory	properties.		

	

In	vitro	culture	as	a	model	for	clinical	efficacy	

Discussion	of	the	mechanistic	cellular	biology	of	MSCs	is	an	important	endeavor,	for	any	

efforts	aimed	at	future	development	of	this	therapeutic	must	be	based	on	scientific	data.	

The	 studies	described	heretofore	posit	 elegant	models	 that	 seek	 to	define	 the	modus	

operandi	for	MSCs.	We	now	turn	our	attention	to	recently-generated	data	from	larger-

scale	 clinical	 trials	 examining	 the	 therapeutic	 utility	 of	 MSCs	 in	 immune	 ailments,	

sponsored	 by	 governmental	 and	 industry-based	 organizations	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 settings	

worldwide.	We	frame	our	discussion	by	the	general	platform	by	which	clinical	researchers	

are	 deploying	 the	 MSC	 product,	 and	 analyze	 these	 results	 vis-à-vis	 the	 putative	

mechanisms	by	which	they	are	thought	to	act.	It	is	our	hope	the	reader	may	thereby	gain	
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contextual	 framework	 to	 better	 understand	 the	 biology	 of	 these	 immunomodulatory	

cells.		

	

Random-donor,	industrial-scale	

Osiris	Therapeutics,	Inc.	is	a	company	based	in	Columbia,	Maryland,	U.S.A.,	and	their	MSC	

product,	 named	Prochymal,	 has	 been	 explored	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 clinical	 studies.	 Though	

much	 of	 their	 pre-clinical	 data	 has	 been	 encouraging,	 a	 recent	 Phase	 III	 randomized	

placebo-controlled	study	failed	to	meet	 its	primary	endpoint	 in	a	study	of	graft	versus	

host	disease	(GvHD)	after	hematopoietic	stem	cell	transplant	(HSCT)	[113].	In	this	study,	

overall	100-day	response	rate	of	patients	receiving	MSCs	was	82%,	compared	to	73%	in	

the	placebo	group.	Given	other	encouraging	 results	using	MSCs	 for	 immune-mediated	

diseases	(notably	from	trials	discussed	below),	it	bears	exploring	some	of	the	variations	

that	may	 cause	 their	 product	 to	 achieve	 sub-optimal	 results.	We	 have	 discussed	 this	

specific	trial	and	its	failure	in	a	separate	publication	[104],	to	which	the	reader	is	referred	

for	a	more	comprehensive	discussion;	what	follows	is	abbreviated	therefrom.		

	

Recognizing	that	the	development	of	autologous,	or	patient-derived	cells	can	sometimes	

be	a	challenge	to	generate	large-scale	doses	for	patients	in	geographically-diverse	clinical	

trials,	Osiris	had	sought	to	employ	instead	a	so-called	universal,	or	random	donor	marrow	

source	 for	 their	 MSC	 product.	 According	 to	 the	 company	 website	 and	 other	 papers	

published	by	the	group	[114],	Osiris	used	MSCs	from	4	different	human	sources,	isolated,	

expanded	 and	 archived	 according	 to	 good	 manufacturing	 practices	 (GMP),	 the	
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designation	by	the	FDA	for	handling	of	cellular-based	therapeutics.	Many	individualized	

dose-units	were	then	stored	in	cryopreservation,	and	shipped	out	to	infusion	centers	at	

healthcare	institutions	participating	in	clinical	trials	using	the	Prochymal	product.	Given	

our	discussions	above	regarding	the	differential	behavior	of	MSC	in	different	cell	niches,	

and	their	temporal	abilities	to	respond	to	environmental	cues,	such	a	platform	may	be	

disadvantageous	 to	 clinical	 success.	 Using	 a	massively-expanded	 universal	 lot	 of	 cells	

could	bias	the	overall	population	towards	a	clonal	homogeneity	that	poorly	reflects	their	

in	vivo	niche;	clinical	response	by	patients	may	therefore	be	blunted	by	infusion	of	sub-

optimal	cells.		

	

Lastly,	and	perhaps	most	importantly,	for	convenience	of	product	distribution,	Prochymal	

is	shipped	as	a	frozen	bag,	and	infused	as	a	just-thawed	product	 into	patients.	 In	their	

methods	description[114],	the	study	authors	state	the	cells	are	ascertained	to	have	70%	

viability,	presumably	by	Trypan	blue	exclusion,	though	this	is	not	specified.	It	remains	an	

open	 question	 whether	 viability	 is	 the	 best	 determinant	 of	 MSC	 immunomodulatory	

abilities.	 This	 has	 been	 borne	 out	 in	 studies	 by	 our	 group	 and	 others,	 showing	 that	

cryopreservation	 and	 immediate	 infusion	 of	 thawing	 cells	 can	 cause	 dramatic	 loss	 of	

immune	veto	function	[115-117].		

	

Notably,	in	late	2013,	Osiris	sold	their	entire	platform	for	MSC-based	therapy	(including	

all	 intellectual	 property	 rights)	 to	 an	Australian	 company,	Mesoblast	 [118].	Mesoblast	

continues	to	oversee	the	expansion	of	the	Prochymal	product,	having	recently	received	
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provisional	approval	for	GvHD	and	Crohn’s	disease	by	regulatory	bodies	in	Canada	and	

New	Zealand,	aiming	a	full	commercial	launch	for	2016.	Additionally,	the	company	states	

they	have	begun	filing	for	similar	approvals	with	the	U.S.	FDA,	with	a	projected	launch	of	

2016[119].		

	

Other	studies	have	continued	to	explore	using	third-party	MSCs	for	prophylaxis	as	well	as	

therapy	in	GvHD	arising	after	HSCT.	However,	literature	discrepancies	exist	regarding	the	

definitions	of	response	after	treatment	(including	varied	time-point	assessment	intervals)	

as	well	as	different	pharmacotherapy	regimens	(before,	after	and	during	MSC	infusion),	

as	 well	 as	 patient	 age	 and	 severity	 of	 GvHD.	 GvHD	 is	 appreciated	 to	 be	 a	 complex	

syndrome,	and	each	of	the	variables	just	mentioned	can	drastically	alter	the	immunologic	

environment	into	which	the	MSCs	are	infused[120].	As	perspective,	the	earlier-described	

cellular	 biology	 research	 explores	MSC	 function	 and	 effect	 through	 in	 vitro	or	 animal	

models,	 but	 without	 addressing	 patient	 co-	 morbidities	 or	 concomitant	

immunomodulatory	therapy.	Due	to	variable	GvHD	presentations	and	cellular	processing,	

it	 is	 difficult	 to	 truly	 compare	 large	meta-analyses	 of	MSC	 therapies[121];	 a	 different	

approach	 may	 be	 to	 examine	 the	 results	 of	 such	 studies	 in	 consideration	 of	 their	

contextual	framework.		

	

One	illustrative	example	comes	from	a	European	group	in	2013,	who	treated	a	cohort	of	

37	 children	 with	 severe	 (grade	 III-IV)	 GvHD	 using	 HLA-mismatched	 MSCs	 from	

cryopreserved	 third-party	 stocks[122].	 These	 children	 had	 developed	 acute	 GvHD	
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following	 HSCT,	 and	 were	 treated	 with	 three	 MSC	 doses.	 Of	 these	 patients,	 69%	

demonstrated	a	complete	response,	with	the	majority	of	 those	children	alive	and	well	

after	a	3-year	median	follow-up	period.	The	aforementioned	review[121]	by	Introna	and	

Rambaldi	analyzes	the	recent	developments	 in	using	MSCs	 immediately	after	HSCT,	as	

prophylaxis	for	GvHD	(again,	in	conjunction	with	standard	pharmacotherapy	regimens).	

One	such	study,	from	a	Russian	group	in	2012,	infused	MSCs	sourced	from	the	same	donor	

as	 the	 transplanted	 HSCs	 in	 order	 to	 prevent	 the	 development	 of	 GvHD[123].	 Their	

cellular	formulations	are	of	interest;	some	MSC	doses	were	delivered	fresh,	others	were	

given	 as	 thawed	 cellular	 preparations,	 but	 all	 cells	 were	 culture-expanded	 in	 human	

platelet	lysate,	rather	than	fetal	calf	serum.	Theirs	was	a	randomized,	prospective	study	

of	37	patients,	mostly	adults	diagnosed	with	hematologic	malignancies.	The	researchers	

demonstrate	both	safety	and	efficacy	for	prophylaxis,	with	5%	of	the	MSC-therapy	group	

developing	acute	GvHD,	compared	with	38%	of	the	control	group.	

	

Allogeneic	MSCs,	low	passage	

The	function	of	MSCs	in	maintaining	the	hematopoietic	niche	in	a	healthy	state,	and	the	

multi-level	 signaling	 that	 maintains	 central	 tolerance	 was	 described	 mechanistically	

above.	It	is	this	very	attribute	of	MSCs,	their	tolerance-enforcing	role,	that	has	motivated	

their	 application	 in	 a	number	of	 autoimmune	diseases.	 Systemic	 lupus	erythematosus	

(SLE)	 is	 a	 complex	disease	with	a	diverse	 symptomatology,	with	prominent	pathologic	

signs	that	imperil	the	gut,	skin,	kidneys	and	nervous	system.	Although	not	found	in	every	

patient	case,	antibodies	that	react	with	self	antigens	have	been	shown	to	be	critical	to	its	
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pathogenesis.	Either	in	the	periphery	or	the	marrow,	lymphocytes	that	react	against	self-

tissues	are	not	re-programmed	into	death	or	ignorance,	and	instead	proliferate	and	wreak	

havoc	across	the	body	[124].	Given	its	immune-mediated	nature,	a	number	of	research	

teams	have	sought	to	employ	MSCs	as	a	disease-modifying	therapy	in	lupus.	

	

One	such	study	is	a	2010	report	that	sought	to	treat	lupus	patients	using	autologous	MSCs	

derived	from	patients’	own	marrow,	which	failed	to	show	significant	clinical	benefit	 in	

treated	patients,	despite	apparent	increases	in	regulatory	T	cells	[125].	Hypothesizing	that	

a	tolerogenic	defect	may	exist	in	the	MSCs	derived	from	lupus	patients,	a	different	team	

led	by	Lingyun	Sun	has	instead	sought	to	utilize	allogeneic	MSCs.	In	a	2013	paper,	Sun	and	

colleagues	describe	the	results	of	four	years’	worth	of	clinical	trial	data	conducted	at	their	

hospital	 in	Nanjing,	 treating	87	patients	with	 severe	or	drug-refractory	 lupus	 [126].	 In	

their	clinical	trials,	MSCs	are	harvested	from	marrow	or	umbilical	cord,	culture-expanded	

for	no	more	than	5	in	vitro	passages,	and	infused	into	patients	while	still	in	a	fresh,	living	

state.	Standard	phenotyping	and	differentiation	assays	are	performed	to	confirm	MSC	

identity,	but	invasive	studies	aimed	at	mechanistic	questions	were	not	performed	in	these	

patients.	Nonetheless,	their	data	showed	induction	of	clinical	remission	and	improvement	

in	renal	function,	irrespective	of	marrow	or	umbilical	source.		

	

These	same	researchers	released	a	study	in	2014	that	sought	to	go	further	in	identifying	

the	mechanistic	 links	whereby	MSCs	 effect	 clinical	 improvement	 [127].	 	 In	 a	 series	 of	

carefully	reductionist	experiments,	the	team	replicates	their	allo-MSC	data	using	in	vitro	
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assays	that	culture	 lymphocytes	and/or	MSCs	derived	from	healthy	donors	or	patients	

with	 lupus.	They	demonstrate	that	 it	 is	 the	CD8	compartment	of	T	cells	 that	produces	

large	amounts	of	IFN-γ,	and	that	this	in	turn	results	in	increased	expression	and	enzymatic	

activity	of	IDO	in	healthy	MSCs.	Conversely,	lupus	patient-derived	MSCs	are	deficient	in	

IDO	activity,	a	measure	which	is	defined	as	IDO	catalysis	of	tryptophan	into	kynurenines.	

By	careful	comparisons	of	 in	vitro	assays	with	the	patient-centered	trials,	such	reports	

demonstrate	how	basic	cellular	biology	can	synergize	with	clinical	medicine,	to	further	

our	understanding	of	such	cell-based	therapies.	

	

Autologous	MSCs	for	Autoimmune	Disease		

Crohn’s	Disease	 (CD)	 is	an	autoimmune	disease	characterized	by	 inflammatory	 lesions	

that	can	occur	anywhere	along	the	gastrointestinal	tract,	from	mouth	to	anus.	Along	with	

ulcerative	 colitis	 (UC),	 these	 two	 forms	 of	 inflammatory	 bowel	 disease	 (IBD)	 cause	 a	

spectrum	 of	 painful	 and	 damaging	 symptoms,	 including	 enterocutaneous	 fistulas,	

intestinal	bleeding	episodes,	diarrhea	and	malnourishment	[128].	Although	the	precise	

etiology	is	not	confirmed	for	all	cases,	it	is	generally	accepted	that	CD	arises	in	patients	

with	a	genetic	predisposition,	and	may	represent	a	dysregulated	immune	response	in	the	

gut.	The	naturally	tolerogenic	balance	of	immune	cells,	gut	tissues	and	commensal	flora	

is	lost	in	these	patients,	and	inflammatory	cytokines	such	as	IL-6,	IL-23	and	TNF-α	have	all	

been	identified	to	play	a	role	in	its	pathogenesis	[129].	Although	IBD	can	be	described	as	

an	autoimmune	disease,	frankly	self-reactive	T	cells	or	B	cells	are	not	uniformly	found	in	
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all	patients;	nonetheless,	syndromic	inflammatory	damage	to	the	gastrointestinal	system	

is	a	hallmark	of	both	UC	and	CD.		

	

The	immunologic	component	of	IBD	has	been	appreciated	for	some	time,	and	a	number	

of	disease-modifying	immunotherapies	have	been	developed,	and	are	now	in	clinical	use.	

These	include	anti-TNF-α	antibodies	such	as	infliximab,	and	lymphocyte	depletion	drugs	

drawn	from	the	realm	of	chemotherapy,	including	azathioprine.	Cellular-based	therapies	

have	also	been	explored,	including	the	transplant	of	hematopoietic	stem	cells,	as	well	as	

MSC-based	therapies.	The	rationale	by	which	MSC	therapies	are	thought	to	improve	IBD	

lies	in	their	profound	immunosuppressive	effects,	which	have	been	described	for	a	variety	

of	in	vitro	and	animal	model	systems.	A	number	of	ongoing	clinical	trials	are	now	exploring	

MSC	platforms	as	a	 therapy	 for	CD.	As	above,	 interpreting	 these	 clinical	data	and	 the	

mechanisms	by	which	the	cells	are	thought	to	act	affords	us	excellent	perspective	on	how	

to	further	improve	MSC-based	therapies	for	immune-mediated	diseases.		

	

In	2010,	a	Dutch	group	led	by	Hommes	and	Duijvestein	released	a	report	in	which	they	

described	results	from	infusing	ten	CD	patients	with	autologous,	bone	marrow-derived	

MSCs	 [130].	 	Hommes	and	colleagues	harvested	MSCs	 from	the	patients,	 cultured	 the	

cells	no	more	 than	 three	passages,	and	 then	cryopreserved	 the	cells	prior	 to	 infusion.	

Patients	received	two	infusions	of	cells,	separated	one	week	apart.	One	of	the	distinctive	

aspects	 of	 this	 study	 is	 the	 battery	 of	 immunologic	 assays	 the	 team	 employed	 to	

characterize	patient	response.	In	addition	to	assessing	symptom	scores	using	the	Crohn’s	
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Disease	Activity	Index,	the	trial	included	endoscopic	examination	of	lesional	changes,	as	

well	 as	 biopsies	 to	 assess	 T	 cell	 subsets	 and	 cytokine	 levels	 present	 in	 gut	 tissues.	

Additionally,	 they	performed	ex	 vivo	 T	 cell	 suppression	 assays,	 using	peripheral	 blood	

mononuclear	cells	(PBMCs)	and	MSCs	derived	from	the	same	set	of	CD	patients.	Their	in	

vitro	experiments	show	that	MSCs	derived	from	CD	patients	are	not	inferior	to	MSCs	from	

healthy	 donors	 in	 suppressing	 the	 proliferation	 or	 cytokine	 secretion	 of	 CD3/CD28-

stimulated	 PBMCs.	 As	 many	 of	 the	 patients	 receive	 simultaneous	 pharmacologic	

treatments,	 the	 team	added	 these	 drugs	 to	 co-culture	 systems,	 observing	 an	 additive	

effect	on	MSC	immunosuppression.	Biopsies	from	patients	after	MSC	infusions	showed	

trends	of	improvement,	as	suggested	by	regulatory	T	cell	numbers	and	cytokine	levels	in	

lesional	 areas,	 but	 none	 of	 the	 patients	 in	 the	 study	 entered	 true	 long-term	 clinical	

remission.	This	study	is	nonetheless	an	important	benchmark	in	MSC	therapy	for	CD	in	

part	 because	 of	 the	 investigative	 mechanisms	 explored	 by	 the	 research	 team.	 By	

exploring	the	in	vivo	mechanisms	by	which	MSCs	have	been	shown	to	act	in	vitro,	further	

insights	are	sure	to	follow.		
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Chapter	2:	AHR	Signaling	as	a	Model	for	MSC	Bioactivity	

	

Chapter	Abstract		

The	catabolism	of	tryptophan	(Trp)	by	indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO)	is	a	key	step	in	

tolerance	effected	by	a	variety	of	cell	types,	including	mesenchymal	stromal	cells	(MSCs).	

Trp	catabolism	generates	molecules	known	as	kynurenines,	whose	tolerance	mechanisms	

involve	activation	of	the	Aryl	Hydrocarbon	Receptor	(AHR).	A	synthetic	analog	of	Trp,	1-

methyl	tryptophan	(1MT),	is	a	selective	inhibitor	of	IDO	enzymatic	activity	being	utilized	

in	 cancer	 immunotherapy	 trials.	 	 We	 hypothesized	 1MT	 might	 activate	 AHR	

independently	of	its	effects	on	IDO.		We	demonstrate	MSCs	express	AHR	protein,	and	that	

in	vitro	treatment	with	1MT	causes	AHR	nucleotranslocation.	Upon	analyzing	mRNA,	we	

observed	transcriptional	upregulation	of	cytochrome	p450	1a1	and	1b1	by	1MT	racemic	

mixture	(R-MT),	consistent	with	AHR-activation.	RNA-sequencing	identified	Nrf2,	MAPK12	

and	IL-1a	as	downstream	targets	of	1MT.	We	demonstrate	1a1	and	1b1	activation	by	1MT	

in	 IDO+	 MSC	 following	 interferon-γ	 (IFN-γ)	 activation,	 suggesting	 AHR	 signaling	 is	

uncoupled	from	IDO	catalytic	function.	Such	a	mechanism	of	action	for	1MT	may	extend	

its	 usage	 to	 a	 wider	 range	 of	 patients,	 irrespective	 of	 tumor	 IDO	 expression.	 These	

observations	support	a	novel	paradigm	by	which	AHR-activating	compounds	like	1MT	can	

be	used	in	cancer	immunotherapy	to	stimulate	a	pro-inflammatory	response.		
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Introduction	

Recent	studies	in	cancer	immunology	have	explored	the	role	of	tolerance	inside	the	tumor	

microenvironment,	enabling	cancers	to	evade	immune	surveillance	[1].	Cells	that	mediate	

tumor-associated	 suppression	 include	 myeloid	 suppressor	 cells	 or	 tumor-associated	

macrophages.	 Such	 cells	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 facilitate	 tumor	 progression	 by	 the	

accumulation	of	regulatory	T	cells	[1].	One	of	the	principle	mechanisms	whereby	tumor-

resident	cells	mediate	this	immunomodulation	is	the	catabolism	of	tryptophan	(Trp)	by	

indoleamine	2,3-dioxygenase	(IDO).	It	has	been	shown	that	IDO	is	a	crucial	determinant	

of	 the	 immunomodulatory	abilities	of	mesenchymal	stromal	cells	 (MSCs)	 [2].	 Immune-

suppressing	cells	with	IDO	expression	engender	a	tolerogenic	tumor	microenvironment	

[3]	providing	a	rationale	for	pharmacologically	blocking	IDO	activity	with	1MT	for	cancer	

immunotherapy.	IDO	catalytic	activity	leads	to	the	deprivation	of	Trp	and	has	been	shown	

in	biochemical	studies	to	dampen	the	proliferation	of	T	cells	by	limiting	ζ-chain	activation	

[4].	However,	the	Trp-deprivation	model	has	been	questioned	by	studies	showing	IDO-

catalyzed	Trp	catabolites	bind	to	and	activate	the	aryl	hydrocarbon	receptor	(AHR)	[5].	

Much	 of	 our	 understanding	 of	 aryl	 hydrocarbons	 comes	 from	 studies	 with	 2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzodioxin	(TCDD).	First	described	as	the	TCDD	receptor,	ligand-activation	

of	 AHR	 causes	 a	 conformational	 shift,	 allowing	 it	 to	 bind	 its	 chaperone	 protein,	 AHR	

nuclear	translocator	(ARNT).	ARNT	contains	a	nuclear-localization-signal	(NLS)	in	residues	

39-61	 [6]	 which	 allows	 the	 complex	 entry	 to	 the	 nucleus,	 whereupon	 it	 activates	

transcription	 at	 AHR	 response	 elements	 (AHREs)	 [1,	 7].	 Signaling	 at	 AHREs	 has	 been	
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implicated	in	carcinogenesis	studies	with	aromatic	hydrocarbons	like	benzopyrene	[8,	9].	

In	 such	 studies,	 ligand-activation	 of	 AHR	 is	 often	 shown	 by	 the	 upregulation	 of	

cytochrome	p450	 (Cyp)	enzymes,	Cyp1a1	and	Cyp1b1	 [10].	However,	 the	evolutionary	

conservation	 of	 AHR	 signaling	 (including	 invertebrates	 with	 no	 such	 hepatic	

biotransformation	 of	 toxins	 [11])	 suggests	 a	 broader	 homeostatic	 function	 for	 AHR	

signaling,	beyond	just	toxin-processing.	Indeed,	the	finding	that	endogenous	kynurenines	

can	 activate	 the	 AHR	 suggests	 this	 transcription	 factor	 may	 have	 broadly-acting	

immunomodulatory	effects	[12].	Like	Trp	and	Kyn,	1MT	is	also	an	aromatic	hydrocarbon,	

but	1MT	is	currently	the	focus	of	more	than	a	dozen	clinical	oncology	trials	[13],	where	its	

use	is	rationalized	on	the	basis	of	its	irreversible	inhibition	of	IDO	catalysis.	Since	immune-

competent	cells,	 such	as	MSCs	and	dendritic	 cells,	 can	co-express	AHR	and	 IDO	under	

inflammatory	conditions	 [14],	 it	 suggests	 that	 the	effects	of	1MT	ascribed	 to	 selective	

inhibition	 of	 IDO	 may	 also	 arise	 from	 activation	 of	 the	 AHR	 pathway.	 	 We	 here	

demonstrate	 that	 AHR+	 MSCs	 with	 IDO	 competency	 deploy	 a	 robust	 inflammatory	

molecular	genetic	response	to	1MT,	even	in	the	absence	of	IDO	expression.	These	data	

provide	important	insights	that	may	expand	the	clinical	indications	for	1MT	as	a	cancer	

immunotherapy,	 and	 it	 that	 may	 be	 therapeutic	 even	 in	 IDO-null	 tumors,	 through	

activating	AHR-mediated	mechanisms.	

	

Results	

Immunophenotype	of	marrow-derived	human	Mesenchymal	Stromal	Cells		

We	performed	flow	cytometry	to	confirm	that	MSCs	expressed	conventional	cell	surface	
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markers,	using	guidelines	from	the	International	Society	for	Cellular	Therapy	[15].	Figure	

1A	presents	the	flow	cytometry	gating	strategy	used	to	confirm	the	presence	of	 these	

markers	 for	 one	 MSC	 donor,	 in	 comparison	 with	 relevant	 matched-isotype	 control	

samples.	Figure	1B	compares	three	distinct	MSC	samples,	analyzed	using	the	same	gating	

strategy.	These	findings	are	representative	of	all	MSCs	used	in	subsequent	analyses.		

	

MSCs	constitutively	express	AHR	but	inducibly	express	IDO		

The	Trp	derivative	1MT	has	been	classically	described	as	an	enzymatic	 inhibitor	of	 the	

IDO1	enzyme.	As	IDO	is	an	important	protein	for	MSC	function,	we	sought	to	assess	the	

effects	of	1MT	on	MSCs.	Resting	MSCs	(rMSCs)	are	immunoregulatory	at	baseline,	but	not	

nearly	as	effective	as	MSCs	that	have	been	pre-licensed	with	inflammatory	stimuli	such	

as	interferon-γ	(IFN-γ).	IFN-γ	activates	a	STAT1-mediated	signaling	cascade	that	causes	de	

novo	mRNA	transcription	and	protein	expression	of	 IDO1	[16].	Figure	1C	confirms	this,	

showing	 that	 rMSCs	 are	 IDO-negative	 and	 that	 IFN-γ	 induces	 robust	 IDO	 protein	

upregulation.	Treatment	with	any	of	the	enantiomer	mixtures	of	1MT	does	not	 induce	

IDO	expression	(Figure	1C).	As	the	AHR	protein	has	been	described	as	being	constitutively	

present	in	the	cytoplasm	at	baseline	[17],	we	sought	to	confirm	that	our	MSCs	expressed	

this	protein.	Figure	1D	summarizes	these	findings,	in	which	the	antibody	localizes	the	AHR	

protein	near	the	100	kDa	marker.	Notably,	these	two	immunblots	demonstrate	that	1MT	

alone	does	not	induce	IDO	expression,	nor	alter	the	level	of	AHR	expression.		

	

1MT	causes	AHR	nucleotranslocation	
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Upon	 ligand	binding,	 the	AHR	associates	with	ARNT,	only	upon	which	will	 the	protein	

enter	the	nucleus,	where	it	acts	as	a	transcription	factor	at	AHREs.	To	generate	evidence	

that	 1MT	 could	 induce	 this	 pathway	 of	 activation,	 we	 used	 a	 protein-based	 tracking	

method,	to	document	a	shift	of	AHR	protein	from	cytoplasm-to-nucleus,	after	treatment	

with	 test	 drugs	 [18,	 19].	 Figures	 2A-B	 demonstrate	 that	 at	 baseline,	 MSCs	 exhibit	 a	

cytoplasmic	signal	for	AHR,	and	nuclei	that	are	devoid	of	the	green	immunofluorescent	

signal.	This	is	readily	observed	when	comparing	the	untreated	cells	(NoRx)	to	the	isotype-

stained	cells	(Isotype).	After	5h	of	TCDD	treatment,	an	increase	in	nuclear-staining	can	be	

appreciated,	consistent	with	its	classification	as	a	bona	fide	AHR	ligand.	We	performed	

this	 experiment	 using	 three	 enantiomeric	 mixtures	 of	 1MT,	 and	 then	 utilized	 Leica	

software	packages	to	numerically	quantify	the	resultant	changes	in	immunofluorescence	

(Figure	 2C).	 We	 performed	 a	 one-way	 ANOVA	 test,	 affording	 a	 p-value	 of	 0.0003,	

indicating	that	the	nuclear	shift	 in	AHR	signal	 induced	by	1MT	was	comparable	to	that	

induced	by	TCDD.	Taken	together,	these	data	demonstrate	1MT	activates	a	similar	cellular	

response	as	the	most	well-understood	AHR	ligand.		

	

Known	AHR	ligands	and	Trp	derivatives	activate	the	AHR	response	

As	 discussed	 above,	 bona	 fide	 AHR	 ligands	 bind	 the	 molecule	 and	 activate	 its	

nucleotranslocation,	resulting	in	the	induction	of	genes	that	contain	an	AHRE.	The	most	

well-characterized	sentinel	genes	of	such	AHR	activation	are	Cyp1a1	and	Cyp1b1	[8,	20,	

21].	 We	 cultured	 MSCs	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 two	 validated	 AHR	 ligands,	 TCDD	 and	 6-

formylindolo[3,2-b]carbazole	 (FICZ),	 well-characterized	molecules	 known	 to	 ligate	 the	
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receptor	[22].	Additionally,	we	included	two	IDO-catabolized	Trp	byproducts,	kynurenine	

and	kynurenic	acid,	both	of	which	have	been	explored	for	their	AHR	bioactivity.	Kynurenic	

acid	 in	 particular	 has	 been	 documented	 as	 a	 verified	AHR	 ligand	 that	 results	 in	more	

potent	cytochrome	induction	that	kynurenine	[23].	Untreated	controls	were	included	in	

each	experiment,	and	Fold-Induction	of	each	Cyp	gene	was	calculated	relative	to	baseline	

expression	 of	 GAPDH.	 Figure	 panels	 3A-3D	 plot	 the	 induction	 of	 Cyp1a1	 and	 Cyp1b1	

following	6h	or	24h	 timepoints.	We	note	 that	 racemic	1MT	 (R-MT)	 induces	 significant	

induction	for	Cyp1a1,	and	that	the	other	test	ligands	responded	with	the	prototypic	AHR	

response.	 Although	 the	 induction	 of	 Cyp1b1	 by	 R-MT	 did	 not	 achieve	 statistical	

significance,	we	note	that	the	magnitude	of	cytochrome	induction	for	known	ligands	FICZ	

and	kynurenic	acid	are	similar	to	that	effected	by	racemic	1MT.	

		

1MT	induces	dose-dependent	response	for	AHR	activation	in	MSCs	

We	used	 a	 fixed	 time	 point	 to	 further	 explore	 the	 1MT-mediated	mRNA-induction	 of	

Cyp1a1	and	Cyp1b1	 [8,	20,	21]	using	 clinically-relevant	 ranges	of	1MT	concentrations,	

with	 three	 different	 enantiomeric	 preparations.	 In	 current	 clinical	 trials	 with	 1MT,	

patients	are	dosed	orally	up	to	2000mg,	achieving	peak	plasma	concentrations	of	1200	

ng/ml	(5.5	µM)	[24,	25],	and	in	vitro	studies	use	1mM	dosing	to	inhibit	IDO	activity	[2,	3].	

As	different	publications	explore	different	enantiomers	of	1MT	for	IDO	activity,	we	sought	

to	 assess	 if	 these	 three	 preparations	 would	 show	 different	 AHR	 activity	 profiles,	 at	

concentrations	ranging	from	5000	µM	to	0.1	µM	(Figure	3E-F).	Untreated	controls	were	

included	in	each	experiment,	and	Fold-Induction	of	each	cytochrome	gene	was	calculated	
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as	above.	These	data	were	fitted	to	linear	regression	models,	which	were	then	compared	

for	difference	in	slope,	affording	statistically-significant	p-values,	suggesting	the	racemic	

mixture	(R-MT)	may	be	more	AHR-bioactive	than	either	of	the	pure	enantiomers.	Taken	

together,	these	results	 indicate	that	over	a	variety	of	sub-clinical	and	clinical	doses,	all	

three	mixtures	of	1MT	can	induce	the	canonical	AHR-driven	response.	

	

Interferon-γ	licensing	of	MSCs	does	not	modify	AHR	response	

Our	initial	experiments	showed	that	resting	MSCs,	negative	for	the	IDO	protein,	were	able	

to	 demonstrate	 robust	 upregulation	 of	 the	 downstream	 AHR	 signaling	 pathway	 in	

response	to	1MT.	However,	it	is	conceivable	that	IDO+	cells	might	occupy	equivalents	of	

1MT	 in	 the	 active	 site	 of	 the	 IDO	 protein,	 leaving	 none	 available	 to	 activate	 the	AHR	

response	[26].	To	address	this,	we	pre-treated	MSCs	with	IFN-γ	for	24h,	which	is	sufficient	

to	induce	robust	IDO	protein	expression	[16].	Following,	the	IFN-γ	was	washed	off	and	

cells	were	treated	with	a	fixed	dose	(1mM)	of	the	1MT	enantiomeric	preparations.	Figure	

4A	is	an	immunoblot	demonstrating	that	the	amount	of	IDO	protein	expressed	by	MSCs	

does	not	alter	when	cells	were	also	treated	with	1MT.	Figure	4B-G	shows	the	induction	of	

the	cytochrome	genes	when	IFN-γ	pre-stimulation	was	followed	by	1MT,	at	a	variety	of	

dose	titrations.	A	peak	in	Cyp1a1	induction	occurred	for	at	100µM	for	D-MT	and	R-MT,	

but	one	was	not	observed	for	L-MT	until	2.5	mM.	We	used	linear	regression	and	found	

that	 IFN-γ	 licensing	of	MSCs	does	not	 consistently	alter	 the	magnitude	of	 cytochrome	

enzyme	induction	to	a	significant	degree.	This	pattern	is	particularly	important	to	note	

near	5.5	µM,	which	is	the	plasma	concentration	seen	in	humans	dosed	therapeutically	
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with	1MT	[24,	25].	These	data	indicate	that	1MT	can	activate	the	AHR-driven	response	in	

MSCs	in	a	comparable	fashion,	irrespective	of	IDO	expression.		

	

RNA-seq	shows	1MT	and	TCDD	activate	similar	gene	sets	

Given	that	1MT	is	known	to	be	effective	in	cancer	immunotherapy,	we	sought	to	use	RNA	

profiling	 to	 identify	 novel	 immune	 signals	 induced	 by	 1MT,	 and	 how	 those	might	 be	

similar	to	the	transcriptome	of	a	verified	AHR	ligand.	Five	independent	MSC	samples	were	

exposed	 for	24h	 to	 racemic	1MT,	TCDD,	or	 treated	with	 vehicle	only	 (NoRx);	we	 then	

performed	RNAseq	analysis.	We	 focused	on	differentially-expressed	genes	 (DEGs)	 that	

were	 most	 significantly	 changed	 upon	 treatment	 with	 R-MT	 or	 TCDD.	 Hierarchical	

clustering	was	used	to	organize	genes	by	expression	pattern	across	samples.	Figure	5A	is	

a	heat	map	representing	the	union	of	all	DEGs	found	between	the	three	conditions.	Taken	

together,	this	heat	map	and	its	pattern	suggests	similar	gene-activating	signatures	by	R-

MT	and	TCDD,	especially	when	 compared	 to	 sample-matched	untreated	 controls.	 The	

Venn	diagram	in	Figure	5B	represents	the	degree	of	overlap	for	genes	found	to	be	up-

regulated	 or	 down-regulated	 in	 R-MT-treated	 cells	 or	 TCDD-treated	 cells	 relative	 to	

controls.	Among	the	up-regulated	genes,	we	noted	Cyp1a1	and	Cyp1b1	(Supp.	Table	1)	

were	both	present,	confirming	an	AHR-activating	signature	 for	both	drugs;	 there	were	

also	108	genes	that	were	down-regulated	in	common	(Fig.	5B,	Supp.	Table	1).		

	

IPA	reveals	a	pro-inflammatory	transcriptional	signature	for	MSCs	treated	with	1MT	

We	next	sought	to	identify	the	pathways	that	were	uniquely	affected	by	R-MT,	but	not	by	
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TCDD	treatment	(715	genes,	Supp.	Table	2.	The	167	genes	that	were	uniquely	changed	by	

TCDD	are	summarized	in	Supp.	Table	3).	We	performed	an	Ingenuity	Pathway	Analysis	

(IPA)	on	the	genes	from	Supp.	Table	2,	those	uniquely	affected	by	R-MT,	and	Figure	5C	is	

a	curated	list	of	24	immunomodulatory	pathways	most	significantly	altered,	with	the	bar	

color	indicating	if	net	pathway	activation	was	up,	down,	or	more	diversely	activated.	The	

most	potently-activated	pathway	 from	this	 list	was	 the	Nrf2-mediated	oxidative	stress	

pathway,	 which	 was	 identified	 as	 being	 overall	 down-regulated	 as	 a	 result	 of	 R-MT	

treatment.	Figure	5D	presents	a	heat	map	for	four	of	the	aforementioned	gene	sets.	To	

generate	this	heat	map,	each	patient	sample	was	normalized	to	its	own	untreated	control,	

and	IPA-pathway	genes	were	assessed	for	up-	or	down-regulation	on	a	per-patient	basis.		

This	 heat	 map	 compares	 TCDD-	 and	 R-MT	 responses	 side-by-side.	 Key	 pathways	 are	

observed	to	be	activated	or	down-regulated	by	both	drugs,	but	in	each	case,	R-MT	was	a	

more	 robust	 activator.	 These	pathways	 are	 consistent	with	 a	 cellular	 response	poised	

towards	 pro-inflammatory	 infiltration	 of	 tumor	 tissues.	 Across	 all	 five	 samples,	 R-MT	

downregulates	the	Nrf2-mediated	oxidative	stress	pathway,	which	is	similar	to	the	down-

regulations	observed	in	the	paxillin	pathway.	Also	of	note	was	the	net	up-regulation	of	

gene	 sets	 involved	 with	 the	 diapedesis	 of	 white	 blood	 cells,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 pro-

inflammatory	IL-1	pathway.		

	

Discussion			

Previous	reports	have	indicated	that	the	immunosuppressive	effects	of	the	IDO	enzyme	

are	 due	 to	 the	 catabolism	of	 tryptophan	 and	 the	 generation	 of	 secondary	messenger	
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metabolites.	However,	 it	 remains	unclear	how	those	molecules	may	affect	 leukocytes,	

such	as	those	that	infiltrate	a	tumor.	One	such	compound,	kynurenine,	was	shown	to	have	

a	net	immunosuppressive	effect	on	the	proliferative	capacity	of	inflammatory	T	cells	[27],	

whereas	others	have	been	shown	to	activate	the	AHR	and	induce	an	pro-inflammatory	

response	in	cancer	cells	[23].	All	of	these	tryptophan	derivatives,	including	1MT,	contain	

an	 aromatic	 ring	 substituent.	 We	 hypothesized	 that	 the	 aromatic	 moieties	 in	 these	

compounds	may	rationalize	their	ability	to	serve	as	binding	partner	for	the	AHR,	classically	

only	 appreciated	 as	 a	 receptor	 for	 aromatic	 hydrocarbon	 toxicants.	 We	 sought	 to	

characterize	the	effects	of	enantiomerically-pure	and	racemic	mixtures	because	various	

human,	murine	and	 in	vitro	experiments	have	reported	differential	tumor	clearance	or	

IDO-inhibition	for	different	enantiomeric	preparations	[24,	28-30].	On-going	clinical	trials	

use	the	enantiomerically-pure	compound	of	D-MT	[13,	24],	which	has	been	shown	in	vitro	

to	be	more	effective	at	reversing	tumor-mediated	T	cell	suppression,	and	better	in	vivo	

synergy	with	conventional	chemotherapy	regimens	[28].	Although	many	in	vitro	studies	

are	conducted	with	a	racemic	mixture	of	R-MT	[29],	and	 it	has	been	shown	that	the	L	

enantiomer	 is	 a	more	 effective	 inhibitor	 of	 IDO	 enzymatic	 activity	 [30].	 Due	 to	 these	

conflicting	reports,	we	tested	the	pure	enantiomers	as	well	as	the	racemic	mixture,	with	

some	of	our	assays	 suggesting	 the	 racemic	mixture	was	a	 stronger	 induce	of	 the	AHR	

response.		

	

Although	 the	 present	 work	 has	 utilized	 a	 variety	 of	 indirect	 1MT-to-AHR	 activation	

correlates,	a	direct	 ligand-binding	assay	will	be	necessary	 to	validate	 the	drug	actually	
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ligates	the	receptor.	For	example,	there	may	exist	an	indirect	middle	actor(s)	between	the	

AHR	 response	 and	 treatment	 with	 1MT.	 Ligand-binding	 studies	 such	 as	 the	

electromobility	 shift	 assay,	 as	 examined	 with	 free	 AHR	 protein	 and	 treatments	 with	

radiolabeled	TCDD	or	1MT	would	address	this	question	[31].	

	

Through	 a	 combination	 of	 biochemical,	 immunologic	 and	 bioinformatic	 methods,	 we	

demonstrate	the	efficacy	of	1MT	for	cancer	immunotherapy	may	be	rationalized	in	part	

due	 to	 its	 AHR-activation.	 The	 tumor	microenvironment	 contains	malignant	 and	 non-

malignant	cells,	as	well	as	cells	that	may	or	may	not	express	IDO.	MSCs	and	their	closely-

related	progeny	can	be	mobilized	to	a	growing	tumor	and	participate	in	the	formation	of	

an	 immune	suppressive	microenvironment.	 	Considering	their	 innate	ability	 to	express	

IDO	and	 constitutive	 expression	of	AHR,	 they	provide	 a	 likely	 biological	 target	 for	 the	

pharmacological	effects	of	1MT.	MSCs	are	touted	as	a	therapeutic	cell	therapy	tool,	owing	

to	 their	 immune-suppressive	 or	 regenerative	 capabilities,	 but	 these	 same	 traits	 can	

become	 maladaptive	 in	 a	 tumor	 microenvironment.	 The	 process	 by	 which	 a	 tumor	

expands	can	be	thought	of	as	a	chronic,	non-healing	wound	[32].	The	inflammatory	milieu	

that	attracts	endogenous	or	local	MSCs	to	repair	damaged	tissues	can	be	usurped	by	a	

tumor,	and	the	immune-suppressive	effects	of	MSCs	hijacked	to	help	the	tumor	evade	

future	attack	by	leukocytes.	 It	 is	for	these	reasons	that	we	sought	to	model	the	tumor	

microenvironment	with	the	use	of	non-transformed	MSCs,	to	understand	the	balance	of	

inflammatory	forces	that	can	be	targeted	by	adjuvant	therapies	like	1MT.	Targeting	IDO	

inhibition	(or	AHR	activation)	in	a	specifically-transformed	cancer	cell	line	simply	would	
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not	afford	the	same	 immunotherapy-relevant	 insights	 that	we	have	gained	from	using	

MSCs.		

	

RNAseq	 profiling	 analyses	 revealed	 distinct	 pro-inflammatory	 signatures	 that	 were	

activated	 by	 1MT,	 the	 most	 highly-significant	 of	 which	 was	 Nrf2-mediated	 oxidative	

stress.	 The	 Nrf2	 pathway	 typically	 plays	 a	 protective	 role	 in	 tissues,	 mitigating	

inflammatory	 damage	 caused	 by	 environmental	 toxins.	 However,	 anti-inflammatory	

activity	 in	 a	 tumor	 microenvironment	 is	 not	 a	 positive-good	 phenomena;	 this	 anti-

inflammatory	signaling	reflects	the	mechanisms	of	cancer	immune-evasion	[33],	such	as	

when	 tumor-infiltrating	 lymphocytes,	 or	 cell-based	 immunotherapeutics,	 are	

reprogrammed	 to	 ineffective	 regulatory	 cells	 [34].	 The	 down-regulation	 of	 Nrf2	 is	

interesting,	as	this	gene	is	a	known	transducer	of	AHR-mediated	signaling,	not	only	for	

environmental	 toxins,	 but	 also	 for	 immune-modifying	 signals	 and	 hematopoietic	 cues	

[35].	Various	reports	have	used	chromatin-immunoprecipitation	and	sequencing	to	show	

that	Nrf2	 is	an	 important	 regulator	of	anti-oxidant	 target	genes,	 including	HO-1,	a	key	

molecule	 that	 reduce	 cellular	 stresses	 from	 reactive	 oxygen	 species	 (ROS)	 [36-38].	

Additionally,	 the	 1MT-induced	 down	 regulation	 of	 Nrf2	 helps	 explain	 how	 anti-

inflammatory	forces	in	a	tumor	microenvironment	compete	with	infiltrating	leukocytes	

to	continually	evade	immune	surveillance	[34].	Similarly,	overexpression	of	paxillin-family	

adhesion	signaling	proteins	is	a	known	signature	of	various	tumor	types	[39,	40],	so	its	

down-regulation	 by	 1MT	 is	 also	 consistent	 with	 a	 localized	 anti-tumor	 response.	

Overexpression	of	paxillin	family	members	is	a	known	signature	of	various	tumor	types	
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[39,	40],	so	its	net	down-regulation	by	1MT	suggests	this	pathway	may	also	be	involved	

in	the	1MT	response.	This	is	consistent	with	the	role	of	1MT	in	cancer	immunotherapy,	

which	by	inhibition	of	IDO—or	shown	here	as	activating	the	AHR	response—primes	the	

immune	system	to	fight	tumors.	Also	of	particular	interest	is	the	up-regulation	of	genes	

involved	with	extravasation	by	 leukocytes,	again	consistent	with	an	activated	 immune	

system,	and	tumor	infiltration	by	lymphoid,	myeloid	or	mesenchymal	stromal	cells.	

		

More	than	half	of	the	pathways	enumerated	 in	Figure	5	contain	the	pro-inflammatory	

cytokine	IL-1a,	and	the	ERK	family	kinase	MAPK12	is	also	present	at	the	same	frequency.	

These	 genes	 were	 of	 interest	 as	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 tumor-associated	 cells	 could	

induce	 an	 inflammatory	 response,	 allowing	 infiltration	 by	 immune	 cells.	 Cross-

comparisons	with	the	Comparative	Toxicogenomics	Database	revealed	that	MAPK12	 is	

known	to	interact	with	benzopyrene,	a	toxicant	in	cigarette	smoke,	as	well	as	DMBA,	both	

of	which	are	well-characterized	AHR	ligands	known	for	potent	toxicity	in	mammalian	cells	

[41].	MAPK12	 is	also	known	 for	 transducing	signals	 related	 to	cisplatin,	etoposide	and	

tamoxifen,	 three	 widely-used	 chemotherapeutic	 drugs	 [41].	 To	 strengthen	 the	

association	that	MAPK12	may	be	transducing	1MT	and	AHR	signals,	we	developed	an	in	

silico	 search	 algorithm	 to	 identify	 possible	 AHR	 response	 elements	 upstream	 of	 this	

putative	 AHR	 target	 gene.	 Our	 approach	 is	 modeled	 after	 a	 2010	 publication	 which	

utilized	 RNA-seq	 coupled	with	 in	 silico	 bioinformatics	 to	 identify	 AHRE	 in	 target	 gene	

promoters,	 to	 putatively	 define	 them	 as	 downstream	 regulators	 [42].	 Using	 this	

technique,	 Perdew	 et	 al.	 showed	 the	 10kb-promoter	 region	 of	 the	 pro-inflammatory	
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cytokine	IL-6	contained	an	AHRE	(GCGTG),	rationalizing	how	a	synthetic	AHR	ligand	might	

stimulate	the	immune	system.	Notably,	our	own	RNA-seq	data	reinforces	these	findings,	

as	we	noted	an	up-regulation	of	the	 IL-6	pathway	 in	our	R-MT	transcriptome	pathway	

analyses	(Figure	5C).	When	we	used	this	same	scan-and-score	algorithm	to	analyze	the	

10kb-promoter	regions	of	MAPK12,	we	identified	ten	hypothetical	AHR	binding	sites	with	

sequence	GCGTG.	Similarly,	the	pro-inflammatory	cytokine	IL-1a	contained	two	possible	

AHR	binding	sites	with	GCGTG.	

	

The	overlapping	 signals	elicited	by	AHR	 toxicants	 (TCDD),	 as	well	 as	drugs	 in	 common	

usage	but	with	incomplete	understanding	of	their	mechanisms	of	action	(1MT)	indicate	

possible	 steps	 forward	 in	 drug	 development.	 	 Importantly,	 we	 cannot	 be	 guided	 by	

traditional	 understanding	 of	 1MT	 (as	 solely	 an	 IDO-inhibitor).	 It	 will	 be	 important	 to	

identify	which	types	of	AHR-activating	ligands	have	pro-cancer	effects	(TCDD),	which	have	

anti-cancer	effects	(1MT),	and	what	downstream	activation	panels	will	be	most	useful	in	

screening	compounds	 for	bioactivity,	 via	Cyp1a1/Cyp1b1	 induction,	Nrf2	 repression	or	

activation	of	MAPK12	or	IL-1a.		

	

The	 present	 work	 has	 utilized	 conventional	 biochemical	 and	 microscopy-based	

techniques	 to	 show	 that	 1MT	may	act	 as	 an	 activator	of	 the	AHR	pathway.	However,	

beyond	 the	 identification	 of	 this	 signal,	 it	 has	 been	 important	 for	 us	 to	 define	 the	

downstream	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 1MT	 may	 interact	 with	 AHR,	 in	 order	 to	 better	

characterize	 and	 pharmacologically	 exploit	 its	 cancer	 immunotherapy-augmenting	
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abilities.	 By	 coupling	 RNAseq	 bioinformatics	 and	 in	 silico	 prediction	 modalities,	 we	

identified	novel	downstream	actors	that	may	rationalize	how	and	why	R-MT	augments	

cancer	 immunotherapy.	 The	 finding	 that	 1MT	 activates	 an	 AHR	 immune-activating	

signature—independent	of	 IDO	expression—suggests	 that	 this	drug	may	have	broader	

indications	than	previously	anticipated.	Taken	together,	this	work	lays	the	foundation	for	

wider	implementation	of	AHR-activating	molecules,	and	the	screening	parameters	that	

may	 guide	 further	 use	 of	 these	 molecules,	 to	 synergize	 immune-activation	 with	

conventional	cancer	treatment	modalities.	

	

Materials	&	Methods	

MSC	isolation	and	culture	

Human	MSCs	were	isolated	from	bone	marrow	aspirates	collected	from	the	iliac	crest	of	

consenting	volunteer	subjects	[43].	Bone	marrow	aspirates	were	diluted	1:2	with	PBS	and	

layered	 onto	 a	 Ficoll	 density	 gradient	 to	 isolate	 mononuclear	 cells.	 The	 cells	 were	

centrifuged	at	400	×	g	for	20	min	and	thereafter	plated	in	complete	human	MSC	medium	

(α-MEM	with	L-glutamate,	10%	human	platelet	lysate,	100	U/ml	penicillin/streptomycin	

(Corning	International,	Corning,	NY))	at	200,000	cells/cm2.	Non-adherent	hematopoietic	

cells	were	removed	by	changing	the	medium	after	3	d	of	culture,	and	MSCs	were	allowed	

to	 expand	 for	 7	 d.	 Thereafter,	 the	 cells	were	 passaged	weekly	 and	 reseeded	 at	 1000	

cells/cm2.	 After	 the	 third	 passage,	 the	MSC	 cultures	were	 assayed	by	 flow	 cytometric	

analysis	for	the	absence	of	CD45+	and	CD31+	contaminating	cells	and	expression	of	CD44,	

CD73,	CD90,	and	CD105	(BD	Biosciences,	San	Jose,	CA).	Flow	cytometry	was	performed	
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using	a	FACSCanto	II	(BD	Biosciences,	San	Jose,	CA)	and	FlowJo	software	v9.6	(TreeStar,	

Ashland,	OR).	All	assays	were	performed	using	MSCs	between	passages	3	and	6.	Although	

culture-expanded	 in	 α-MEM,	 all	 subsequent	 tissue	 culture	 experimental	 work	 was	

performed	 in	R10	(RPMI	1640	with	L-glutamate	plus	100	U/ml	penicillin/streptomycin,	

and	10%	fetal	calf	serum)	(Corning	International,	Corning,	NY).	All	cell	culture	work	was	

performed	in	standard	conditions	in	a	tissue	incubator	at	37	°C	in	5%	CO2	and	95%	air.	

	

Immunoblotting	

Approximately	 1	 million	 MSCs	 were	 harvested	 from	 a	 single	 75-cm2	 flask	 at	 80%	

confluency.	 Cells	 had	 been	 treated	 for	 12h	 with	 50	 ng/ml	 recombinant	 human	 IFN-γ	

(Invitrogen,	Carlsbad,	CA),	and/or	1-methyl-DL-tryptophan,	1-methyl-D-tryptophan,	or	1-

methyl-L-tryptophan	(Sigma-Aldrich,	St.	Louis,	MO).	Whole-cell	protein	lysates	were	run	

in	a	4-20%	polyacrylamide	gel	electrophoresis	apparatus	and	then	transferred	to	PVDF	

membrane,	which	was	blocked	in	5%	non-fat	milk	in	Tris-buffered	saline	+	0.05%	Tween-

20.	Protein	was	detected	using	primary	rabbit	anti-human	IDO1	(1:1000;	EMD	Millipore	

Corporation,	 Billerica,	 MA),	 primary	 mouse	 anti-human	 AHR	 (1:1000;	 ThermoFisher,	

Waltham,	MA)	or	primary	rabbit	anti-human	β-actin	(1:1000;	Cell	Signaling	Technology,	

Danvers,	MA),	 and	 secondary	 horseradish	 peroxide-coupled	 goat	 anti-rabbit	 IgG	 h	 +	 l	

(1:10,000;	 Bethyl	 Laboratories,	 Montgomery,	 TX).	 ECL	 detection	 system	 (Amersham	

Pharmacia	Biotech,	Piscataway,	NJ)	was	used	to	detect	immunoreactive	blots.	

	

q-RT-PCR	Analysis	
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MSCs	 cultured	 in	 the	 presence	 or	 absence	 of	 tryptophan	 derivatives	 or	 known	 AHR	

agonists	were	analyzed	using	quantitative	Real-Time	PCR.	Total	RNA	was	extracted	and	

depleted	of	 genomic	DNA	using	 the	RNeasy	plus	mini	 kit	 (QIAGEN,	Hilden,	Germany).	

Normalized	 RNA	 was	 converted	 cDNA	 using	 Quantitect	 Reverse	 Transcription	 kit	

(QIAGEN,	Hilden,	Germany).	Perfecta	Sybr	Green	Fast	Mix	(Quanta	Biosciences,	Beverly,	

MA)	real-time	PCR	was	performed	with	the	following	primer	pairs,	listed	with	the	forward	

primer	followed	by	the	reverse	primer:	GAPDH:		5’-CTC-TCT-GCT-CCT-CCT-GTT-CGA-C-3’	

;	 5’-TGA-GCG-ATG-TGG-CTC-GGC-T-3’.	 Cyp1b1:	 5’-GCT-GCA-GTG-GCT-GCT-CCT-3’	 ;	 5’-

CCC-ACG-ACC-TGA-TCC-AAT-TCT-3’.	Cyp1a1:	5’-CAC-CAT-CCC-CCA-CAG-CAC-3’	 ;	5’-ACA-

AAG-ACA-CAA-CGC-CCC-TT-3’.	 	 An	 ABI	 7500	 fast	 real-time	 PCR	 system	 thermal	 cycler	

(ThermoFisher,	Waltham,	MA)	was	used	 for	amplification	and	 the	Δ-Δ	CT	method	was	

employed	 to	 calculate	 the	 fold	 change	 in	 expression	 [44].	 Data	 are	 presented	 as	

normalized	fold-induction	above	contemporaneously	vehicle-treated	controls.		

	

Immunofluorescence	microscopy	

In	a	twelve-welled	tissue	culture	plate,	50,000	MSCs	were	plated	onto	glass	coverslips	and	

allowed	to	adhere	overnight.	Media	was	aspirated	and	replaced	with	R10	with/without	

indicated	AHR	testing	ligand.	Drugs:	TCDD:	10nM	(Supelco,	St.	Louis,	MO),	L-MT,	D-MT,	R-

MT	all	at	1mM	(Sigma	Aldrich,	St.	Louis,	MO).	Cells	were	treated	for	5h,	after	which	media	

was	aspirated	and	cells	were	fixed	with	4%	paraformaldehyde	in	PBS,	then	quenched	with	

50mM	NH4Cl.	 Cells	were	 permeabilized	with	 0.2%	 Triton	 and	 stained	 for	 AHR	protein	

(1:100,	ThermoFisher,	Waltham,	MA)	diluted	in	3%	BSA	in	PBS	(Sigma	Aldrich,	St.	Louis,	
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MO).	 	 Slips	were	 kept	 overnight	 at	 4˚C	 in	 a	 humid	 chamber,	washed	with	 PBST,	 then	

stained	 (1:500)	 with	 a	 goat-derived	 anti-mouse	 secondary	 antibody	 with	 DyLight-488	

(ThermoFisher,	 Waltham,	 MA).	 Isotype-control	 was	 a	 non-specific	 primary	 murine-

derived	IgG1	(BD	Biosciences,	San	Jose,	CA),	followed	by	the	same	secondary.	Glass	slips	

were	affixed	to	microscope	slides	using	DAPI-containing	VectaShield	Dry-Curing	mounting	

medium	(Vector,	Burlingame,	CA)	and	then	imaged	using	a	confocal	Zeiss	SP8	microscope	

(Zeiss,	 Oberkochen,	 Germany).	 The	 Leica	 LASX	 software	 package	 (Leica,	 Wetzlar,	

Germany)	was	 utilized	by	 a	 treatment-blinded	observer	 to	 delimit	 regions	 of	 interest,	

defined	 by	 the	 DAPI-stained	 nucleus.	 From	 these	 regions,	 the	 signal	 of	 Alexa488	was	

computed	and	normalized	per	square	micron.		

	

Statistics	

All	 graphical	 data	 for	 the	 project	 was	 analyzed	 using	 GraphPad	 Prism	 version	 6.0	

(GraphPad,	La	Jolla,	CA),	and	the	statistical	tests	of	significance	are	noted	where	indicated,	

always	using	an	alpha	level	set	at	0.05.	

	

RNA-seq	

RNA-Seq	 analyses	 were	 conducted	 at	 the	 Yerkes	 NHP	 Genomics	 Core	 on	 five	

independently-sourced	 MSC	 samples.	 Cells	 (1x105)	 were	 plated	 into	 six-welled	 tissue	

culture	 plates	 in	 duplicates	 and	 treated	 with	 vehicle	 alone	 (R10),	 TCDD	 (10nM)	 or	 a	

racemic	mixture	of	 1MT	 (1mM)	 for	 24h.	 Total	RNA	was	extracted	 from	using	QIAGEN	

RNEasy	Mini	 kits	 (QIAGEN,	 Hilden,	 Germany)	 and	 RNA	 quality	 assessed	 using	 Agilent	
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Bioanalyzer	 analysis.	 Polyadenylated	 transcripts	 were	 purified	 on	 oligo-dT	 magnetic	

beads,	reverse	transcribed	using	random	hexamers,	fragmented,	and	incorporated	into	

barcoded	complementary	DNA	libraries	based	on	the	Illumina	TruSeq	platform.	Libraries	

were	 validated	 by	microelectrophoresis,	 pooled,	 and	 sequenced	 on	 an	 Illumina	HiSeq	

1000	 (101	 bp)	 to	 an	 average	 read	 depth	 of	 25	 million	 [45].	 58,604	 unique	 mRNA	

transcripts	were	 identified	 in	 the	data	set.	Reads	were	aligned	to	human	RefSeq	hg19	

reference	using	 STAR	 software	 (v2.3.0e)	 (http://code.google.com/p/rna-star)	 [46].	 The	

RNAseq	data	discussed	in	this	publication	have	been	deposited	in	NCBI's	Gene	Expression	

Omnibus	 [47]	 and	 are	 accessible	 through	 GEO	 Series	 accession	 number	 GSE95072	

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE95072).	

	

	

RNA-Seq	Analyses	

To	examine	differential	gene	expression	in	samples,	estimates	of	gene-wise	and	isoform-

wise	 expression	 levels	 for	 individual	 genes	 were	 performed	 using	 DESeq,	 which	

normalizes	 gene	 expression	 level	 estimates	 across	 samples	 and	 also	 corrects	 for	

nonuniformity	 in	 read	 distributions	 across	 each	 gene	 [48].	 Each	 patient-sample-set	

included	an	untreated	control,	which	was	used	to	measure	differential	expression	above	

baseline	on	a	per-patient	basis.	Clustering	by	covariance	PCA	and	visualization	(i.e.,	heat	

maps)	of	expression	data	were	performed	in	Partek	Genomics	Suite	software	(Partek	Inc.,	

St	 Louis,	 MO).	 Differentially	 expressed	 genes	 were	 analyzed	 for	 enriched	 gene	

families/pathways/	 protein	 interactions	 using	 Ingenuity	 Pathway	 Analysis	 (QIAGEN,	
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Hilden,	Germany).	Gene	set	enrichment	analysis	was	performed	on	the	regularized	log	

(rlog)	expression	table	produced	by	DESeq2	employing	a	weighted	enrichment	statistic	

and	 Signal2Noise	 as	 the	 ranking	metric	 and	 using	 1000	 phenotype	 permutations.	 The	

UCSC	Genome	browser,	 loaded	with	 hg19,	was	 used	 to	 analyzed	 the	 10-kb	 promoter	

regions	of	MAPK12	and	IL1a,	prior	to	the	first	known	exon,	and	a	text-searching	Python	

script	employed	to	identify	putative	AHREs.	
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Chapter	3:		Modeling	AHR	Ligation	In	silico	

Introduction	

A	major	premise	of	this	MSC-bsed	project	is	that	1MT	activates	the	AHR	by	functioning	as	

a	 ligand.	 We	 noted	 that	 we	 never	 demonstrated	 such	 directly,	 with	 the	 use	 of	 a	

competitive	binding	assay.		However,	we	employed	an	in	silico	methodology	to	assess	our	

hypotheses.	It	is	important	for	us	to	acknowledge	that	that	1MT	may	act	via	AHR	directly	

or	indirect	means.	We	recognize	there	may	exist	an	indirect	middle	actor(s)	between	the	

AHR	response	and	treatment	with	1MT	that	would	confound	the	drug’s	status	as	a	true	

ligand.	The	authors	acknowledge	that	we	did	not	demonstrate	direct	 ligand-binding	to	

the	AHR	protein	such	as	using	an	electromobility	shift	assay	(EMSA)	[1].	Such	assessments	

would	require	radioisotope	studies	that	are	not	available	to	our	Emory	lab.	To	address	

the	 issue	of	1MT	binding	to	AHR	we	 instead	utilized	a	computational	chemical	biology	

methodology,	building	from	the	published	reports	cited	below.		

	

Results		

An	 important	 issue	 confronting	 structural	biology	of	 the	AHR	protein	 is	 that	 its	 ligand	

binding	 domain	 (the	 PAS-B	 domain)	 has	 not	 been	 solved	 by	 x-ray	 crystallography.	

However,	 the	 research	 group	 of	 Dr.	 Gary	 Perdew	 has	 used	 a	 computational	 chemical	

biology	 approach	 using	 another	 protein,	 HIF-2α,	 whose	 PAS-B	 domain	 shares	 30%	

homology	with	the	PAS-B	domain	of	human	AHR	[2].	In	that	publication,	they	utilized	PDB	

code-1p97,	which	renders	an	NMR	structure	for	the	binding	domain	of	HIF-2α	and	then	
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performed	hundreds	 of	 virtualized	 ligand	 screenings,	 including	 experimentally-verified	

AHR	 ligands,	 like	 FICZ	 and	 TCDD.	 They	 performed	 molecular	 docking	 simulations	 to	

compute	the	ΔG,	or	change	in	Gibbs	free	energy	after	hypothetical	ligation.	This	approach,	

using	libraries	of	virtualized	ligands	to	model	molecular	docking	to	the	AHR	protein,	has	

been	explored	by	other	research	teams	as	well,	who	used	it	to	conclude	that	the	access-

path	to	the	ligand-binding	domain	is	an	important	determinant	of	AHR	ligand	affinities	

[3].		

	

In	order	to	provide	some	theoretical	basis	for	the	claim	that	1-MT	might	serve	as	an	AHR	

ligand,	we	pursued	an	analogous	strategy	to	those	publications.	We	utilized	the	Swiss-

Model	web	server	[4]	to	render	the	PAS-B	domain	of	human	HIF-2α,	as	was	done	by	the	

aforementioned	papers.	We	then	replaced	that	sequence	with	the	ligand-binding	domain	

of	human	AHR	(residues	278-390)	and	threaded	these	amino	acids	onto	that	PDB	model.	

Next,	we	used	the	Swiss-Dock	platform	[5]	to	perform	molecular	docking	simulations	with	

known	and	putative	AHR	ligands,	using	coded	identifiers	pulled	from	the	ZINC	website	[6].	

We	included	the	classical	ligands	TCDD	and	FICZ,	but	then	also	included	cinnabarinic	acid	

and	 kynurenic	 acid,	 two	 novel,	 endogenous	 ligands,	 each	 of	 which	 has	 been	

experimentally-validated	 [7,	 8].	 Notably,	 two	 ZINC	 codes	 existed	 for	 kynurenic	 acid,	

varying	on	the	protonation	status	of	the	cyclic	nitrogen	atom.	We	chose	to	model	both	

species	independently.	We	then	performed	ligand-binding	pocket-docking	simulations	in	

parallel	with	the	pure	enantiomers	of	1MT,	and	recorded	the	lowest	possible	value	of	ΔG	

(please	see	chart	at	top	right	of	this	page).	
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Discussion	

These	data	are	solely	computational,	nonetheless,	they	support	our	arguments	that	1MT	

may	be	acting	as	an	AHR	ligand,	because	the	change	in	free	energy	falls	within	the	same	

order	of	magnitude	as	other	literature-verified	ligands.	We	aknowledge	that	such	studies	

should	 be	 further	 validated	 by	 docking	 simulations	 using	 very	 large	 virtualized	 ligand	

libraries,	as	was	done	in	our	cited	publications.	
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Chapter	4:	Community	Approaches	for	Diverse	Cell	Donorship	

	

The	culture	of	blood	ex	clinico	

Sickle	cell	disease	(SCD)	is	an	inherited	disorder	of	red	blood	cells	that	is	most	common	in	

people	of	color.	In	the	U.S,	about	one	of	every	360	African	American	children	is	diagnosed	

with	 SCD,	 triggering	 acute	 pain	 crises	when	 sickled	 cells	 get	 trapped	 in	 blood	 vessels	

throughout	the	body	[1].	Often,	these	cells	block	vessels	in	the	brain	causing	strokes;	50%	

of	pediatric	 sickle	patients	have	had	at	 least	one	 stroke	by	 the	 time	 they	 turn	18	 [2].	

Treatment	of	SCD	is	largely	supportive,	including	antibiotics	and	frequent	transfusions	of	

donated	 red	 cells	 [3].	 Sickle	 cell	 is	 more	 than	 twice	 as	 prevalent	 as	 cystic	 fibrosis	 or	

hemophilia	 (two	 genetic	 diseases	 common	 in	 Caucasians),	 but	 suffers	 from	drastically	

fewer	federal	dollars	for	research	and	clinical	care	[1].	The	only	curative	therapy	for	sickle	

cell	disease	is	a	matched	hematopoietic	stem	cell	transplant	(HSCT).	First	developed	for	

SCD	in	1984,	today	researchers	across	the	globe	are	achieving	cure	rates	that	approach	

90%	 [4],	 but	 these	 numbers	 depend	 strongly	 upon	 how	 well	 we	 match	 the	 immune	

systems	of	the	donor	and	recipient.		

	

As	a	stem	cell	therapist	seeking	to	leverage	my	privileges,	I	started	by	reviewing	literature	

to	understand	the	barriers	to	exploring	curative	HSCT	for	SCD.	Finding	a	donor	for	sickle	

transplant	is	challenging,	in	part	because	African	Americans	are	underrepresented	on	the	

national	blood	and	marrow	registries,	where	 the	average	donor	 is	a	college-educated,	

heterosexual,	 married	 white	 male	 [3].	 There	 are	 a	 number	 of	 reasons	 why	 African	
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Americans	 donate	 blood	 and	 participate	 in	 clinical	 trials	 at	 lower	 rates,	 including	 a	

historically	well-founded	mistrust	of	the	American	medical	system	[5].	Cell	 therapy	for	

SCD	is	at	a	critical	juncture:	the	science	has	advanced	tremendously,	but	the	bigger,	more	

pressing	 issue	 is	 one	 of	 public	 health	 outreach.	 Primary	 care	 clinicians,	 patients	 and	

would-be	blood	cell	donors	are	often	unaware	that	the	option	for	a	curative	transplant	

exists,	 unaware	 how	 much	 we	 rely	 on	 blood	 cells	 donated	 from	 people	 of	 color	 to	

effectively	treat	and	cure	this	disease.		

	

Be-the-Match	 maintains	 one	 of	 the	 largest	 global	 repositories	 of	 stem	 cell	 donors,	

sourced	 from	 people	 asked	 to	 provide	 a	 small	 cheek-swabbing	 at	 community	 drive	

locations,	but	its	demographics	reflect	a	paucity	of	those	with	African	heritage.	A	2013	

publication	focus-grouped	patients	in	Chicago	and	Atlanta,	seeking	to	identify	community	

knowledge	regarding	HSCT	availability,	and	particularly,	Be-the-Match	donor	drives.	One	

participant	noted	that	“There’s	a	booth	set	up	I	think	at	the	state	fair	for	bone	marrow	but	

everything	around	it	says	cancer	or	leukemia.	I	don’t	see	one	sickle,	no	nothing,	but	it	all	

says	cancer.”	 [2]	This	scenario	 is	reflective	of	health	disparities	observed	for	people	of	

color	with	end-stage	renal	disease	(ESRD),	on	dialysis	therapy,	awaiting	curative	kidney	

transplantation.	Dr.	Rachel	Patzer	of	the	Emory	Transplant	Center	has	shown	that	racially-

disparate	 ESRD	 outcomes	 are	 compounded	 not	 only	 through	 more	 time	 on	 organ	

waitlists,	but	also	in	the	amount	of	time	it	takes	a	primary	care	clinician	to	make	the	initial	

referrals	to	even	consider	transplant	[6].		
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Outreach	 to	 the	 black	 community	 for	 increased	 donorship	 must	 be	 relevant	 and	

participatory	to	have	any	efficacy,	as	basic	tenets	of	social	justice	admonish	against	neo-

colonial	 theories	 of	 medical	 pity.	 The	 paradigm	 of	 misplaced	 pity	 is	 unfortunately	

persistent	in	a	number	of	current-day	medical	outreach	programs,	particularly	those	that	

bring	 American	medical	 trainees	 to	 developing	 nations	 for	 ‘service	 trips.’	 The	 lack	 of	

participatory	reciprocity	 is	a	remarkably	common	issue	 in	such	trips,	particularly	those	

aimed	at	the	health	of	marginalized	groups	or	the	global	South.	A	2015	study	examined	

the	training	and	reciprocity	practices	of	medical	service	trips	conducted	by	19	American	

obstetrics/gynecology	residency	programs.	Less	than	a	third	of	such	programs	bothered	

with	 doing	 a	 needs	 assessment	 prior	 to	 foreign	 travel,	 and	 fewer	 than	 10%	 trained	

participants	on	ethical	 issues	of	international	medical	work	[7].	 	Programs	that	actively	

involved	local	staff	during	the	pre-contemplative	phase	of	trip	planning	reported	higher	

trainee	 satisfaction,	 as	 well	 as	 sustainable	 growth	 and	 training	 opportunities	 for	 in-

country	staff.	

	

We	 located	 one	 sickle-focused	 community	 study	 that	 seemed	 closest	 to	 participatory	

dialogue.	In	2002	researchers	at	Washington	University	in	St.	Louis	sent	a	post	card,	and	

videotape	 to	5000	households	 in	 the	63115	zip	code,	presumably	chosen	 for	 its	 racial	

demographics.	The	videotape	featured	“a	local	African	American	recording	artist,”	who	

encouraged	viewers	to	donate	blood	cells	in	solidarity	with	the	black	sickle	community.	

The	researchers	did	note	an	 increase	 in	blood	donorship	over	the	first	6	months	post-

intervention,	but	this	increase	was	not	sustained	in	subsequent	years	[8].		
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Building	off	these	lessons	from	the	literature	and	the	clinic,	our	team	branched	out	into	

the	 Atlanta	 community,	 meeting	 local	 musicians,	 artists	 and	 politicians	 who	 were	

interested	in	co-organizing	a	Be-the-Match	community	event,	centering	people	of	color.	

The	project	 truly	blossomed	when	we	began	working	with	a	pair	of	 sickle	 sisters,	one	

who’d	donated	marrow	to	cure	the	other.		Both	were	impassioned	activists,	and	each	had	

connections	to	the	music	and	arts	scene	in	Atlanta.		Together	we	organized	a	music	and	

arts	event	at	two	venues	 in	Atlanta’s	Old	Fourth	Ward.	Sickle	warriors	spoke	from	the	

stage	 to	 destigmatize	 the	 disease,	 artists	 painted	 sickle-themed	 graffiti	 and	musicians	

performed	 while	 clinicians,	 scientists	 and	 community	 activists	 mingled	 through	

intersectional	discussions.	The	cheek-swabbing	station	was	staffed	by	people	of	color,	all	

Atlanta-area	students,	from	PhD	engineering	candidates,	to	pre-med	undergraduates.	We	

all	 agreed	 that	 the	 persons	 doing	 direct-to-community	 education	 should	 be	 the	 folks	

historically	 marginalized,	 and	 contemporarily	 with	 most	 at-stake.	 In	 all,	 the	 event	

garnered	over	a	thousand	dollars	 in	charity	donations	for	the	Sickle	Cell	Foundation	of	

Georgia,	 and	 recruited	 31	 new	 stem	 cell	 registrants;	 a	 huge	 accomplishment	 when	

considering	the	paucity	of	black	donors	on	such	registries.		

	

Caring	for	patients	with	chronic	disease	requires	a	multidisciplinary	team	of	clinicians,	and	

in	sickle	transplant,	this	team	must	extend	to	the	African	American	community	writ	large.	

From	a	sustainability	perspective,	it	is	imperative	that	leadership	also	reflect	the	people	

of	color	most	affected	by	the	sickled	cell.	To	that	end,	we	are	working	with	a	team	of	
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undergraduate	students	at	 the	Atlanta	University	Center.	 It	 is	our	hope	they	will	build	

from	our	template	of	participatory	community	outreach,	and	develop	a	yearly	project.	

Sickle	&	 Flow	hopes	 that	 by	 empowering	 these	 communities,	we	 can	better	 translate	

biological	research	into	meaningful	social	change	that	improves	lives.		
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Chapter	5:	Modeling	MSC-Based	Therapies	with	Exosomes	

	

Abstract		

Introduction:	 Exosomes	 from	 bone	 marrow	 (BM)-derived	 mesenchymal	 stromal	 cells	

(MSCs)	support	growth	of	multiple	myeloma	cells,	a	plasma	cell	neoplasm.	We	recently	

showed	that	the	secretome	of	irradiated	primary	BM-derived	MSC	maintained	survival	of	

human	 antibody	 secreting	 cells	 (ASC)	 ex	 vivo	 (manuscript	 submitted),	 but	 whether	

exosomes	of	BM-derived	MSCs	could	also	support	healthy	ASC	survival	remained	elusive.					

Methods:	Exosomes	from	irradiated	and	non-irradiated	primary	BM-derived	MSC	were	

quantified	by	electron	microscopy	(EM),	CD63	and	CD81	immuno-gold	staining,	and	CD9	

ELISA.	ASC	ex	vivo	were	cultured	with	exosomes	versus	conventional	media	and	IgG	ASC	

Elispots	were	used	to	measure	survival	and	 function.	Finally,	contents	of	 the	exosome	

fractions	were	differentially	evaluated	by	proteomics.		

Results:	 Both	 irradiated	 and	 non-irradiated	 preparations	 from	 BM-derived	 MSC	

demonstrated	 similar	quantities	of	exosomes	by	EM	structural	morphology,	CD63	and	

CD81	immuno-gold,	and	by	CD9	staining.	Compared	to	conventional	media,	which	only	

supported	ASC	survival	and	secretion	at	7%	on	day	3,	both	irradiated	and	non-irradiated	

exosome	fractions	were	similar	in	their	ability	to	support	ASC	function,	170%	and	174%	

(respectively,	day	3).	To	identify	the	specific	factors	that	provided	in	vitro	ASC	support,	

we	compared	proteomics	of	irradiated	and	non-irradiated	exosomes	with	conventional	

media.		Pathway	analysis	identified	factors	involved	in	the	vesicle-mediated	delivery	of	
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integrin	signaling	proteins.		

Conclusions:	 Taken	 together,	 these	 findings	 indicate	 that	 BM-derived	MSC	 exosomes	

provide	an	effective	support	system	for	ASC	survival	and	immunoglobulin	secretion.		

	

Introduction	

The	interrelationship	between	bone	marrow	(BM)	mesenchymal	stromal	cells	(MSC)	and	

antibody	 secreting	 cells	 (ASC)	 has	 been	well-explored	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 in	 vitro	 models,	

suggesting	 that	 MSCs	 impart	 various	 growth	 factors,	 cytokines,	 and	 chemokines	 to	

maintain	survival	or	function	of	B-derived	cells;	virtually	all	such	studies	have	relied	upon	

the	 use	 of	 cancer-derived	 or	 otherwise	 transformed	 B-lineage	 cells	 [1].	 The	 survival	

mechanisms	of	the	BM	microniche	are	thought	to	be	mediated	by	local	paracrine	MSC	

secretion	of	IL-6	and	VEGF	[2-4]	as	well	as	adhesion	or	cell-cell	contact	[5].	Some	of	these	

interactions	have	been	 shown	 to	occur	 via	MSC-derived	extracellular	 vesicles,	 such	as	

exosomes	and	microvesicles	[6].	The	ability	of	MSC-derived	exosomes	to	support	the	ex	

vivo	function	of	non-transformed	peripheral	blood-derived	ASCs		has	not	been	completely	

described.		

	

MSCs	are	a	low-frequency	population	in	the	adult	marrow,	comprising	only	one	in	10,000	

of	all	mononuclear	cells	[7-10]	that	can	be	isolated	in	an	iliac	crest	aspirate.	Although	long-

lived	plasma	cells	also	take	up	residence	in	the	BM,	they	are	also	quite	rare	accounting	

for	only	0.05%	of	all	marrow	mononuclear	cells	[11].	Thus,	communication	between	these	

two	such	rare	BM	populations	is	likely	to	require	cell-cell	contact,	chemokine	gradients,	
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close	paracrine	 signaling	or	other	 cell-contact-independent	mechanisms.	Recently,	 the	

immunomodulatory	 effects	 of	MSC-based	 cell	 therapies	 rely	 in	 part	 on	 the	 release	 of	

extracellular	vesicles,	which	may	be	capable	of	delivering	both	soluble	and	membranous	

proteins	 [12,	 13];	 however,	 it	 has	 been	 virtually	 unknown	 whether	 marrow	

communication	between	the	BM	MSC	and	ASC,	two	relatively	rare	populations	may	also	

occur	in	a	similar	manner.	

	

Marrow-derived	stromal	cells	have	been	shown	to	provide	survival	factors	in	the	human	

BM	microniche	that	support	long-lived	plasma	cell	survival	[14-17].	Co-culture	systems	of	

marrow	stromal	cells	with	plasma	cells	showed	that	IL-6	and	fibronectin	(FN1)	were	two	

soluble	 factors	 needed	 for	 effective	 long-term	 immunoglobulin	 secretion	 [15].	

Additionally,	 IL-6	 alone	was	necessary	but	not	 sufficient	 for	 antibody	production	 [18].	

Subsequent	reports	have	shown	contact-dependent	signaling,	via	molecules	like	CXCL12	

and	the	integrin	α4β1	(VLA-4)	have	also	been	shown	to	impart	important	cues	delivered	

by	MSCs,	suggesting	that	cell-cell	contact	or	close	proximity	may	be	required	in	the	BM	

microniche	 in	 addition	 to	 secreted	 factors	 [19-21].	 However,	 our	 group	 recently	

developed	a	novel	in	vitro	plasma	cell	survival	system	that	models	the	BM	microniche.	It	

reveals	the	critical	role	of	the	BM-derived	MSC	in	maintaining	survival	of	ex	vivo	ASC	for	

over	60	days	in	culture	(Nguyen	D,	et	al	submitted).	Most	interestingly,	cell-cell	contact	

was	not	required	as	the	MSC	secretome,	or	supernatant,	was	sufficient	to	maintain	ASC	

functionality.	 In	 pursuit	 of	 a	 reductionist	 cell-free	 platform,	 we	 sought	 to	 address	 if	

supernatant-derived	extracellular	vesicles	alone	could	recapitulate	this	pheonomena.	
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Extracellular	vesicles	are	small	membranous	spheroids	that	can	be	released	from	a	variety	

of	cell	 types.	They	 feature	distinctive	 tetraspanins	at	 their	membrane	surface	 (such	as	

CD9,	CD63,	CD81)	and	transport	cargo	over	short	or	long	distances,	including	proteins	and	

RNA.	Extracellular	vesicles	can	be	secreted	from	cells	as	large	microvesicles	(MVs)	(100	to	

1000	nm	diameter)	or	as	the	nano-scale	exosomes	(30	to	150	nm	diameter)	[22].	Larger-

sized	 MVs	 are	 released	 from	 cells	 as	 outpouchings	 of	 plasma	 membrane,	 whereas	

exosomes	have	trafficked	through	the	cell’s	multivesicular	body,	part	of	the	endosomal	

sorting	complex	required	for	transport	(ESCRT),	which	tags,	sorts	and	matures	endosomes	

with	the	use	of	membrane-bound	Rab	GTPases	[23].	A	variety	of	reports	have	explored	

MSC-derived	exosomes	as	an	avenue	for	cell-free	cell-based	therapy,	showing	therapeutic	

efficacy	in	animal	models	of	liver	and	heart	disease	[24,	25].	In	this	study,	we	demonstrate	

that	MSC-derived	exosomes	 indeed	provide	 a	 cell-free	 component	 to	 recapitulate	 the	

marrow	niche	and	a	novel	mechanism	of	communication	between	hematopoietic	stroma	

and	ASC,	which	thereby	enable	the	ex	vivo	cultures	of	healthy	human	plasma	cells.		

	

Results	

Lipid-disruption	of	MSC	CM	abrogates	in	vitro	support	to	ASCs			

Healthy	adults	were	enrolled	for	BM	aspirates	and	peripheral	blood.	BM	MSC	secretomes	

were	 prepared	 from	 irradiated	 and	 non-irradiated	 BM-derived	MSC	 cultures.	 In	 these	

initial	experiments,	MSCs	were	irradiated	to	arrest	the	growth	of	these	cells	which	are	

typically	robustly	proliferative.	These	doses	of	irradiation	do	not	kill	the	cells,	but	rather	
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preserves	their	immunomodulatory	effects	intact	[26,	27];	we	assessed	secreted	factors	

from	non-irradiated	MSCs	 in	parallel.	 Antibody	 secreting	 cells	 (ASCs)	were	 FAC	 sorted	

(CD19_CD27hiCD38hi)	 from	 the	 peripheral	 blood	 of	 healthy	 adults	 and	 then	 were	

cultured	in	conventional	media	(RPMI	+	10%	FCS	(R10,),	secretomes	from	MSC	cultures,	

or	secretomes	pre-treated	with	the	lipid-disrupting	agent	Cleanascite	[28].	Cleanascite	is	

known	to	not	alter	protein	functionality	[29],	and	we	hypothesized	this	would	disrupt	the	

exosome	components	of	the	CM.	Cells	were	harvested	at	days	0,	1,	3,	and	7	post-culture	

and	the	frequency	of	 IgG-secreting	ASCs	Elispots	were	measured.	Rapid	decline	 in	ASC	

survival	is	notable	in	conventional	media	compared	to	the	MSC	secretome	on	day	1	(10%).	

Cleanasite-treated	 MSC	 secretomes	 compared	 to	 untreated	 secretomes	 decreased	

survival	of	ASC	from	121%	to	51%	on	day	3	and	82%	to	18%	by	day	7	(P-value	0.02,	two-

way	ANOVA).	These	results	suggested	that	lipid-membrane	bodies	(i.e.	exosomes)	may	

be	an	important	ASC	survival	factor.	

	

Electron	microscopy	shows	vesicular	size	consistent	with	exosomes		

We	used	electron	microscopy	(EM),	a	well-validated	methodology	to	verify	the	size	and	

morphology	of	the	extracellular	vesicles	[30].	A	phospotungstic	acid	staining	technique	

was	used	to	stain	and	visualize	a	number	of	exosome	preparations	from	Irradiated	and	

Non-Irradiated	MSCs.		EM	images	were	counted	by	trained	observers	in	a	blinded,	random	

sequence.	Figure	2a,b	shows	representative	whole-field	images.		Exosome	frequencies	of	

50-100	nm	vesicular	bodies	were	higher	in		rradiated	versus	non-irradiated	MSC	exosome	

factions	 (p-value	0.0159,	Mann-Witney	test)	 	 (Figure	2c).	However,	as	 this	preparation	
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only	 assessed	vesicles	based	on	 size,	not	protein	or	 cargo	 identity,	we	 sought	a	more	

specific	method	for	characterization.		

	

Immunogold	electron	microscopy	confirms	exosome	markers		

We	 performed	 immunogold-EM	 to	 assess	 if	 the	 vesicles	 expressed	 CD63	 and	 CD81,	

markers	known	to	be	found	on	MSC-derived	exosomes	[31,	32].	Representative	images	

are	shown	in	Figure	3a,b.	The	ultrastructure	of	exosomes	were	similar	in	frequency	for	

those	derived	from	Irradiated	and	Non-Irradiated	MSCs.	Immunogold-EM	is	an	important	

tool	to	assess	the	presence	of	known	exosome	markers,	but	does	not	afford	a	quantitative	

assessment	of	exosome	yield,	as	only	positively-labeled	vesicles	are	visible	in-field.		

	

Irradiation-induced	growth	arrest	does	not	modify	MSC	exosome	yield	

The	 direct	 quantification	 of	 exosome	 yield	 is	 a	 challenging;	 various	 reports	 utilize	 a	

Bradford	or	bicinchoninic	acid	(BCA)	assay	coupled	to	spectrophotometric	quantification	

[33-35],	but	such	a	technique	may	be	an	over-estimate,	as	 it	depends	on	total	protein	

present	 in	the	biofluid,	rather	than	exosome-specific	protein.	To	address	this,	we	used	

the	CD9	ExoTest	system,	which	includes	professional-grade	exosome	samples,	enabling	

the	generation	of	a	standard	curve	[36,	37].	The	use	of	CD9	as	capture	antibody	provides	

an	additional	checkpoint,	as	it	has	been	shown	to	be	expressed	on	the	surface	of	MSC-

derived	exosomes	 [38].	 Similar	CD9-specific	 exosomes	 concentrations	200	ng/µL	were	

notable	between	the	irradiated	and	non-irradiated	fractions	(p-value	0.84,		unpaired	t-

test	)	(Figure	4).	As	this	ELISA	relies	on	a	specific	protein	marker	for	quantification,	we	
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may	state	with	confidence	that	the	irradiation-induced	growth	arrest	did	not	modify	MSC	

exosome	yield.		

	

Exosomes	from	MSCs	support	ASC	function	irrespective	of	cell	growth	status	

Exosomes	derived	from	either	Irradiated	or	non-Irradiated	MSCs	were	co-cultured	with	

ASC	and	 IgG	Elispot	assays	were	performed	on	day	1,	3	and	7	(Figure	5a,b).	Again,	we	

observed	rapid	drop	in	ASC	survival	when	the	cells	were	cultured	in	conventional	media,	

with	 secreting	 cells	only	 at	 19%	at	day	1	 and	7%	by	day	3.	 In	 contrast,	 the	exosomes	

derived	from	non-irradiated	MSCs	supported	ASC	function	by	194%,	174%	and	100%	at	

days	1,	3	and	7,	 respectively.	 In	a	 similar	 fashion,	 the	exosomes	 from	 irradiated	MSCs	

were	capable	of	supporting	the	ASCs	at	164%,	170%	and	114%,	at	days	1,	3	and	7.	To	

summarize,	we	found	that	exosomes	from	either	cell	source	were	both	equally	competent	

in	the	support	of	ASC	function,	when	comparing	to	the	vehicle	alone	(2-way	ANOVA,	p-

value<0.0001).		

	

Exosomes:	Proteomics	and	Ingenuity	Pathway	Analysis	

To	identify	the	protein	factors	in	the	exosomes,	and	how	they	may	mediate	ASC	survival,	

we	performed	proteomic	analysis	of	exosomes,	derived	from	sample-matched	pairs	of	

actively-proliferating	 (No-irrad)	 or	 growth-arrested	 (Irrad)	MSCs.	 As	 controls,	we	 used	

vehicle	or	conventional	media	(R10).	Protein	digestion	and	proteomics	were	performed	

with	 mass	 spectrophotometry	 (as	 described	 in	 Methods;	 complete	 protein	 lists	 are	

included	in	Supp.	Table	1).Six	hundred	ninety	six	and	623	proteins	were	identified	in	the	
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irradiated	vs	non-irradiated	exosome	fractions	compared	to	129	in	the	controls.	Proteins	

that	were	uniquely	common	to	both	the	irradiated	and	non-irradiated	exosome	fractions	

were	identified	and	further	analyzed	using	Ingenuity	Pathway	Analysis	(IPA)	(Figure	6A).	

A	curated	list	featuring	five	of	the	most	highly-significant	pathways	associated	with	the	

exosome	proteomes	is	presented	in	Figure	6b	(full	list	may	be	found	in	Supp.	Table	2).	We	

note	 significant	 representation	 for	 both	 caveolar-	 and	 clathrin-mediated	 endocytosis,	

identified	 by	 proteins	 including	 clathrin	 light	 chain	 A	 (CLTA),	 the	 coatomer	 protein	

complex	 (COPA),	 and	a	number	of	 integrins	 including	 the	 integrin	β1	 subunit.	 IPA	also	

revealed	 statistically-significant	 representation	 for	 integrin-	 and	 integrin-linked	 kinase	

signaling,	with	one	important	protein	identified	as	cell	division	control	protein	42	(Cdc42).	

The	 last	 pathway	 we	 noted	 to	 be	 of	 significant	 interest	 was	 Phospholipase	 C	 (PLC)	

Signaling,	identified	by	the	presence	of	proteins	including	the	Ras-like	proto-oncogenes	A	

and	 B	 (RALA,	 RALB).	 Taken	 together,	 the	 identification	 of	 these	 proteins	 and	 their	

corresponding	 pathways	 suggest	 that	 MSC-derived	 exosomes	 may	 be	 capable	 of	

delivering	the	relevant	immune-activing	signals	to	receiver	cells	such	as	ASCs.	

	

Discussion	

In	this	study,	we	demonstrate	that	exosomes	alone	in	the	BM-MSC	secretome	support	

and	enhance	function	of	human	ASC.	Irradiation	had	been	initially	used	to	growth-arrest	

the	MSCs,	avoiding	overgrowth	by	these	robustly-proliferative	cells,	and	we	found	that	

irradiation	did	not	alter	functional	survival-conferring	capacity	nor	differential	yields	of	

MSC-derived	 exosomes.	We	 hypothesized	 irradiation	 would	modify	 the	 secretome	 of	
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MSCs	relative	to	replication-competent	cells,	and	that	the	exosomes	derived	from	these	

growth-arrested	cells	might	provide	differential	in	vitro	support	to	ASCs,	but	we	hereby	

report	that	exosomes	from	either	cell	source	(Irrad	or	No-Irrad)	can	be	used	to	support	

ASCs	to	equivalent	efficacy.	

	

The	 vesicles	 generated	 were	 subjected	 to	 conventional	 assays	 including	 electron	

microscopy	 size-validation,	 and	 immunogold-EM	 for	 markers	 known	 to	 be	 on	 MSC-

derived	exosomes.	The	quantitative	ELISA,	coupled	to	a	known	exosome	surface	protein	

(CD9),	 provides	 evidence	 that	 these	 vesicles	 were	 indeed	 exosomes.	 The	 therapeutic	

dosing	 of	 exosomes	 in	 the	 cell	 therapy	 literature	 can	 be	 challenging	 to	 interpret	 as	

quantities	are	often	calculated	via	traditional	spectrophotometry,	rather	than	ELISA.	One	

example	is	a	2013	report	from	Li	et	al.,	 in	which	the	team	used	a	BCA	protein	assay	to	

quantify	 exosomes,	 noting	 a	 therapeutic	 effect	 on	 murine	 liver	 inflammation	 after	

administration	of	exosomes	at	a	concentration	of	750	ng/µl	(but	no	total	dose	is	provided)	

[39].	Tomasoni	and	colleagues	in	2013	reported	therapeutic	effect	on	renal	tissues	after	

dosing	 mice	 with	 exosomes	 at	 a	 concentration	 of	 25	 ng/µl,	 again	 with	 no	 full	 dose	

reported	[40].	Whereas	Li	et	al.	used	a	BCA	protein	assay,	Tomasoni	et	al.	used	a	Bradford	

protein	assay,	both	of	which	should	be	considered	as	upper	bounds	of	an	exosome	dose,	

as	ultracentrifugation	may	carry-over	non-exosome	proteins.	Our	exosome	preparation	

contained	200	ng/µl	of	total	CD9-protein,	which	for	a	dose	of	50	µl,	scales	to	10	µg	of	

exosomes	(pooled	from	7	days	x	60	ml,	or	420	ml	of	the	MSC	secretome).	
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As	MSCs	and	ASCs	are	both	relatively	rare	populations,	we	have	hypothesized	that	the	

release	of	extracellular	vesicles	might	serve	as	an	intermediary	for	short-	or	long-distance	

signaling.	 Indeed,	 our	 lab	 has	 shown	 that	MSCs	 can	 take	 up	 residence	 in	 lung-tissue,	

whereupon	clinical	or	biologic	activity	at	distant	sites	can	still	be	observed	[41,	42].	These	

observations	led	us	to	hypothesize	that	exosomes	may	be	a	novel	model	for	ASC	and	MSC	

interaction.			

	

We	note	that	our	proteomic	approach	was	hypothesis-generating	in	regards	to	the	MSC-

derived	factors	that	support	ASCs	in	vitro;	future	analyses	may	be	focused	on	the	mRNA	

and	microRNA	carried	within	the	MSC-derived	exosome.	In	analyzing	the	proteomic	and	

pathway	 datasets,	 we	 sought	 to	 model	 MSC-to-ASC	 crosstalk,	 but	 with	 the	

acknowledgment	 of	 a	 one-directional	 analysis.	 Agnostic	 to	 the	 transcriptional	 and	

translational	events	occurring	within	the	ASC	compartment,	our	model	is	best-suited	to	

explore	how	MSC-derived	exosomes	may	recapitulate	the	stromal	support	of	the	marrow	

niche.	Although	known	survival	factors	such	as	IL-6	and	VEGF	were	not	found,	either	they	

are	not	packaged	in	the	exosomes	or	insensitivity	of	low	abundant	proteins	may	account	

for	 their	 absence.	 Nonetheless,	 over	 400	 	 candidate	 proteins	 in	 were	 noted	 in	 both	

irradiated	and	nonirradiated	fractions	of	exosomes.	

	

Within	 the	 exosome	 proteomes,	 we	 note	 the	 presence	 of	 pathways	 consistent	 with	

vesicular	transport	and	targeted	uptake	by	recipient	cells,	including	the	clathrin-mediated	

and	caveolin-mediated	signaling	pathways.	Both	of	these	pathways	have	been	shown	to	
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play	a	role	in	the	uptake	of	exosomes	by	B	cell	and	plasma	cells,	consistent	with	exosome-

mediated	delivery	of	survival	factors	derived	from	stromal	cells	[43,	44].	

	

The	 exosomes’	 proteomic	 prevalence	 of	 integrin	 and	 the	 integrin-linked	 kinases	 is	 an	

important	 finding,	 as	 these	 molecules	 have	 already	 been	 shown	 as	 key	 contact-

dependent	 mechanisms	 whereby	 stromal	 cells	 support	 lymphocyte	 functionality.	 For	

instance,	 the	 integrin	 α4β1	 has	 been	 described	 as	 key	 factor	 for	 the	 experimental	

generation	 of	 long-lived	 plasma	 cells	 [19-21].	 Reports	 show	 that	 these	 cells	 rely	 on	 a	

combination	of	soluble	and	contact-mediated	mechanisms	to	 fulfill	hematopoietic	and	

immunomodulatory	functions	[45-47].	Exosomes	may	help	explain	these	phenomena	by	

parsimony;	coated	with	bioactive	integrins,	they	may	be	capable	of	triggering	membrane-

associated	signaling	cascades	while	also	delivering	soluble	protein	cargo	to	target	cells.	

Thus,	if	integrins,	themselves,	promote	ASC	survival	or	merely	deliver	packaged	survival	

factors	would	require	further	studies.		

	

Plasma	 membranes,	 like	 the	 surfaces	 of	 extracellular	 vesicles,	 are	 composed	 of	 a	

phospholipid	bilayer,	decorated	with	a	variety	of	bioactive	enzymes,	lipids	and	sugars	that	

enable	 cellular	 recognition.	 Immunlogical	 cell	 signaling	 cascades	 often	 begin	 at	 the	

membrane	 surface,	 where	 phospholipid	 substrates	 like	 PIP2	 (Phosphatidylinositol	 4,5-

bisphosphate)	are	cleaved	by	a	class	of	molecules	known	as	the	phospholipase	C	(PLC)	

family,	 generating	 downstream	 signaling	molecules	 that	 activate	 cellular	 transcription	

programs	 for	 proliferation	 and	 differentiation	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 cell	 types,	 including	
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lymphocytes	[48].	In	our	proteomic	assessment	of	MSC-derived	exosomes,	we	noted	the	

significance	of	the	PLC	signaling	pathway,	including	the	presence	of	the	signaling	proteins	

RALA	and	RALB.	These	proteins	are	both	guanosine	triphosphatases	(GTPases)	and	act	in	

close	association	with	G-protein	coupled	receptors	to	transduce	signaling	events	via	GTP	

hydrolysis.	RALA	and	RALB	are	both	 important	for	the	proliferation	of	 immune	cells	as	

well	 as	 membrane	 trafficking	 and	 exocytosis;	 of	 particular	 note,	 RALA	 is	 required	 to	

suppress	apoptosis	[49].	An	additional	GTPase	identified	in	the	MSC-derived	exosomes	

was	 Cdc42,	 which	 activates	 actin	 polymerization	 in	 target	 cells,	 coordinating	 cell	

migration,	proliferation	and	survival	[50].	Recent	reports	have	shown	that	Cdc42	to	be	

essential	for	the	activation	and	function	of	mature	B	cells	in	a	mouse	model	of	primary	

immune	deficiency	[51].	Again,	it	is	important	to	stress	that	these	bioinformatic	analysis	

of	the	MSC-derived	exosomes’	proteomes	would	require	further	studies	for	validation.	

	

In	 conclusion,	 this	 study	 shows	 that	 exosomes	 derived	 from	 the	 BM-derived	 MSC	

secretome	 enhance	 in	 vitro	 human	 ASC	 survival	 .	 This	 mechanisms	 of	 the	 MSC-ASC	

communication	appears	to	occur	in	close	proximity	via	local	paracrine	interactions	and	

over	 fairly	 long	 distances	 via	 exosome.	 Our	 proteomic	 analysis	 suggests	 that	 MSC	

exosome	protein	 cargo	 contain	a	number	of	 known	molecules	 related	 to	 immune	cell	

proliferation,	protein	translation,	endocytosis	and	integrin	signals.	The	pathway	members	

identified	 herein	 offer	 possible	 candidates	 for	 short	 interfering	 RNA	 knockdown	 or	

antibody-neutralization.	 Such	 steps	 will	 help	 narrow	 the	 search	 for	 key	 factors	 that	

maintain	survival	of	human	plasma	cells	in	the	long-lived	plasma	cell	niches.	
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Materials	&	Methods	

Human	Subjects		

We	recruited	a	total	of	14	healthy	adults	(6	females	and	8	males)	for	either	peripheral	

blood	(PBL)	samples	(n=9)	or	bone	marrow	(BM)	aspirates	(BMA)	(N=5)	with	a	mean	age	

of	31	±	14	years	of	age.	All	studies	were	approved	by	the	Emory	University	Institutional	

Review	Board	 Committee.	 	 PBL	 samples	were	 obtained	 from	 9	 healthy	 adult	 subjects	

(mean	age	of	37	±	13	years	old).	

	

MSC	isolation	and	culture	

Human	MSCs	were	isolated	from	bone	marrow	aspirates	collected	from	the	iliac	crest	of	

consenting	volunteer	subjects	[52].	Bone	marrow	aspirates	were	diluted	1:2	with	PBS	and	

layered	 onto	 a	 Ficoll	 density	 gradient	 to	 isolate	 mononuclear	 cells.	 The	 cells	 were	

centrifuged	at	400	×	g	for	20	min	and	thereafter	plated	in	complete	human	MSC	medium	

(α-MEM,	 10%	 human	 platelet	 lysate	 (hPL),	 100	 U/ml	 penicillin/streptomycin	 (Corning	

International,	Corning,	NY))	at	200,000	cells/cm2.	Non-adherent	hematopoietic	cells	were	

removed	by	changing	the	medium	after	3	d	of	culture	at	37	°C	in	5%	CO2,	and	MSCs	were	

allowed	to	expand	for	an	additional	7	d.	Thereafter,	the	cells	were	passaged	weekly	and	

reseeded	at	1000	cells/cm2;	all	experiments	were	performed	with	MSCs	at	passage	3	or	

4.	Although	culture-expanded	in	α-MEM	+hPL,	all	subsequent	cultures	were	performed	in	

M10	(α-MEM	with	100	U/ml	penicillin/streptomycin,	and	10%	fetal	calf	serum)	(Corning	

International,	Corning,	NY).		
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Culture	medium	preparation	

MSCs	were	cultured	in	a	special	exosome-depleted	culture	medium;	this	medium	was	α-

MEM	 (+100	 U/ml	 penicillin/streptomycin,	 and	 20%	 fetal	 calf	 serum),	 or	 M20.	 All	

centrifugations	of	all	 liquids	in	this	project	occurred	with	new	tubes	and	caps	that	had	

been	rinsed	twice	with	70%	ethanol,	twice	with	PBS,	and	then	left	to	air	dry	overnight	in	

a	 biosafety	 cabinet	 under	 constant	 ultraviolet	 light	 exposure.	 M20	 medium	 was	

transferred	to	polyallomer	tubes	and	then	spun	at	100,000	x	G	in	a	Beckman	Optima	L-

80XP	Ultra	 Centrifuge	 (Brea,	 CA)	 at	 4˚C	 for	 18h.	 The	 pellet,	 containing	 serum-derived	

extracellular	vesicles,	was	discarded,	and	the	supernatant	(M20)	was	extracted	using	a	

sterile	syringe	fitted	with	a	21G	needle.	M20	was	then	mixed	1:1	with	sterile	serum-free	

media,	to	prepare	a	final	mixture	of	10%	fetal-calf	serum	α-MEM	(M10).	This	resulting	

M10	was	 then	passed	 through	a	0.2µM	bottle-top	vacuum	filter	 system	(Corning)	and	

stored	at	4˚C	until	use.	All	centrifugations	occurred	at	4˚C	unless	stated	otherwise.		

	

Purification	of	exosomes	from	conditioned	medium,	ELISA	

After	 initial	 tissue	 culture	 expansion	 as	 described,	 MSCs	 were	 washed	 with	 PBS,	

trypsinized	 and	 resuspended	 in	 ice-cold	 exo-free	 M10,	 with	 some	 preparations	 then	

exposed	to	a	total	of	30	Gray	irradiation.	Cells	were	then	re-plated	into	new	150	cm2	tissue	

culture	 flasks,	 at	 a	density	of	8.5	 x	106	 cells	per	 flask,	 and	placed	 into	 separate	 tissue	

incubators.	Every	24h,	the	conditioned	medium	(CM)	from	each	flask	was	aspirated	and	

replaced	with	 fresh	M10.	 CM	 from	each	 irradiation	 treatment	 group	was	 pooled	 into	
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sterile	bottles,	collecting	together	condition-identical	CM	for	seven	consecutive	days,	and	

stored	all	week	at	4˚C.	The	pooled	CM	was	transferred	into	sterile	50	mL	polypropylene	

tubes	(Corning)	and	spun	at	300	x	G	for	10	minutes;	the	supernatant	was	collected	and	

then	spun	again	in	50	mL	tubes	at	2,000	x	G	for	20	minutes.	The	resulting	supernatant	

was	then	transferred	to	freshly-cleaned	polyallomer	tubes	and	spun	at	10,000	x	G	in	a	

Sorvall	 RC-6	 Plus	 Centrifuge	 (Waltham,	 MA).	 The	 pellets	 were	 discarded,	 and	 the	

supernatant	was	transferred	to	freshly-cleaned	polyallomer	tubes	and	then	spun	100,000	

x	 G	 in	 the	 Beckman	 Optima	 L-80XP	 Ultra	 Centrifuge	 for	 70	 min.	 We	 refer	 to	 the	

supernatant	resulting	from	this	spin	as	the	Exosome-Depleted	CM	(Exo-Depl	CM),	and	500	

µl	aliquots	were	taken	and	stored	at	 -80˚C	until	used	 in	downstream	applications.	The	

pellets	 from	 all	 condition-identical	 tubes	 were	 then	 washed	 with	 sterile	 PBS,	 pooled	

together	and	spun	again	at	100,000	x	G	in	the	Beckman	Optima	L-80XP	Ultra	Centrifuge	

for	1	hour.	The	supernatant	was	aspirated	using	a	sterilized	glass	Pasteur	pipette,	with	

the	resulting	pellet,	which	we	refer	to	as	Exosomes,	resuspended	in	600	µL	sterile	PBS,	

and	stored	at	-80˚C	until	use	in	downstream	applications.	Our	method,	which	did	not	use	

a	sucrose	gradient,	was	adapted	from	other	similar	publications	[30,	53].	Exosomes	were	

quantified	 using	 the	 ExoTest	 CD9-specific	 ELISA,	which	 includes	 reagents	 for	 standard	

curve	titration	(HansaBioMed,	Tallinn,	Estonia).		

	

Electron	microscopy	

Exosome	samples	were	subjected	to	standard	negative-stain	electron	microscopy.	Briefly,	

a	5	µl	of	exosome	sample	was	placed	on	a	400-mesh	carbon	coated	copper	grid	(Electron	
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Microscopy	Sciences,	Hatfield,	PA)	that	was	glow	discharged	for	20	seconds.	 	Exosome	

samples	were	allowed	to	settle	on	grids	for	5	minutes	in	a	covered	glass	dish.		Each	grid	

was	then	quickly	washed	on	2	drops	deionized	water,	wicked	with	filter	paper,	and	then	

stained	with	1%	PTA	for	20	seconds	before	wicking	dry	again	with	filter	paper.		Twelve	

grids	 were	 prepared	 per	 condition,	 and	 imaged	 by	 an	 operator	 who	 was	 blinded	 to	

sample-treatments	 using	 a	 JEOL	 JEM-1400	 Transmission	 Electron	 Microscope	 (Tokyo,	

Japan)	 equipped	 with	 a	 Gata	 US1000	 CCD	 camera	 (Pleasanton,	 CA).	 For	 immungold	

labeling,	primary	human-reactive	mouse	anti-CD63	(Abcam,	Cambridge,	UK)	and	mouse	

anti-CD81	(Santa	Cruz	Biotechnology,	Dallas	TX)	were	used	at	10	µg/ml.	 	Colloidal	gold	

(6nm)	conjugated	goat	anti-mouse	secondary	antibody	was	diluted	in	buffer	at	1:20.	

	

Peripheral	blood	mononuclear	cell	isolation:	Briefly,	as	previously	described	[54],		PBMCs	

were	separated	from	freshly	collected	PBL	samples	by	Ficoll-Hypaque	(GE	Healthcare)	or	

Lymphocyte	Separation	Medium	(LSM;	Cellgro/Corning)	density-gradient	centrifugation	

where	 PBS	 (Ca2+Mg2+free;	 Cellgro/Corning)-diluted	 PBL	 samples	 (PBL:PBS=1:1)	 were	

carefully	 applied,	 then	 centrifuged	no	brake	at	 800xg	 for	 20	minutes	 at	RT.	 The	 light-

weight	layer	of	PBL	MNCs	(PBMCs)	was	then	gently	collected	and	washed	in	PBS	and	RPMI	

1640	(with	phenol-red	and	L-Glutamine;	Cellgro/Corning).	Cells	were	then	washed	twice	

with	 RPMI	 1640	 and	 the	 resultant	 unfractionated	 PBMCs	 were	 thereafter	 manually	

counted.	Cells	were	then	resuspended	in	MNC	medium	(MNC-med,	or	R10),	which	was	

made	 from	RPMI	1640	 (with	phenol-red	and	L-Glutamine;	Cellgro/Corning)	 completed	

with	10%	heat-inactivated	Fetal	Bovine	Serum	(FBS)	(Sigma/Atlanta	Biologicals)	and	1%	
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Antibiotic-Antimycotic	 [e.g.	 100units/mL	 penicillin,	 100µg/mL	 streptomycin,	 and	

0.25µg/mL	 Fungizone	 (amphotericin	 B);	 Thermo	 Fisher].	 T	 cells	 and	 monocytes	 were	

magnetically	 removed	 by	 immune	 magnetic	 cell	 selection	 (magnetic-activated	 cell	

sorting;	MACS)	using	conjugated	magnetic	microbeads	targeting	T-cell	lineage	cell	surface	

markers	CD3	and	CD14	on	LS	columns	and	in	MACS	buffer	(Miltenyi),	according	to	the	

instructions	of	the	manufacturer.	The	flow-through	T-cell	depleted	PBMC	fractions	were	

disaggregated	using	 sterile	35μm	 filtration	 (Tube	with	Cell	 Strainer	Cap;	Corning).	 The	

negatively	selected	cellular	fractions	enriched	for	B	cells	and	ASC.	

	

Fluorescence-Activated	 Cell	 Sorting	 (FACS).	 Fresh	 negatively	 selected	 CD3	 and	 CD14	

fractions	 by	 Miltenyi	 according	 to	 manufacturer’s	 instruction.	 Initially	 the	 cells	 were	

blocked	with	non-specific	staining	by	incubating	cells	with	5%	normal	mouse	serum	(NMS;	

Jackson	ImmunoResearch)	in	PBS	for	10	minutes	at	RT.		Cells	were	washed	and	stained	

with	 human	 CD3-PE-Cy5.5,	 human	 CD14-PE-Cy5.5	 (Life	 Tech);	 human	 CD19-PE-Cy7,	

human	IgD-FITC,	human	CD27-APC-eFluor780,	human	CD38-v450,	and	human	CD138-APC	

(BD	Biosciences).	After	washing,	blood	ASCs,	(	CD19+CD27hiCD38hi),	were	sorted	on	the	

FACSAria	 II	 sorter	 (BD	Biosciences).	The	PB	populations	were	generally	~90-95%	pure..	

Post-sort	PBs	were	cultured	immediately.		

	

In	Vitro	Cultures	for	Human	Blood	ASCs.	To	study	ASC	survival	and	IgG-secreting	function	

ex	vivo,	we	used	cell-free	BM-MSC	secretome.	Unless	otherwise	stated,	all	cultures	were	

performed	on	96-well	flat-bottom	cell	culture	plates	(Nunc/Corning),	maintained	in	~150-
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200uL	medium	per	well,	 and	were	 set	up	at	37°C	 in	 a	humid,	 5%	CO2	 incubator.	ASC	

numbers	for	each	culture	well	varied	(~500	to	~2,036	cells),	dependent	upon	the	total	

post-sort	cells	from	clinical	PBL	samples.	Replicate	ASC	cultures	were	maintained	without	

replenishing	the	BM-MSC	secretome	or	conventional	media	or	vehicle	(R10).	After	days	

1,	3,	and	6	or	7,		each	culture	harvestedl	was	washed	4-6	times	to	remove	secreted	Ig	and	

ASCs	were	plated	in	Elispot	wells.	Percentage	of	viable	ASCs	on	day	0,	served	as	100%.		

	

Cultures	with	Cleanascite.	Cultures	of	freshly	sort-purified	blood	ASC	populations	were	

cultured	in	the	irradiated	BM-MSC	secretome	or	treated	with	cleanascite,	a	lipid	removal	

reagent	 and	 clarification	 (Biotech	 Support	 Group),	 according	 to	 the	 manufacturer’s	

recommendations.	 BM-MSC	 secretome	 and	 conventional	 media	 (R10)	 were	 used	 as	

positive	and	negative	controls.	

	

IgG	ELISpot	Assay.	Briefly,	Elispot	assays	were	performed	as	previously	described	for	total	

igG	[54].	Briefly,	pre-wetted	membrane,	MultiScreen	flat-bottom	96-well	ELISpot	plates	

(Millipore)	were	coated	overnight	at	4°C	with	goat	anti-human	IgG	capture	Ab	(5μg/mL)	

or	 with	 2mg/ml	 BSA	 (2%	 in	 PBS).	 To	 prevent	 non-specific	 binding,	 plates	 were	 then	

blocked	with	 RPMI	 1640	 supplemented	with	 8%	 FBS	 for	 2	 hrs	 at	 37°C.	 Subsequently,	

plates	were	loaded	with	cultured	blood	ASCs	and	were	incubated	in	~150-200uL	media	

for	~16-18	hours	at	37°C	in	the	air	incubator	(5%	CO2).	Then	cells	were	removed	and	the	

plates	 were	washed	 six	 times	 with	 washing	 buffer	 using	Microplate	Washer	 (Biotek).	

Secondary	goat	anti-human	IgG	alkaline	phosphatase-conjugated	Ab	(1μg/mL,	diluted	in	
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PBST+2%BSA),	which	was	incubated	for	~2	hrs	at	RT.	Spots	were	developed	and	visualized	

with	an	enzymatic	color	reaction	using	ABC-AP	Vector	Blue	Substrate	reagents	(Vector	

Laboratories).	Plates	were	counted	on	the	ELISpot	reader	(Cellular	Technology	Limited;	

CTL)	using	the	ImmunoSpot	5.0.9.21	software.		

	

Exosome	Lysis	and	Protein	Digestion	

Exosome	pellets	were	lysed	through	end-to-end	rotation	at	4	ºC	for	45	minutes	in	RIPA	

buffer.	The	supernatant	was	transferred	to	new	tubes.	Proteins	were	reduced	with	5	mM	

dithiothreitol	(DTT)	(56	ºC,	30	minutes)	and	alkylated	with	14	mM	iodoacetamide	(RT,	15	

minutes	 in	 the	 dark).	 Detergent	 was	 removed	 by	 the	 methanol-chloroform	 protein	

precipitation	method.	Purified	proteins	were	digested	with	10	ng/μL	Lys-C	(Wako)	in	50	

mM	HEPES	pH	8.6,	1.6	M	urea,	5%	ACN	at	31	ºC	for	16	hours,	then	with	8	ng/uL	Trypsin	

(Promega)	at	37	ºC	for	4	hours.	

	

Peptide	Purification	and	LC-MS/MS	Analysis	

Protein	 digestions	 were	 quenched	 by	 addition	 of	 trifluoroacetic	 acid	 (TFA)	 to	 a	 final	

concentration	of	0.1%,	followed	by	centrifugation	to	remove	the	precipitate.	The	peptides	

were	desalted	using	a	tC18	Sep-Pak	cartridge	(Waters)	and	lyophilized	and	subjected	to	

LC-MS/MS	analysis.	Peptides	were	detected	with	a	data-dependent	Top20	method	[55]	

in	 a	 hybrid	 dual-cell	 quadrupole	 linear	 ion	 trap	 -	 Orbitrap	 mass	 spectrometer	 (LTQ	

Orbitrap	Elite,	ThermoFisher,	with	Xcalibur	3.0.63	software).	One	full	MS	scan	(resolution:	

60,000)	was	performed	in	the	Orbitrap	at	10E6	AGC	target	for	each	cycle,	and	up	to	20	
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MS/MS	in	the	LTQ	for	the	most	intense	ions	were	recorded.	These	sequenced	ions	were	

excluded	from	further	analysis	for	90	seconds.	Precursor	ions	were	required	to	have	at	

least	two	charges	for	analysis.	Maximum	ion	accumulation	duration	was	1000	ms	for	each	

full	 MS	 scan	 and	 50	 ms	 for	 MS/MS	 scans.	 All	 MS2	 spectra	 were	 searched	 using	 the	

SEQUEST	 algorithm	 (version	 28)	 [56].	 Spectra	 were	 matched	 against	 a	 database	

containing	sequences	of	all	proteins	in	the	UniProt	Human	(Homo	sapiens)	database.		We	

used	the	following	parameters	for	database	searching:	20	ppm	precursor	mass	tolerance;	

fully	 digested	 with	 trypsin;	 up	 to	 three	 missed	 cleavages;	 fixed	 modification:	

carbamidomethylation	 of	 cysteine	 (+57.0214);	 variable	 modifications:	 oxidation	 of	

methionine	(+15.9949).	False	discovery	rates	(FDRs)	of	peptide	and	protein	identifications	

were	evaluated	and	controlled	to	less	than	1%	by	the	target-decoy	method	[57]	through	

linear	discriminant	analysis	(LDA).	[58]	Peptides	fewer	than	seven	amino	acid	residues	in	

length	were	deleted.	We	also	applied	a	filter	at	the	protein	level	to	ensure	the	protein	

FDR	is	less	than	1%.		

	

Bioinformatics	

Protein	digestion,	proteomic	analysis	and	thresholding	were	performed	as	described	in	

Methods,	 and	 complete	 protein	 lists	were	 generated	with	 the	 Partek	Genomics	 Suite	

software	(Partek	Inc.,	St	Louis,	MO,	USA).	Full	protein	lists	may	be	found	in	Supplemental	

Table	 1.	 As	 we	 have	 observed	 ASCs	 to	 quickly	 die	 when	 grown	 in	 vehicle	 alone,	 we	

hypothesized	 the	 additive	 presence	 of	 factors	 might	 provide	 a	 better	 model	 for	 ASC	

survival	(rather	than	the	absence	of	apoptotic	factors).	In	preparing	the	input	dataset	for	
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pathway	analysis,	we	included	proteins	that	were	differentially	expressed	 in	exosomes	

when	compared	to	the	vehicle-alone	condition,	and	with	a	minimum	value	of	2	total	hits	

per	sample.	Relative	abundance	was	computed	as	the	ratio	of	the	number	of	hits	of	a	

given	protein	divided	by	the	total	number	of	hits	in	that	sample.	Supplementary	Table	1	

presents	these	calculations	and	the	paired	datasets	that	were	used	as	input	for	Ingenuity	

Pathway	Analysis	 (IPA)	software	(QIAGEN,	Hilden,	Germany).	Non-irrad-MSC	exosomes	

afforded	410	such	proteins;	Irrad-MSC	exosomes	afforded	a	list	of	460.	A	standard	IPA	

core	analysis	was	performed	using	canonical	pathways,	and	full	results	may	be	found	in	

Supplementary	Table	2.	IPA	considers	the	presence	of	proteins	and	computes	a	p-value	

that	 connotes	 the	 likelihood	 that	 a	 pre-defined	molecular	 biology	 pathway	 has	 been	

activated.	 Within	 this	 software	 package,	 a	 statistically-significant	 p-value	 of	 0.05	 is	

equivalent	to	a	–log(p-value)	=	1.35.		

	

Statistics	

Graphical	data	for	the	project	was	analyzed	using	GraphPad	Prism	version	6.0.	For	Figure	

2A,	 an	unpaired	 t-test	was	performed.	 For	 Figure	2,	microscopy	 staff	were	blinded	 to	

treatment	status	of	preparations;	after	image	collection,	two	lab	technicians	were	trained	

on	how	to	identify	vesicular	bodies	in	the	digital	image	files,	again	in	a	treatment-blinded	

fashion,	using	a	mouse	cursor	scaled	50	to	100	nm.	HPFs	from	twelve	grids	were	thusly	

enumerated.	Due	to	the	counted,	integer-based	nature	of	these	data,	a	Mann-Whitney	

test	was	used	to	assess	significance.	Figures	1	and	7	were	analyzed	via	two-	way	ANOVA;	

a	t-test	was	used	for	Figure	4.	
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Chapter	6:	Conclusions	and	Next	Steps	

	

Introduction:	Lessons	from	the	Node	

It	is	our	hope	that	by	studying	the	cellular	biology	of	the	MSC,	we	may	be	able	to	better	

understand	 the	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 these	 cells	 function	 in	 the	 human	 body,	 and	

thereby	better	develop	 cell-based	 therapies.	 Though	a	number	of	 encouraging	 clinical	

studies	have	been	undertaken	in	recent	years,	key	questions	remain,	most	importantly,	

precise	 definitions	 of	 the	 immunologic	 correlates	 of	 MSC	 efficacy.	 In	 vaccinology,	

particularly	in	the	elusive	search	for	an	HIV	vaccine,	extensive	immunology	research	is	on-

going	at	Emory	and	other	places,	investigating	the	role	of	helper	T	cells,	different	B	cell	

subsets	or	the	virus	itself.	These	follow	logically	from	the	same	premise,	that	the	more	

we	understand	the	basic	biology,	chemistry,	and	virology,	the	better	we	can	develop	new	

therapies.	

	

The	present	work	has	been	basic	in	scope,	seeking	to	understand	how	MSCs	use	the	IDO	

protein	for	tolerance-signaling,	and	had	originally	developed	from	inquiries	into	the	key	

correlates	of	MSC-based	 immunotherapy.	As	 sometime	happens	 in	basic	 research,	we	

discovered	 unforeseen	 connections,	 notably	 to	 the	 field	 of	 toxicology	 and	 oncology,	

linking	carcinogenesis	 to	 the	signals	 transduced	by	aromatic	hydrocarbons.	 	As	an	MD	

slash	 PhD	 student,	 I	 have	 come	 to	 appreciate	 how	existing	 at	 the	 nodes,	 or	 crossing-

points,	of	different	fields,	one	can	leverage	innovative	perspectives,	gained	from	listening	
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to	 and	 learning	 from	 experts	 outside	 one’s	 tradition.	 This	 has	 been	 my	 experience,	

studying	chemistry	as	an	undergraduate,	joining	an	immunology	lab	in	medical	school	and	

developing	 collaborations	 at	 the	Rollins	 School	 of	 Public	Health.	 It	was	 through	 these	

connections	that	I	conceived	of	and	wrote	for	our	lab	a	sizeable	grant	(awarded	through	

the	National	Institute	for	Environmental	Health	Sciences),	and	then	went	on	to	attend	the	

Society	of	Toxicology’	annual	meeting.	These	scientific	techniques	truly	blossomed	after	

that	 conference,	 as	 I	 corresponded	 extensively	 with	 some	 of	 these	 scientists	 (who	

graciously	 shared	 reagents	 and	 detailed	 methods	 with	 our	 lab).	 Theretofore,	 these	

scientists	may	not	have	ever	heard	of	MSC	cell	therapy,	or	appreciate	the	huge	value	that	

AHR	signaling	in	tissue-resident	stem	cells	may	have	for	clinical	oncology.		

	

In	 a	 similar	 fashion,	 I	was	 excited	 to	 help	 spearhead	efforts	 to	 better	 understand	 the	

biology	of	the	MSC	when	our	lab’s	attention	first	turned	to	investigate	exosomes.	When	

interviewing	 for	 MD/PhD	 programs,	 I	 first	 met	 Dr.	 Mary	 Galinski,	 inspired	 by	 her	

integrative	approach	to	systems	biology,	vaccine	immunology	and	global	health.	It	was	

during	my	first	Emory	rotation	at	her	lab,	working	closely	with	Stacey	Lapp,	deep	in	the	

woods	of	Yerkes,	when	I	first	read	of	these	membranous	vesicles	laden	with	immunologic	

potential.	Originally	defined	as	a	way	for	developing	red	blood	cells	to	extrude	‘useless’	

components,	exosomes	are	now	understood	as	part	of	the	secretome	of	a	variety	of	cells.	

For	example,	exosomes	have	been	 shown	 to	be	 released	by	primate	and	murine	 cells	

infected	 with	 Toxoplasmosis	 gondii	 and	 Plasmodia	 spp.,	 leading	 in	 some	 cases	 to	

innovative	 exosome-based	 vaccination	 strategies	 for	 congenital	 toxoplasmosis	 and	
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malaria	 [1-3].	Relatedly,	 I	developed	 some	of	 the	herein-described	exosome	protocols	

during	my	time	at	Yerkes,	characterizing	parasite	proteins	in	exosomes	derived	from	the	

red	blood	cells	of	Rhesus	macaques	infected	with	Plasmodium	cynomolgi	(See	Chapter	6:	

Figure	1).	By	integrating	these	diverse	experiences	along	those	nodes,	this	dissertation	

has	 made	 important	 contributions	 to	 MSC	 biology,	 cell	 therapy,	 and	 perhaps	 even	

applicable	to	infectious	disease	vaccinology.	

	

AHR	Signaling	in	MSCs:	Contributions	from	This	Dissertation	

Environmental	exposure	to	aryl	hydrocarbon	toxins	and	signaling	via	AHR	have	been	well-

explored,	due	to	patent	links	to	a	number	of	human	disease	states	[4].	However,	less	has	

been	discovered	about	endogenous	AHR	ligands,	such	as	the	byproducts	of	tryptophan	

metabolism,	 and	 how	 these	 signaling	 pathways	 may	 overlap.	 We	 hypothesized	 that	

environmental	and	endogenously-generated	AHR	ligands	may	share	signaling	modalities	

in	the	microstroma	of	human	tissues;	that	these	events	could	be	modeled	using	patient-

derived	 tissue-resident	 stem	 cells;	 and	 that	 characterizing	 AHR	 ligand	 metabolism	 in	

biologic	systems	can	afford	new	insight	on	how	aryl	hydrocarbon	metabolism	is	linked	to	

dysregulated	and	pathologic	immune	responses.	

	

As	discussed	in	chapter	2,	our	lab	and	others	have	demonstrated	that	indoleamine	2,3-

dioxygenase	(IDO)	is	a	crucial	determinant	of	the	immunomodulatory	and	regenerative	

abilities	of	MSCs.	MSCs	are	the	basis	of	more	than	100	clinical	trials	worldwide,	but	the	

mechanisms	 whereby	 MSCs	 mediate	 immunomodulatory	 effects	 are	 incompletely	
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described	[5].	In	MSCs	and	other	IDO-expressing	cells,	1-methyl	tryptophan	(1-MT)	has	

been	historically	described	as	an	enzymatic	inhibitor	of	IDO,	and	is	currently	the	focus	of	

eight	clinical	trials,	aimed	at	augmenting	an	anti-tumor	response.	

	

Tissue-Resident	Stem	Cells	and	Inflammation	

In	 the	 marrow,	 MSCs	 interact	 with	 hematopoietic	 stem	 cells,	 neuron	 terminals	 and	

microvasculature	to	coordinate	the	development	of	new	blood	cells;	it	is	in	the	marrow	

that	their	classical	immunomodulation	has	been	described	[6].	However,	in	parenchymal	

(non-hematopoietic)	organs,	MSCs	have	been	shown	to	exert	similar	immunomodulatory	

effects,	most	prominently	in	inflammatory	immune	responses.	Through	an	assortment	of	

Toll-like	receptors,	chemokines	and	other	as	yet-undefined	sensors,	MSCs	are	exquisitely	

poised	to	integrate	diverse	stimuli	and	orchestrate	both	an	inflammatory	response	as	well	

as	the	post-inflammatory	resolution/repair	pathways,	through	interactions	with	tissue-

resident	stroma	as	well	as	immigrant	leukocytes	[7].	

	

A	paradigm	in	clinical	medicine	is	the	cycle	by	which	environmentally-acquired	toxicants	

induce	localized	damage,	inciting	a	dysregulated	immune	response,	leading	to	chronic	or	

otherwise	irreversible	inflammatory	change.	Such	a	pattern	has	been	well-described	for	

aflatoxin-	 or	 organochloride-induced	 liver	 fibrosis,	 cigarette	 toxins	 in	 both	 lung	 and	

urothelial	 cancers,	 and	 pleural	 inflammation	 arising	 from	 exposure	 to	 asbestos	 or	

beryllium	[8-10].	Given	their	ubiquity	in	many	tissues,	MSCs	have	been	observed	as	part	

of	 the	 stromal	 component	 of	 a	 number	 of	 diseases,	 including	 malignant	 and	 non-
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malignant	 pathologies	 [11].	 Lung-resident	 MSCs	 have	 been	 noted	 to	 play	 a	 pro-

inflammatory	 role	 in	 interstitial	 pulmonary	 fibrosis,	 a	 dysregulated	 remodeling	 of	

pulmonary	tissues	common	after	exposures	such	as	coal	dust	or	vanadium	oxide	(V2O5)	

poisoning	 [12].	 The	 presence	 of	 MSCs	 can	 be	 readily	 noted;	 however,	 the	 relative	

contribution	 by	 MSCs	 to	 disease	 (i.e.	 pro-inflammatory	 or	 anti-inflammatory)	 is	 not	

uniformly	observed[13].		

	

Despite	their	role	in	the	post-injury	inflammation	to	environmental	toxins,	there	are	no	

published	studies	exploring	the	interactions	between	AHR	ligands	and	lung-resident	

MSCs.	

	

AHR,	Stem	Cells	and	the	Immune	System	

The	present	dissertation	is	perhaps	one	of	the	first	studies	to	link	1-MT,	immune	signaling	

of	 stem	cells	 and	 the	AHR	pathway,	 a	 novel	 contribution	 that	has	 emerged	along	 the	

nodes	of	innovation.		Much	of	our	understanding	of	aryl	hydrocarbons	have	arisen	from	

studies	with	TCDD,	or	dioxin.	First	described	as	a	dioxin	receptor,	AHR	associates	with	the	

AHR	nuclear	 translocator	 (AHRnt)	upon	 ligand	binding,	 activating	 transcription	at	AHR	

response	elements	(AHREs)	[14].	Signaling	at	AHREs	has	been	implicated	in	carcinogenesis	

using	aromatic	hydrocarbons	like	benzopyrene.	In	such	studies,	ligand-activation	of	AHR	

is	 often	 shown	 by	 the	 upregulation	 of	 cytochrome	 p450	 (Cyp)	 enzymes,	 Cyp1a1	 and	

Cyp1b1.	 However,	 the	 evolutionary	 conservation	 of	 AHR	 signaling	 (including	

invertebrates	 with	 no	 such	 hepatic	 biotransformation	 of	 toxins	 suggests	 a	 broader	
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physiologic	function	for	AHR	signaling.	To	our	knowledge,	the	present	dissertation	is	the	

first	to	use	MSCs	in	such	analyses,	linking	environmental	toxicology	to	the	mechanisms	of	

immune	tolerance.		

	

Recently,	 it	was	shown	that	two	prototypic	AHR	ligands,	TCDD	and	6-formylindolo[3,2-

b]carbazole	(FICZ),	can	differentially	modulate	the	activity	of	IDO+	DCs	[15].	In	a	mouse	

model	 of	 multiple	 sclerosis,	 it	 was	 shown	 that	 TCDD-treated	 DCs	 generated	 anti-

inflammatory	 Tregs,	 but	 FICZ	 treatments	 generated	 inflammatory	 Th17	 cells	 [16].	

Transfer	of	the	inflammatory	Th17	cells	exacerbated	disease	in	the	mice,	whereas	transfer	

of	the	Treg	population	ameliorated	symptoms	[16].	This	is	a	crucial	finding,	as	it	suggests	

that	different	classes	of	AHR	ligand	(through	AHRE	activation	at	disparate	genetic	loci)	can	

have	vastly	differential	impact	on	disease.	One	such	example	is	in	the	activation	of	IL6,	a	

cytokine	 known	 to	 be	 involved	 in	 Treg/Th17	 polarization.	 Dr.	 Gary	 Perdew	 (noted	

toxicologist	 the	 first	 author	 first	 met	 in	 San	 Diego	 at	 SOT	 2015)	 has	 shown	 that	 the	

promoter	of	IL6	contains	imperfect	AHREs,	with	sequence	homology	that	permits	ligand-

activated	recruitment	of	AHR	[17].	Dr.	Perdew	showed	that	AHR-mediated	activity	at	the	

IL6	promoter	 results	 in	dismissal	of	histone	deacetylase-1,	 and	 recruitment	of	nuclear	

factor-κB	 (NFκB),	 both	 described	 as	 examples	 of	 pro-inflammatory	 signaling	 in	 tissue	

microenvironments.		

	

Mechanistic	 understanding	 of	 how	 different	 AHR	 ligands	 induce	 disparate	 immune	

responses	remains	incomplete,	but	studying	these	ligands	in	a	clinically-relevant	model	
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(patient-derived	stem	cells)	has	afforded	us	important	new	perspectives	on	how	they	may	

be	used	in	clinical	oncology.	

	

AHR	and	Stem	Cell	Innovation		

The	present	work	has	addressed	two	distinct,	yet	complementary	goals:	(i)	characterize	

the	 transcriptional	 events	 initiated	 by	 aryl	 hydrocarbons;	 and	 (ii)	 interrogate	 the	

metabolic	and	functional	effects	of	AHR	ligands	on	the	immunomodulatory	properties	of	

MSCs.	We	investigated	these	mechanisms	through	the	use	of	MSCs,	but	this	study	has	

important	implications	for	other	immune	cell	types	(i.e.	dendritic	cells,	macrophages)	that	

can	express	IDO	in	a	tissue	microenvironment.	This	work	involved	primary	human	stem	

cell	culture,	immunologic,	and	biochemical	assay	systems,	all	standard	techniques	at	the	

Galipeau	lab;	our	transcriptomic	and	bioinformatic	studies	were	pursued	with	various	lab	

collaborators.		

	

Linking	small	molecule	catalysis	and	the	signals	of	immune	plasticity	is	hugely	important	

to	 developing	 integrative	 new	 therapeutics.	 The	 paramount	 importance	 of	 IDO	 in	

modulating	 the	 immune	 response	 has	 been	 well-understood;	 several	 well-financed	

clinical	trials	are	underway	with	an	enzymatic	 inhibitor	that	aims	to	augment	the	anti-

tumor	 response.	 However,	 it	 is	 unknown	 what	 role	 is	 played	 by	 exogenous	 and	

endogenous	aryl	hydrocarbons,	especially	in	the	case	of	tissue-resident	MSCs.	The	current	

dissertation	has	drawn	upon	 the	 rich	 literature	of	molecular	 toxicology,	as	well	as	 the	

expertise	of	clinically-relevant	stem	cell	biologists	at	Emory	University	and	Georgia	Tech.	
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Through	a	collaborative	process,	this	project	elucidated	how	environmental	toxins	and	

stem	cell	signaling	can	together	be	leveraged	to	better	develop	cancer	immunotherapy.	

	

AHR	and	Stem	Cells:	Experimental	Next	Steps	

While	we	await	the	1-MT/AHR	manuscript’s	full-press	release,	 I	hope	that	 it	will	foster	

future	 inquiries,	 and	 have	 reverberations	 beyond	 the	 field	 of	 MSC	 therapy,	 inspiring	

others	to	test	our	observations.	Notably,	EMSA-based	ligand-binding	studies	will	need	to	

be	 performed,	 as	 my	 in	 silico	 structural	 chemistry	 work,	 while	 important,	 is	 not	 yet	

definitive-enough	for	1-MT	to	be	termed	as	a	bona	fide	AHR	ligand.	An	additional	key	set	

of	 experiments	 should	 involve	 the	 use	 of	 short	 interfering	 RNA	 knockdown	 (for	 IDO	

and/or	 AHR),	 to	 further	 corroborate	 that	 the	 1-MT	 drug	 can	 stimulate	 an	 anti-tumor	

immune	response	even	in	the	absence	of	IDO	expression.	

	

It	is	my	sincere	hope	that	the	Oncotarget	paper	will	be	read	and	appreciated	by	clinicians	

using	IDO-inhibitor	drugs	for	cancer	therapy.	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	2,	it	may	become	

an	important	clinical	rationalization	to	broaden	the	indications	for	these	drugs,	based	on	

their	 AHR-	 and	 immune-stimulating	 activity.	 Although	 few	 of	 these	 IDO	 clinical	 trials	

directly	involve	MSCs,	the	node-based	innovation	of	this	work	demonstrates	how	basic	

science	can	be	leveraged	to	better	harness	the	power	of	the	body’s	immune	system,	and	

prime	 its	 endogenous	 cancer-fighting	 abilities.	 A	 new	 revolution	 in	 cancer	 cures	 has	

emerged	following	the	2001	FDA	approval	of	imatinib,	the	first	biochemically-rationalized	

chemotherapeutic.	In	clinical	oncology	research,	it	is	always	advantageous	to	use	a	more	
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precise	 pharmacologic	 approach,	 especially	 in	 frail	 patients	with	 other	 co-morbidities.	

Innovative	and	ever-more-targeted	 therapies	will	 continue	 to	give	 scientists,	 clinicians	

and	patients	reason	to	hope	for	a	cure.		

	

MSC-Derived	Exosomes:	Contributions	from	This	Dissertation		

As	 described	 in	 Chapter	 5,	 MSC-derived	 exosomes	 have	 generated	 considerable	

excitement	among	basic	and	translational	researchers.	One	of	the	touted	advantages	of	

such	vesicles	is	their	‘universal’	application,	as	they	may	permit	the	infusion	of	a	cell-free	

cellular	product,	theoretically	avoiding	issues	with	donor-patient	immune	compatibility.	

Our	laboratory	has	not	pursued	this	avenue	for	our	clinical	trials,	in	part	because	of	extant	

literature	showing	third-party	MSCs	already	have	a	very	low	risk	for	graft	rejection,	being	

de	 facto	 universal	 in	 their	 application	 [18].	 However,	 as	 we	 have	 observed	 during	

biodistribution	assays	that	infused	MSCs	can	sometimes	lodge	in	the	lung	vasculature,	we	

hypothesized	 that	 exosomes	may	 explain	 how	 the	 cells	 can	 have	 distant	 effects	 in	 a	

paracrine	nature	without	actually	migrating	to	inflamed	tissues.		

	

Additionally,	 the	 observations	 that	 soluble	 as	 well	 as	 contact-dependent	 factors	 are	

implicated	in	the	bioactive	mechanism	of	MSC	have	often	been	based	on	tissue	culture	

work	using	conditioned	medium	(CM).	We	hypothesized	that	the	CM	ultra-concentrate,	

with	its	exosomes,	might	explain	the	bioactive	effect,	enabling	therapeutic	delivery	of	a	

small	exosome	dose,	rather	than	injecting	large	quantities	of	CM	into	animals	or	patients	

(a	volume-based	game	that	is	virtually	impossible).	
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The	studies	in	Chapter	5	truly	blossomed	when	we	began	collaborating	with	a	laboratory	

interested	 in	 understanding	 the	 role	 of	MSC-derived	 factors	 in	 supporting	plasma	 cell	

function.	They	had	already	developed	an	in	vitro	system	using	CM	to	keep	non-cancerous	

plasma	 cells	 alive	 for	 a	 month,	 which	 is	 innovative	 and	 exciting	 on	 its	 own.	 Our	

contributions,	that	exosomes	may	rationalize	some	of	this	phenomenon,	adds	important	

new	knowledge	to	the	fields	of	exosomes,	cell	therapy	and	vaccinology.	It	is	crucial	for	

vaccine	development	to	better-understand	the	cues	that	enable	B	cells	to	develop	long-

lasting	antibodies,	just	as	it	is	important	to	develop	cell	platforms	to	expand	B	cells	outside	

of	the	body.	As	for	MSCs,	the	studies	in	this	dissertation	may	help	explain	by	parsimony	

the	dual	dependence	of	soluble	and	contact-mediated	factors	in	MSC	bioactivity.		

	

A	Note	on	Modeling,	Epistemology,	and	Chemical	Physics		

Chapter	 5	 is	 an	 extensive	 characterization	 of	 the	 proteins	 found	 in	 MSC-derived	

exosomes,	leveraging	bioinformatic	techniques	to	develop	a	hypothesis,	as	a	first-order	

model	that	rationalizes	how	exosomes	may	support	the	ex	vivo	functionality	of	healthy	

plasma	cells.	Although	such	may	appear	at	first	pass	to	be	“mere	description,”	as	a	person	

who	 pursued	 a	 secondary	 bachelor’s	 training	 in	 the	 historical	 and	 literary	 analysis	 of	

Romance-language	 texts,	 I	would	 ask	 the	 reader	 to	 critically	 examine	 such	 a	 premise.	

Epistemology	is	the	study	of	how	we	create	new	knowledge,	and	in	particular,	how	that	

new	 knowledge	 is	 justified	 according	 to	 known	 or	 accepted	 premises.	 From	 an	

epistemological	perspective,	I	posit	that	the	exosome	story	as	written	should	not	suffer	
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any	lack	of	scientific	credibility	because	it	sought	to	explicate	a	phenomenon	by	modeling	

along	a	one-dimensional	axis	(the	MSC	exosomes’	proteomes).		

	

Contemporary	political	philosopher	John	Derring	explains	that	any	“mere	description”	of	

a	phenomena	carries	with	it	a	preconceived	bias,	a	premise	from	which	hypotheses	can	

be	formulated	[19].	These	ideas,	classically	elaborated	by	sociologist	Jean	Baudrillard	in	

Le	Système	des	objets	(The	System	of	Objects)	describe	how	the	effort	to	understand	an	

object	 by	 description	 is	 non-trivial	 at	 best,	 and	 inextricably	 problematic	 at	 worst.	

Baudrillard	 would	 contend	 that	 a	 person	 can	 only	 perform	 signification	 (naming)	 in	

reference	 to	other	known	 identities	 [20].	As	each	new	referential	 frame	arises	 from	a	

priori	assumptions	of	relationality,	the	effort	towards	‘mere	description’	is	not	only	non-

objective,	it	becomes	critical,	theoretical,	and	important	for	future	scholars	to	continue	

to	break	apart	for	further	study	(just	as	we	do	in	biological	reproducibility	studies).		

	

To	 take	 a	 step	 back	 into	 the	 realms	 of	 conventional	 biomedicine,	 I	 recall	my	Harvard	

coursework	in	chemical	physics,	involving	a	great	deal	of	multivariate	calculus	and	linear	

algebra,	 such	 as	 the	 Hamiltonian	 operator	 and	 its	 corollary,	 the	 more	 colloquially-

understood	Schrödinger	equation	(namesake	of	the	proverbial	cat	that	is	both	alive	and	

dead	at	the	same	time).	Briefly,	as	one	mathematically	describes	a	wave	function	(a	3-

dimensional	 probability	 distribution)	 to	 model	 the	 x-y-z	 location	 of	 an	 electron,	 it	

becomes	impossible	to	ascertain	the	particle’s	velocity,	which	is	rigorously	defined	as	the	

cross-product	of	 speed	 (a	scalar)	and	direction	 (a	vector).	 In	essence,	 there	 is	no	such	
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thing	as	mere	description,	for	every	frame	of	reference	we	establish	is	relativistic,	biased	

by	 framing	 the	 question	 from	 the	 perspective	 of	 quantum	mechanics,	 linguistics,	 cell	

therapy	or	toxicology.	

	

MSC-Derived	Exosomes:	Next	Steps	for	Next-Gen	Cell	Therapy		

Chapter	5	was	an	effort	to	build	off	of	our	established	home	field	of	MSC	cell	therapy	and	

leverage	widely-established	proteomic	techniques	to	identify	immune	pathways,	thereby	

developing	a	first-pass	model	to	explain	the	observed	phenomena.	It	is	essential	to	state,	

as	we	 did	 in	 the	 Discussion	 for	 Chapter	 5,	 that	 the	 bioinformatic	 techniques	 used	 to	

explore	MSC	and	B	cell	relationality	will	need	to	be	assessed	in	follow-up	experiments.		

	

To	my	estimation,	the	most	important	studies	to	pursue	will	be	a	complete	profiling	of	

the	exosomes	themselves,	as	well	as	the	intact	MSC	cell.		I	learned	during	my	time	with	

Dr.	Galinski’s	Malaria	Host-Pathogen	 Interaction	 Center	 that	 the	 best	way	 to	 perform	

systems	biology	is	through	extensive	collaborations	that	seek	to	understand	lipidomics	

and	metabolomics,	 in	addition	 to	 conventional	mRNA	 (and	microRNA)	 transcriptomics	

and	 proteomics.	 All	 of	 these	 factors	will	 have	 inter-related	 effects,	 especially	when	 it	

comes	to	unleashing	the	potential	of	these	membranous	spheroids	laden	with	bioactive	

molecules.			

	

Importantly,	 these	 same	 parameters	 should	 be	 performed	 on	 the	 antibody-secreting	

plasma	cells;	our	collaborating	lab	is	already	well	under-way	in	characterizing	the	ASCs’	
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RNA	and	protein	contents.	 It	 is	 through	such	a	rigorous	description	that	mathematical	

modeling	and	bioinformatic	techniques	can	begin	to	unravel	the	bi-directional	stem	cell	

and	B	cell	signals	in	the	human	marrow	that	maintain	an	immune	repertoire.	Indeed,	the	

(conditioned)	medium	is	the	message.		
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